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They're Off
by Gary Duncan
and Miranda Chitty
The Students' Association Election Day has arrived. After a week
or more of campaigning, leafleting, speech-making and electioneering, today is the day the
sabbatical hopefuls-and the candidates for the lesser positions will have to face the decision of
their electorate.
. The polls open at 10 am , and1f last year is any indication - up
to 4,500 students can be expected
to turn out to vote for the pletora
of EUSA positions that are being
contested .
The 'count will begin in Teviot
Debating Hall at 7 pm , after the
last polling station close, but only
some of the results from the Presi-

dential count will be known
around 8.30 pm . The result forth e
Presidential election is expected
to be announced between then
and 9 pm , after which other
results will begin to trickle
through. The count will not be
completed until the early hours of
Friday morning - last year, the
last result was announced as late
as4 am.
Although the final result for
President will not be announced
until around 9 pm , it may become
clear before that who has won.
The Appleton Tower ballot is
cruicial, and acts as something of
an election "swingometer" - no
candidate who has failed to win
this ballot for President has gone
to be elected President in recent

times.
The last chance fo r the candidates to shine before Student goes
to press is at the Pollock hustings ,
which is the most crucial of all the
hustings as it attracts the largest
number of non-hack students.
The clim actic Pollock hustings
were true to form on Tuesday
night , as axe grinders, ca mpaign
spikers and students alike made
use of their only serious chance to
question (and attempt to defl ate)
all candidates for the four sabbatical positions. Asked what was the
first thing they would do if elected
into office, the Presidential candidates gave varied answers . Jane
Rogerson said she would put a
tape-recorder in her office and
head for a pub , whilst Paul Davies

admitted he would pay off his
overdraft. On a more serious
note, Davies said he was aiming at
three quorate General Meetings 1
and D avid Clark made no secre;
of the fact that he hoped to lead
EUSA back to join the NUS.
Martin "Yossi" Ross, wa rning his
audi ence th at he was going to use
"big words", sa id he hoped to turn
EUSA fro m a pate rn alistic
orga nisa tion into a self-help one.
Deputy Presidential candidates
were heckled with question,s
abo ut Big Bands and Potterrow .
Mike Lyttle wants "bigger"
bands, whilst Alison Roylance
favours more alternative entertainment.
• Continued on Page 2

Fire in Pollock Room
by Anjali Dholakia
Students in Lee House at Pollock Halls of Residence had a narrow escape on Sunday, 3rd May
When a serious fire broke out in a
student's room.
l t is thought that the fire was
caused by a lighted candle falling
on to some tapes, causing a large
amount of smoke and toxic fumes
to be produced .
f The occupants of the room , a
Irst year student and her boyfriend, returned to the room on

Sunday morning at about 4 am
aiter the ESCA "Full Can" dance.
They lit some candles and then fell
asleep.
At about 4.30 am one of the students woke up and found the
room full of thick , black smoke .
He ran outside to get some air ,
and then attempted to wake the
other occupant , who he managed
to rescue. The students unsuccessfully tried to smother the fire with
a wet towel.
Both then went to alert the wardens , immediate neighbours and
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set off the fire alarm .
Within a few minutes three fire
engines, two police cars and an
ambulance arrived. Firemen with
breathing equipment ente red the
room and extinguished the fire
within 15 minutes.
One fireman said that if eithe r
of the students had remained in
the room for more than anothe r
fi ve minutes they would have
beeil °dead.
Both studeents were taken to
the Royal Infirmary by ambulance , but were discharged after

doctors were sati fied that they
had not been seriously affected by
th e toxic fum es.
The fire was successfully contained within one room but the
occupant lost many belo ngings
including a radio/cassette player,
abo ut 75 tapes , a year's no tes a nd
textbooks, and some bedding.
Othe r clothes and possessions
were damaged by smoke a nd ash.
Following the fire, it has been
cl aimed that ma11y students resident at Pollock Halls are un aware
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Tories in turmoil
by Gary Duncan
Following Student's recent
report on allegations of electoral
malpractice in the Conservative
Club, we have been contacted by
a confidential source with further
allegations concerning committee
members of the club.
It has been claimed by our
source that former Treasurer
Alick McWhirter attempted to
secretly amend the new Tory Club
constitution to give himself .JTIOTe
power in the new post of Vicepresident (Administration) and
the President less. Subsequently,
our· source says, McWhirter was
forced off the club's committee.
McWhirter told Student at the
time of writing of the last report
that he had resigned in protest at
the alleged malpractices over the

elections and the constition . How- ous report in Student, and comever, the current Club President plaints received by the Societies
has told me that the new informa- Council Executive, the Tory Club
is to be forced to hold a Special
tion is correct.
The other allegations concern General meeting chaired by the
Tory Club member James Clat- EUSA Societies Convener Simon
worthy , who also holds the EUSb Thomson, and with EUSA
post of Societies Council Trea- Deputy Presidet Claire McLinsurer. It is claimed that he abused tock probably acting as Returning
this latter position to obtain in for- Officer in the elctions to the Tory
mation for the Conservative Club Club Committee. This unpreon the grant application to EUSA cedented move is designed to
of the Labour Club.
ensure fair play, and to avoid a
It is also alleged that the Tory repeat of the confusion, and
Club subsequently applied to the alleged cheating and malpractice
Societies Council for money to I which has affected the Club's
attend conferences and to do a other General meetings this year.
The Conservative Association
campaign leaflet drop , and that
this money was never used for this ·have consistently denied. the
purpose, and was therefore majority of these allegations , but
received under false pretences.
have apparently accepted the
Meanwhile following the previ- , need for a Special General Meet-

ing to clear up the confusion over
Speaki_ng to Student , the
who rightfully holds the office of rent president (rightful
cu
0
President, ~nd over the Con-stitu- wise) said he was resignr
Othe
tion.
post because of ill-health ~~g th
· ·
11eh
a k nee miury. He said th
allegations that A\ick Mew~· th
had b~en fo rced out of the clirt,
committee after attemptin ub
. .
gtof
di e th e const1tut10n
were s b 1
. II y correct. McWhiter Lu Sta.
OF C.OLIN. \TS A
tia
" ha d been unde r a little ,pue sa1
SEC.R[T Bt\LLOT ~
t
. " H ct·
ressur
W£'R£ NOT 601N6
o resign .
e 1d not.accept th
10 TELL f>MONE 1.
any electoral malpractice h
taken place but said of the a
0
by the EUSA Societies c0 ~ ~
" In the interests of democra~cli
suppose they are doing the .\
thing."
ng,,
Student au empted to ·reach
Ahck McWhtrter for hi·s com
ments on the new claims about hi
conduct,
but unable to co nta
.
h1m.

New
style .

Scotland
versus
matr1c
card
Ireland
in schools
debate

):.o-t. :r.~ ,;
J \3-.,~~ "

by Jane Kelly
This year's prestigious Bank of
Scotland Schools Competition ,
organised by Edinburgh Debates
Committee, culminated in an
international match with the winners of an equivalent competition
sponsored by the Bank of Ireland.
The all-male final met to argue
the motion: "This House would
outlaw surrogate motherhood" in
Teviot Debating Chamber last
Saturday.

Students protest at Scottish Office.
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EUSA mount loans vigil
by Anajal Qholakia
Last week a "24 Hour Vigil"
took place outside the Scottish·
Office as part of EUSA 's continuing campaign against student loa11
proposals.
The idea behind the Vigil ,
which was conceived by the student "Campaign Committee,"
was to keep the issue of student
support in the forefront of the
political agenda in the face of an
approaching General Election.
Students were asked to sign a
pledge to say that they would take
part but, this caused some prob-

~lum

lems as no one signed up for the
first two hours . the Vigil was then
hastily rescheduled to start at 3
pm.
After its somewhat shakey start
the Vigil was well attended.
About ten students braved the bitterly cold weather to camp out
through the night. By about 1 pm
on Wednesday about sixty students had gathered outside the
Scottish Office and were attracting attention from passers-by. At
·t .30 pm a number of students led
by Ca.thy Presland , EUSA president , and David Duncan, EUSA

infirmary

by Sophie Peterson
The Ro~al Infirmary , described
as a "rotting slum" by Professor
Kendall , Dean of the Medical
Faculty, is to remain at its present
site for at least five t~ ten years.
The Infirmary, which has close
links with the Medical Faculty,
has been the subject of much discussion in the last few weeks.
Lying just 9ff Teviot Place, the
hospital is heavily criticised for
being too cramped, old fashioned
and in need of reconstruction if
not rebuilding.
Sir Alex Fletcher, Tory MP for
Edinburgh Central , proposed that
the Infirmary, a "vital part of the
city's heritage", should be recon-.
structed using the Meadows as a
temporary building site. However, it is unlikely that thi!; will
. • • •~~p~n, . ~~ . ~d_i~~~~&~~ ?,i~t.t!c! •

Council has repeatedly refused
the proposal since the 1950s,
when the University and the
Health Board had similar ideas.
Professor Kendall 's view is that
a_ny reconstruction on the existing
site would be "very difficult and
expensive". The hospital , under
great strain at present anyway,
would not be able to cope. Ide·ally , the Dean would like to see a
new hospital on a green field site
outside the town with the possibility of having the Medical School
located nearby .
Professor
Kendall
did
emphasise that any changes were
a "very long way off' and by no
means certain as the Health
Board has to submit proposals
and alternative proposals which
may not even be ready by the end
• ,o.f -1??? . .__ ... _, . ~ . • _. ·-·A• .

Treasurer, were allowed into the
Scottish office to present a petition signed by over 6,000 people
stating that "Students Say No To
Loans". The
petition was
accepted and delivered to Mr
John Mackay the Scottish Minister for Health and Education.
David Duncan, describing the
· event as a great success, said: "We
made a point to the Scottish
Office that students won't let this
issue die. " Mr Duncan added that
he hoped people wouldn't elect
this government again and urged
students to "think before they
vote."

SDCAGM
by Sarah Whitehead
On Wednesday the 6th May ,
the AGM of the Social Democratic Club passed a motion calling
on the new executive to start the
process of joining the Social
Democratic Club with the Liberal
Club.
David Owen , leader of the
Social Democratic Party, is
against clubs joining but the Club
President, Angus Mcintosh, said
he felt the matter was ultimately,
for the individual Universities to·
decide . The President of the Liberal Club, Mark Wheatley, spoke
at the meeting and was clearly in
favour.
Andrew MacDonald was voted·
in as the new President , Angus
Mcintosh stepped down as he is
standing for the post of SRC
Accommodation Conv~aer.

Bd'K or SGOTLUD
A FRIEND FOR LIFE

Glasgow Academy's Eric Millar opened for the Proposition
with a promise not to sway the
sizeable audience with emotional
arguments. Thus the proposition
established a most provocative
line with numerous references to
surrogacy as being a "Buy British
Babies Campaign" where "the
rich get babies and the poor get
shattered dreams".
This notion that surrogacy was
the inherently commercial marketing of babies was backed by the
social and psychological scares
left on the child after the intimate
·bond with its natural mother was
broken. However, no alternatives
for childless couples were offered
or indeed how the outlawing of
surrogacy would work.
The proposition lacked definition in their argument and with
consistent
and
systematic
ruthlessness, the Opposition,
comprising Jason Davitt and Ross
Murphy of Blacknock College,
and Edinburgh's Alan Wilkins
from Daniel Stewart's and Melville College, ably defeated much
of the proposition's case as
moralistic and unworkable in law.
Surrogate motherhood, they
stressed , allowed freedom of
choice both for the woman to rule
her own fertility and to decide the
welfare of her child at birth.
Convinced by the Opposition's
debating skills, the distinguished
all-male judging panel announced
Blacknock College the winners
and Alan Wilkins as best individual speaker.
Equally convinced, the audience voted against the motion .

A new kind of matriculation card is to be issued to student as of this year. All students enrolling in October
1987 will need a passport
photograph , which will be
made into a fou r-year photo
card. The move hopes to
reduce costs of producing
matriculation cards, which
stand at around £1 0,000 per
year.
Students will also get an
annual cardboard course
.card.

HUSTINGS
FROM PAGE ONE
Secretarial' hustings were
helped along by the "Ape!' Ches·
worth , and Andrew Gray, who
freely admitted that "we're all
very grateful to Mark because,
thanks to him none of us will
come last" . H~ criticised Tripp
and Greig for having no politics.
Answering the question what
would the candidates not do to get
elected, Sall y G reig replied she
would not sleep with the returning
officer Dr Fishburne , or any
other ;ppone nts. Dave Tripp said
he wouldn't vote Tory.
"Ape" Chesworth grunted that
his testicles were more important
to him than EUSA.
.
The
Treasurer
hustings
revolved on the controve~ial
privatisation issue. Should EUSA
0
buy shares to make money, ~
should it take a moral s~~
against denationalisation? . a
1
baticals and would-be sabballcha_s
.
I ar on t is
made their feehngs c e
d'd
1
issue Tor Farquhar said he
not think it wrong to buy sharesd,
oav1
and current Treasurer
"th
Duncan obviously agreed wi
him.
d urrent
Cheow-Lay Wee, an ~ and
sabaticals Cathy Preslan trenuClaire McLintock, were s
ously opposed to the idea.

~~~~~~~----OverlandJourneys, ,
Expeditions, Treks, safans
and Adventure Holidays
Worldwide.
Kashmir incl. Agra and ~lbi·
3 weeks from July 2n '
Ex Glasgow.
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just forty students attend last GM

GM faces credibility gap
by Siobhan Mulvany and Gary
Duncan
The final General Meeting of the
students' Association to be held
this year attracted an attendance
of barely forty students - one of
the lowest attendances of recent
times. For the first time for some
years, this year's Association
Executive - the four sabbaticals
- have failed to obtain even one
quorate General Meeting in their
term of office.
The attendance at this last
meeting must call into the question the credibility of the whole

General Meeting system as a deci·
sion making forum , and next
year's sabbat icals will face a considerable cha llenge in finding an
effective answer to the problem if they can.
Because of the poor attendance
constitutional amendments allowing the Student Centre to finally
be re-named the Mandela Centre
were withdrawn for the third time
this year, and the SRC's proposal
of N_elson Mandela as Honorary
President fell for the second time.
Two other motions were passed
without opposition, these being

Andrew Gray's motion on Lesbian and Gay rights, and a motion
proposed by the SRC to de-recognise the National Union of Iraqi
Students and Youth who are
allegedly an organ of the "fascist
state" of Iraq who keep dissident
Iraqi students in this country
under surveillance, and even
resort to violence to suppress their
dissent.
The meeting itself was finished
in only about ten minutes , and
was followed by EUSA presidential Hustings and private members' questions to the sabbaticals.

• 32 students reach Paris in hitch fund.raiser

T HUMBING
FOR CASH

Threat
to
suburban
rail
network
by Suzanne Blunn
Talks arc under way between
ScotRail and Lothian Regional
Council to decide the future of
Meadowbank Station. re-opened
for last year's Commonwealth
Game to carry spectators between Waverley and the stadium .
The decision made will be crucial
to plans for a suburban rail ne twork around Edinburgh.
The station is a key link in
Council plans for a loca l rail network , but ScotRail want 10 close
two vital junctions on the
Meadowbank route as part of
their electrification plans for the
East Coast line . The Council
wants the station to remain open
-as a link to Leith , a route which
could be important if Scottish
Development Agency plans to
develop Leith go ahead.

Je have nothing on under ze kilt monsieur!
'by Miranda Chitty
Many talked of hitching to
Paris, but the sheer slog of the
.open road became a reality for
thirty-eight Edinburgh students,
32 of whom finally checked in at
the all-night cate in Les Hailes ,
Paris, where the open arms of the
o rganiser
Nicholas
Glynne
awa ited them.
Glynne stayed up all night on
"altruistic adrenalin, " to receive
the shattered hitchers, the first of
whom arrived at half past midnight on Saturday after 18 long
hours of entertaining and being
entertained
by
benevolent
drivers.
Lifts were not only received
from lorries with frustrating
teahographs doing 70 mph; runners-up Joanna Lewis and Rory
Ban yard carved their way through
the home counties at 115 mph in a
Ford Escort which willingly
chased a Capri spotted carrying
the eventual winners Henry Fostrooke and Anna Butcher. The
Capri, it is said, blew 120 down
the Dover Strait.

Photo: Nick G/ynne

Once arrived in the city of love,
the hitchers embarked on another
navigational adventure, in the
Parisian suburbs. The Evry hotel,
buried in a satellite city was the
destination of many hitchers, who
spent much of Saturday trying
dazedly to follow directions from
"the ~tation " which later turned
out to be three stations. The
hotel , Glynne explained " was
built in the '60s the loos had portholes ."
Winners Henry and Anna spent
a free wekend in the Evry as their
first prize. Second prize winners
received a relatively more welcome Paris to London train ticket ,
while seventh prize winners " Bill
and Dan" checking in at 6 am, ate
their hard won pete dejeuner , and
set off back for England , PARIS
sign reversed to read ED IN8 URG Hand thumbs out.
"Evry one had an interesting
says
Nicholas
experience ,"
Glynne who asks for sponsorship
money to find its way to the very
central position of the Main Library coffee bar at 6 pm tonight.

The station is also envisaged as
forming pan of a loop line incorporatingPortobello , Musselburgh
and Wallyford . If Meadowbank
closes, the plans for the network
will have to be re-thought.
The talks between the Council
and ScotRail are centred on the
problem of finance . Lothian
Transpon chairman , Councillor
Alistair Darling , told Student that
ScotRail's budget for provincial
rail networks had been cut from
£900 million to £530 million . As a
result they do not feel able to justify the expenditure required to
keep the line open. Financial support from the Council is a possibility if cost estimates from ScotRail
prove favourable but Councillor
Darling warned that the Council
had also faced large spending
cuts .
" It's a tragedy to think of the
station closing only a year after
public money went into opening
it. The Council will do all it can
but ,;,e're facing a further £18 million cut in our budget. The prospects for Meadowbank are
bleak ." A decision will be made
by the middle of June .

Plastic pistol scares police
by Tom Bradby
A student who put Pitlochry
police station in a state of alarm
with a green water pistol was fined
£100 at Perth Sheriff Coun for
breach of the peace.
Kenneth Cutting (19) of MorningsiDe .•• E'lru:e,. _Edinburgh.

approached the building with his
face partly concealed whilst carrying the pistol. He said that his
actions were meant only as a joke
whilst larking around with friends
during a visit to the town last summer.
"
He denie~ the charge against

him and aid 1hat he did not think
the plastic pistol would be mistaken for a real gun .
Police witneses said that they
thought he was carrying a real
firearm when he walked towards
the office at disk and he wa found
guilty .

Government plans for
elite universities
by Paula Collins
The government are likely to
introduce two types of University
one elite and one devoted to teaching only, according to Or Mark
Richmond, new chairman of the
Vice Chancellors' Committee.
A recent earth science repon
compiled by the University
Grants Committee recommended
that three levels of University be
set up for one particular subject:
an elite group involved in research
and teaching ; a middle group
designed purely for teaching at
the highest level ; and a third set of
institutions offering only teaching
of a lower standard. Dr Richmond
has suggested that the Govern_ment would like to apply thi policy acros the whole Univer ity
system.
The chairman of the Advisory
Board of the Research Councils ,
Sir David Philips , has declared his
support for the repon's propo al .

He believe that by concentrating
top level science research in a few
centres, Britain would be better
equipped to compete abroad. He
also says that there is no evidence
to ugge t that institutions withour access to research facilities
would be inferior.
Dr Ricbmond , however , is convinced that this repon will act as a
precedent for the other sciences,
and has mentioned a " hidden
agenda" which will provide for ten
to fifteen top universities, with the
others
combining
with
polytechnics to become little
more than "training factories ."
He claims that the government
will " tender out " contracts to universities and polytechnics for
courses, often placing them in
direct competition, with money
1he deciding factor . Obviously
this could have di a trou conequences for research, and contribute 10 the current brain drain .

Fire hits Pollock
CONTINUED FROM P 1

of the locatio n of hre hoses and
~lanket and the procedure in
event of a fire .
More alarmingly, it has been
said 1hat many students did no t
wake up and leave the building as
the fire alarm was not sufficiently
loud .
This could obviously have had
serious consequences had the fire
not been contai ned within one

.room.
Concern has also been expresed over the fact that there was
also no way of working out how
many tudents had remained
inside the building si nce many tudents were inside who should no1
have been. This is because many
students had friends staying with
them unofficially and many students were abscnl and had not left
details about where they were .

GRAMPIAN REGIONAL COUNCIL

ABERDEEN COLLEGE OF COMMERCE
Applications are now invited for the following Postgraduate and
Professional Courses:

Chartered Association of Certified Accountants
Chartered Institute of Cost and Management Accountants
Communication Studies
Secretarial
Secretarial/Linguist
Systems Analysis and Design
For further information, write to

THE PRINCIPAL,
Aberdeen College of Commerce,
Holbum Street, Aberdeen AB9 2YT.
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Lothian nuclear dump plan
cal Survey report states that smalr
islands are always to be consiThe area around North Berwick dered worthy fO£ dumping, the
and the tiny Isle of May in the advantage being the "massive
Firth of Forth could .be the next dilution capacity of the sea" .
The report also specifies that
targets for the dumping of nuclear
coastal locations such as the North
waste.
Both sites are suitable for stor- Berwick area are preferred. This,
ing low and intermediate level combined with the fact that North
radioactive waste, according to Berwick is not a designated area
experts at the British Geological of national importance, would
Survey, and the nuclear waste dis- sugge,st that it is a more possible
posal company, Nirex UK Ltd. choice. The proposed location is
have outlined that these two' an area of around 50 square miles
area~ are now on their UK dump- a_round North Berwick , which is
situated some 20 miles from Edinmg hst of potential sites.
The Isle of May is a national burgh.
The chosen site would store
nature reserve managed by the
Nature Conservancy Council, and intermediate-level nuclear waste
an exclusive breeding ground for m.ix~d with cement and kept
seabirds. These factors may well w1thm steel and concrete containwarrant exclusion from future ers, some of which would remain
plans if Nirex holds to its policy of radioactive for thousands of
reiectmg areas of national impor-• years. It would also hold low-level
tance.
• radioactive clothing belonging to
However, the British Geologi- ; workers in t~e industry.
by Gillian Drummond

MAC attack
by Our News Staff
Last week EUSA's Money
Advice Centre revealed its "Summer Term offensive" - a poster
campaign designed to keep
everyone informed about the
changes in the regulations con-·
cerning
Summer
Housing
Benefit.
Susan Moir , the new MAC convenor , is concerned that a lack of
information may lead to some students losing housing benefit.
The problems have arisen for
one key change. This year,
although students who rent a
property and are on a low income
can claim Housing Benefit
(whether the property is University-owned or not) , during the
summer they will have to prove
the accommodation is their main
place of residence, by showing
that they are working for an Edinburgh employer or singing on locally. This means it may be very
difficult for students to leave

Edinburgh for long periods of'
time. The important point is that
students must convince the Housing Department that Edinburgh is
their permanent residence.
Not only are these regulations
being tightened , claims Miss
Moir , but it is already clear that
students' housing benefir entitlemen.t will be drastically cut by
Apnl 1988 and it is possible that
soon after that student will be
almost totally excluded from the
housing/supplementary benefi t
system altogether. Thus, MAC
feels that it is important that students are kept informed about
their entitlement and how to claim
it.
If anyone has any problems
claiming housing benefit, or with
any financial matters , they can
·contact _the • Mon_ey Advice
Centre, whose
desks
are
in Teviot on Monctays , K.8 Uri1on
on Tuesdays , and Potterrow on
Thursdays, from 12-2 pm

The search for a suitable dumping site follows the recent decision
by the Government to stop tests
for storage sites in four Conservative held parliamentary constituencies in England.
The company's plans are still at
an early stage and Nirex maintains
that public safety is their main
interest. However , there have
been swift signs of opposition
from both the Scottish Scenic
Trust and from the City of Edinburgh District Council. Councillor Mark Lazarowicz , leader of
the City of Edinburgh Administration , voiced his concern over
the proposals: "We are extremely
concerned about the possible
hazardous effect this material
might have on public health- not
to mention the potentially disastrous impact it would have on one of
the area's major industries ,
tourism. "

Exam
appeal .
campaign
launched

SA violence
flares

SOUTH AFRICA: The troubled South African universities
were again hit by violent clashes
between students and police in the
run-up to the whites-only election .
Worst hit were the Universities
of Cape Town and Witwatersrand
where Winnie Mandel a, wife of
imprisoned ANC leader , Nelson
Mandela , is a student. Students
were subjected to tear-gas attacks
and whipping in the disturbances.
Several reporting restrictions
had been lifted earlier in the week
by the Natal Supreme Court
enabling overseas viewers to wit'.
ness the police action. South Africans, however , saw only students
throwing stones at passing cars.
Late decisions were taken by
the authorities of both universities
to close for Wednesday's election
and a joint statement was issued
condemning the police action and
expressing solidarity with the students.

Merger rector
stays on
ST. ANDREWS: A referendum
planned for last week to decide
the fate of Rector stanley Adams
had to be cancelled when ballot
papers and boxes failed to be distributed. The referendum was called after increasing pressure from
students for adams to resign
proved futile. Students have been
upset by the Rector's continued
calls for a merger between St.
Andrews and nearby Dundee.
The idea is also strongly opposed
by students at Dundee. The
referendum will be held at a later
· date but a clear vote of no-confidence will only be a gesture as
under the constitution the
Rector's term of office cannot be
terminated unless he chooses to
resign. Adams term is due to end
next year.

krupted the magazine, preve: .its pubhcation for a term.
ttng,

Aberdeen
hostages
ABERDEEN: New to the univ
s1ty this summer will be a H er.
Crisis Centre, providing costage
ourses
on h ow to prevent
a hostage cns1s
..
.
wh at to d o 1f one occurs and h •
.to help the vicitms.
'
ow
.The Centre is being set u
w1thm the D.epartment of Politi P
and Internation al Relations des
h
'd
un er
t e gU1 ance of an American postgraduate student in behavio 1
studies.
ura
Courses wi!J deal with such
problems . as
recognising
behav10ur
..
. . likely to lead to a cns1s
negot1at10n technique, and h '.
tage rehabilitation.
os

Balls up
ST. ANDREWS: Students had
further cause to be upset last week
when police ended late-night
revelries at Saturday's Union
Ball. Students had been entertained by a las er disco and '70s
pop veterans Showaddywaddy,
but the cocktail pianist in a Mar~uee in the Union grounds proved
too much for local residents. the
angry students, who had paid £20
per ticket , were sent home at 2
am.

by Miranda Chitty
A campaign has been started'
foran exams grade appeal system
at Edinburgh.
Mike Lyttle, who is st<1nding for
Deputy President in the forthOXFORD: The residents of
coming EUSA elections, took up
Magdalene College are offering a
the issue of examination grading
reward which will be paid either in
after the recent incident at Bristol·
cash or in kind for the safe return
University where a student who
of the College's condom machine
got 99% in his final maths paper
which was stolen recently.
was disqualified for getting a sus-:
piciously high grade.
" If that happened to someone
in Edinburgh ," says Mike Lyttle,
"there would not even be a struc-·
HULL: Students who were
ture through which he could
injured last term in an incident
appeal."
involving controversial Conserva·
Mike Lyttle claims that statistive MP Harvey Proctor, have
tics show that a student can be
initiated legal proceedings against
affected by his University grades
the university. Mr Proctor was
for up to twenty years after leavgraduates.
stopped from speaking by a group
University
.
ing
1
More Asian graduates than any
of about 400 students. In the scuf·
He also points out that Dr
~ther group said that they had diffies that broke out several stu·
Angus
Erskine,
a
former
lecturer
,
ficulty m getting the jobs their
OXFORD: Student gossip dents were hospitalised after
and
Edinburgh's
ex-education
qualifications deserve , in spite of
magazine Tributary is making a being run down by the car in
the fact that the study shows they and welfare convener, once comeback after a successful libel which Mr Proctor was being dn·
often take courses with clear voca- described the marking of finals. case a11.ainst them almost ban- ven away.
tional outlets such as pharmacy papers as "cavalier."
and electronic engineering.
· . Under the circumstances, LytThe report also states that both tle says he hopes to create a struc• LETTERS EXTRA
the _level and salary of jobs ture through which appeals can be.
obtamed by Asian grtaduates made.
He is also considering cam"
were lover than those being secured by others with comparable paigning for a students charter, Dear Student,
giving students certain rights, but
qualifications.
With regard to the articles conhas not specified what these might cerning myself in your last issue of
be.
Student. My. intention is to clarify
a number of allegations made
against my actions and conduct.
Firstly, as to my election : I was
informed that my "Election
Unopposed" was due to the
nature of the office. The position
·of Welfare Convener has adopted
a role of extensive commitment;
this I believe was duly reflected in
Thirdly the resignation of iwo
the time spent attending commit'
oevin
committee
members,.
'fhe
tees and overseeing plans Scobie and David Chne ..
approx. 10 hours per week . My
.
" as wntten
hghthearted "poem w
eet·
election was therefore a direct
urging members to attend m It·
result of the office's agenda.
ings. I had no intention of '"~ng
Secondly, the welfare handing dedicated and hard-worcon·
book: during the Easter vacation I
members. I regretted their f 111 y
. spent approx . 20 hours on a first
0
sequent emblemishment
draft. On returning to SRC
position
and
work
·
.
myself
· ijxecutive I was informed that the
Fourthly, my absenung d 11een,
proposal for the. handbook ,
from the Health Daze: I h~ save
agreed in 1986, had been dropped
at that time , raising funds or
due to Jack of funds - a decision
·involving both the sabbaticals and the Children.
Yours, . la Gard•
the Welfare Committee. I had not
Daniel
been consulted prior to the final
Welfare Conve¢·
decisiol)

Graduate discrimination
by Miranda Chitty
Under fifty per cent of ethnic
minority graduates find full-time
et?ployment one year after graduation, compared to seventy per
cent of white graduates.
The Commission for Racial
Equality has revealed, following a
survey, that Asian graduates
~tand the worst chance of getting a
J?b m the first year after graduation.
Sixteen per cent of Asian students are unable to find either
part-time or full-time jobs compared with eight per cent of white

t!dd~Klt<•l!Jd'RI

COMING TO YOU FROM
STUDENT PRODUCTIONS

MONEY

Generous commission awaits students
interested in selling the paper

Contact: Loretta Brescani
at Student offices,
48 Pleasance pr come down to Friday 1 pm meetings.

Condom theft

Proctor action

Student libel
paper comeback

Convener defends

Too Enterprising?
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The Issues
The sabbatical hustings have been a disappointing
affair. In general, candidates have been prepared to
recite their speeches without arguing with their
opponents. Admittedly, though, this would be difficult
since they have tended to say much the same thing as each
other and much the same thing as people did last year. In
spite of this, certain issues are clear.
Firstly we need a sabbatical team who can campaign
effectively for students. Some candidates want to
influence popular opinion (by organising demonstrations
etc.), others want to influence informed opinion (by
lobbying MP's or writing to papers). The student body
will never make a big impact on popular opinion until
students are sufficiently politicised to attend marches in
large numbers, and that will not happen unless the
government tries something really outrageous. But
students can influence informed opinion and we need
sabbaticals who are pushy, persistent and irritating to do
this properly.
Secondly, there is no point campaigning unless you
know what you are campaigning for. We need sabbaticals
with a clear political vision of the type of education that
they want. Almost all the candidates have political views
but some of them have not made these a part of their
campaign. This is wrong. If you feel that the Alliance or
Labour will do good things for education, then you
should openly try and convert people to the cause. If you
do not think that they will do good things, then you should
not support them privately. If you do support a party but
are afraid to say so openly for fear of alienating people,
then you lack integrity and should not be placed in a
position of leadership.
Thirdly, we need to elect sabbaticals who have
sufficient personality to break down the barriers between
EUSA and students. Sabbaticals can hold as many
question-times as they want, but no-one will come and see
them if they are dull and boring. But simply "being
available" is not enough. Next year's sabbaticals must
make a positive attempt to go out and meet the people
they represent.
It does not take long to vote. Read the official election
guide, read the Student election guide, talk about it with
your friends, then make a decision. It does matter. If
students cannot take democracy seriously, who will?

Sir,
Is there no end to the manipulative talents of the ubiquitous Gary
Duncan?
Over the past few weeks the
readers of Student have been sub'jected to his homilies on the
EUSA elections which have contained a sordid mixture of speculation, opi nion and unju tified_
comment. Mr Duncan should
take heed of a statement made by
both Neil Kinnock and Margaret
Thatcher before he considers
indulging his pretensions to political importance in the world of tudent politics again : " You ca nnot
play politics with people's lives".
Now, S111dent readers have
been the lucky recipient of a
tirade of information in the news
pages, of which Mr Dunca n is

Duncan
Defends

Dear Editor,
In reply to Mr cobie's letter of
last week , I would like to make a
number of points concerning S111dem's coverage of the EUSA clcctions to date .
Mr Scobic's first criticism is lhat
I published a report "about two
potential candidates" in the cleclions , along wi th their photographs. This Mr Scobie describes
as "ru mour and speculation" .
This is not the case. Both of the
ca ndidates in question were contacted by me and both indicated
that they were considering the
possibility of standing. This is
information which the electora te
has a clear right to know - particul alry when those candidates
already hold elected positions in
the Association. Mr Scobie's distinction between such reporting in
the national press and in the student pre s is both artificia l and
norfacts
can such
report .__ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ supercilious,
ing of confirmed
legi1imately

editor, about one of Mr Duncan·
only a "eek aft r the announceother interests - Precedent Pub- mcnt concerning the -econd i ue !
lications Ltd .
As an added bonu , readers
Two weeks ago, there wa a · were given th opportuni ty to
very reasonable articl e hailing the read coverage of a ubstantial
imminent publication by Prece- quote from a "spokesman for Predent Publications of the second cedent Publication " . Of the three
issue of Enterprise. This was a students who make up Precedent
newswort hy even t, given the Publication
Ltd ., two have
achievement of Edinburgh stu - declared they did not peak to Stu dents, including Mr Duncan , in dent about thi matter la t week .
publishing the magazine .
The third man, and the pokesLast week, your correspon- man, is Mr Duncan. He is new
dent , Miranda Chitty, attempted editor. and responsible for the
to redress any imbalance by news pages.
detailing the exploits of other stuGiven his eviden t keenness to
dents anempting to get publica- purvey his own intere ts and opi ntions off the ground . But what did ions, may we next expect to read
we find attached to the e nd of Ms what Mr Duncan eat for breakChitty's article? A lengt hy parag- fast? I, for o ne, Ci)n wait.
raph announcing the publication
Your . etc.
oft he TH IR D issue of Enterprise.
Alan Young

Rag Relations
ally appreciate the amount of
Dear ir,
H . Couchman talks of our rela- effort put imo fancy-drcs. costions wi1h the community being tumes by 1he tiny minonty of stuob cured by students in fancy- dents who push a idc apathy to
dress during rag Weck . Obviously take part in E A' s events.
he was approached by a ra ther
over-zea lous student for which we
apologise bu t 1his is le s worrying
than the overall opinion he
expresses of Rag Weck it elf,
admitted ly ra t lier indirectly.
What he fails to realise is thal
E A exists not only to raise
money for 15 local charities but
also to develop good relations
with the commu nity. For this
reason we deliberately aim for a
high public profile during Rag
Week. Whether this is by some
publicity stunts such a the piano- 'ESCA in action.
push and horizontal climb o r si mSure ly providing amusement
ply by stude nts being in fa ncy- ' while raising money for a worthy
dre s doesn't really matter as we cause is an admirable combi nastill leave an impression and the tion? Hopefull y by developing a
public actually see us as doin picture of stude nts who care, via
.something for the loca l commun- the charities appea l, we will also
ity rather than standing in the pub gain public support in "other,
dri nking our grant away as mem- wider issues ."
bers of the public still seem to
Yours faithfu lly,
think
. Members
of the
puclicactuHamish
Taylor
.._
__
____
__
___________
___
__

be described as " biased specul a- · potential candidates with the first date a~ a "strong contender". I
tion " since it is neither.
re port , and then aga in in the sec- , . accept that this wa an error of
Mr Scobie also complain that ond report in which thei r candi- judgement and that the ca ndidate
EDITOR
only one of these candidates did dacy for President a nd Trea urer in question should no t have been
And rew Sparrow
stand for President , while the was confirmed, thus giving them
ingled out. I wholeheartedly
FILM
MUSIC
·o ther caled down his ambitions what Mr Scobie descri bes as the apologise for this mi take .
NEWS
Matth ew. Catling
Tho
mas
Lappin
to the post of Treasurer. This he " unfair advantage" of having their
Gary Du ncan
In conclusion , it strikes me thai
Ca rna l Murari
Caroline Ednie
Miranda Chitty
sees as confirmalion of his " biased pictures printed once more th an the cirt icisms made by Mr cobie
Jane
Bowie
Anjali Dholakia
SPORT
speculation" argument. Rub bish. candidates who had confirmed are on the whol e of a similar
Carl Marston
If an elected EUSA office-ho lder the ir intention to stand at the time nature to Norman Tebbit's pen·
WHAT'S ON
Burgermcisler
Mike
Fran Hughes
is considering standing for Presi- of the first report.
dantic, trivial and unco n tractive
EDITORIAL
Linda Kerr
dent, and then switches to TreaASSISTANTS
This is non ense . If the other attacks on the BB (with the
MANAGER
Lorna He nde rso n
GRAPHICS
surer , this is information which Presidential candidates - one of exception of the last). He is well
Loretta Breieiani
Ange la Stuart
Rory Macbet h
' the student electorate i entitled whom happens to have Devin aware thal tude111 has a po hc of
!--- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - , to Jiave . The ca ndidates .were Scobie as his campaign manager objectivity and hon~ty , and his
hard ly forced to revea l their delib- - do not have the initi ative a nd argumen t i bot h hypocritica l and
If you want to ge t in vo lved. come along to
e rations to Student , nor did Stu- political nouse to use the publicity undemocratic in it desire to
the editorial meeting on Friday at I. IS pm
dent start the rumours of their tactic of first rumouring, then restrict the information given to
at the Student office . O therwise go to one
of these S'!ction meetings.
potential candidacies. If someone suggesting, and then confirming the Edi nburgh mversity elc toNEWS
FILM
tells this paper that they are their intention to stand, · then rate. Students have to elect their
Thurs, l pm
FEATURES
" keepi ng thei r options open·· on a perhaps they hould not be stand- leaders based on a ho rt campaign
MUSIC
WHAT'S O
Presidenli al campaign , and then ing for President. Alternatively , and a blitz of candidate-produced
Wed . I pm
SPORTS
o pts to go for Treasurer, the oerhaps they should find them- propaganda - some of which Mr
ARTS
PHOTOGRAPHY
reporting of both these fac ts is ;e lves a campaign manager who Scobie is responsible for . The
Thurs, 1.15 pm at
GRAPHI CS
Banne rman's Pub Friday , l.30pm
entirely legitimate.
Nill advise them more effective ly. more light Student ca n shine on
The third complaint is that we
Lastly, l am charged with the candidates. in m view, the
L-- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - J published pictures of both these describing a Pre idential candi- better. Yours ,
Gary Duncan ,
f'( r!T.. .. A rJff
~O~~~~~?
News Editor, tudent.
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Scott Styles
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Prue Jeffreys
Emm a Simpson
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Steve Mack and

Photo: Oliver Lim

prov~ative short.!

The Venue

Unfortunately
Andrew's
singing is quite flat, as several
impatient TPE fans pointed
out.

The trad. jangle and makeit-up-as,-you-go-along lyrics
of the Close Lobsters are
quite pleasant. They have a
couple of very strong songs eg
Going to Heaven ... even if
the others are a bit alike.

Taking the stage at midnight in
a sold-out Venue, That Petrol
Emotion are self-proclaimed "renegades of pop". Signing to
Polydor after a string of independent releases, their Big Decision
single is now edging its way into
that all-important Top 40 ,
"thanks to our good friend Simon

:Bri.e:Cs

Lowlife
Diminuendo
(Nightshirt LP)

THAT PETROL EMOTION/
CLOSE LOBSTERS

Tbe Wild Angels
She's Black and White
Supreme International
Ex-members of Bourgie Bourgie
, The Fire Engines, Altered
Images (the list is endless) decalre
that "we are trying to give something back to the kids" with this
new 4-track 12". However, I'm
not sure if She's Black and White
will go down very well with the
average kid as it's a bit too slick.
The B side Cowboy Mouth is a
good song though , and well worth
a listen.

Mmm , I like the cover. Lowlife
are dead cool. Singer Craig (fine
name) had a deep and powerful
voice that's difficult to ignore.
This combined with lots and lots
of intriguing bass guitar give the
album a vaguely sinister feel. But
when , in Tongue Tied and
Twisted, they say " We are writers
of mournful songs, " don't believe
them. Listen again and you can
hear the brighter side , like Big
Uncle Ugliness. , and it's sparkling
guitars and energetic vocals; of
Off Pale Yellow with its uplifting
violin and harmonica; while Wonders Will Never Cease is almost
DANCEABLE!

•

Apart from marrying Jim Kerr,
Chl'Wie Hyde can usually be
relied en to be quite tasteful. Tbe
Pretenders are at the Playhouse on
Sonday. Shame about all those
ageing session musicians in the
band.

Shelleyan Orphan Anatomy of Love
(Rough Trade 7")
A sort of upmarket Everything
But The Girl Shelleyan Orphan
lack Ben 'n' Tracey's street-~red
ugliness . This single is all wistful
sighs, tasteful strings and cloying
prettiness. The b-side lasts l " 47 ~
and still seems a good minute and
a half too long.
The Go-Betweens Cut It Out
(Beggars Banquet single) Go-Betweens make bad single
shock! Well not quite , but certainly this Robert Forster composition lacks the immediacy of
recent singles. Possibly a touch
too low-key , despite Craig Leon 's
production.

Locomotive Latenight 12" (KDY
Deaf Heights Cajun A ces - Les
Records)
Flames D'Enfer (Temple LP)
Cajun and zydeco could well be
The sleeve design of this 12" is a
masterpiece in visual evocation of the new trend if enough people
ca tch a listen to this LP. All songs
the music within. Comprising of a
are in Louisiana French , but the
highrise block , four spotty youths
tunes require little translation.
_and lots of the obligatory black,
Somewhat samey towards the end
it's about as appealing as the three
but just right for all those beach
tedious songs on offer. Out of
ba rbecue parties I'm always
Range on the A side is dull and
throwing - honest!
uninspired , but could be' tolerable
as background noise , unlike the B
side, which lacks any direction at
al l. The limited range of chords
(no attempt here at melody), rigid
beat and thin productio n e nsure
rapid progression from the
monotonous to the irritating. Out
of range is wh ere to keep it.
Jane Bowie

WETHERBY OFFICE TRAINING

(thank god) but are apparently
still _l:Oin!:.. Playing at the
Playhouse on Tuesday, I won't be
there and I trust you won't either.
I think we understand each other.

SECRETARIAL

Typing· to RSA Stag• I, II, Ill
Audio Typing
Shorthand - Pitman & Teeline

Described by a temperamental
photographer as "Brechtian folk"
The Band of Holy Joy are more
than a little original. "They concern themselves with a nostalgia
for SOs era England" (same source). Winners of Amy's award
for happy smiling faces this week,
they're at the Venue on Friday.

Has-been time. The Thompson
Twins haven't bad a hit for ages

Cockney Rejects ~
anthem Oi Oi Oi and the ge y
tile imagination of an e~:
~ounds feature writer COiiet.
tively spawned the Oi move.
ment .from w~ence tonight's
headlmers derive their name.

a;

lf you like that Bhundu Boys
thingy and aren't sick to death of
all this African hype, you might
enjoy Orchestra Jazira at the
• Venue on Monday. Makes a
change from all those hollowcheeked sensitive artists anyway.

Giiana Batz: Venue tonight

Potterrow

Bates". (lyrics m · ihis week 's· Playpen and Creeping to the Cross
Smash · Hits, 45p ~ro m all good sounded good beside older stuff,
with a wonderfully resilient Good
newsagents).
Inevitable serious question ; Thing. But where was V2, that
sledgehammer sound?
will they compromise their "un- great
However, after two or three
compromising" political stance Demanded from the audience but
years of anarchy, chaos and garnot
played
,
a
shame.
Still
,
Big
(each record sleeve so far has outbled prot~st ag~inst the values of
lined one injustice of the North- Decision sounded truly fab , a
Thatchensm , 01 burned itself out
ern Ireland situation) for fame wicked mix of carefree pop and
leaving only a handful of survivor;
and fortune? Time will tell I sup- political polemic. "Agitate, edu- to fly the flag .
pose but in any case I didn 't hear cate, organise .. . " - has Simon
Oi Polloi are such survivo
Bates bitten off more than he can
anyone asking on Friday night.
With most of their stablematrs.
TPE's sweet but abrasive fusion chew?
So , a worthwhile live sensation , having retired to lick th es
of popmelody and ferocious backing make them something fairly albeit a fairly brief one at an hour wounds, Polloi are still fighti~ir
unique . Multi-influenced and and a pricey one at £4.50. Also a the good fight. Musically they ar~
impossible to label , (I should band who, now they've got a foot abo.ut as subtle as a kick in the
really say something here about in the door of the pop establish- groin with steel toe-capped Doc
beefheartian chord changes but ment, might hopefully do it some Martin 's.
Tlie arriva l of a new
I'm not an authority so I'll let it damage.
A. Brown guitarist has sharpened their
oass) the live image of Steve
Mack , p9p star provocative in
attack somewhat, but Polloi still
lack lyrical aptitude and even the
shorts, and the .more understated
singalong
quality
which
but menaci ng presence of others
categorised many of the raucous
makes for an interesting combinalittle ditties of their fe llow oi-sters
tion . There is violence and frustis missing. Songs focused on such
ration in these songs but there is
dubio us topics as death and nu~
also hope, innocence and sheer
lear war , but the crowd seemed to
enjoyment.
~njoy it nevertheless. At times
With sound quality infinitely
there were more people on the
better than last year's clausstage than in the rest of the room
trophobic
Potterrow
perforand the encores were as long
mance, TPE blasted their way
the set itself. The punters left in a
through old and new materi al, the
happy frame of mind and I suspect
5-piece, 2 guitar combination proI that the Potterrow committee
ving there is life in that old instruwere glad to see them go.
ment yet for a bit more than a Does the Lobsti!r have chips?
weak jangle. New songs like In the
Jack Mathieson
Phmo: Oliver Lim

I ~lookknow ~I
So successful was the Guana Batz
last performance at the Venue that
they make a rapid return tonight.
You're guaranteed a good time if
you're into that retrogressive old
rock ' n' roll thing.
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PISSED AGAIN
FAST AND DANGEROUS
Clowns

pon-festooned bass silenced him
with a classic take-off.
Despite all efforts to the conl{ary, such as the accidental (?)
launching of a mike stand into the

guitarist's face, all emerged
unscathe'tl. Deservedly, the manic
threesome ended the night
applauded, paid and pissed .
Jane Bowie

Fast and Dangerous by
name, Fast and Dangerous by
nature! The 'fast' half of the. r----,.---~--r---r----------.
band's name comes from the
amazing speed at which their
guitarist gets pissed. Dangerous is what happens next.
Sq ueezed into the pleasant dinginess of the back room at
Clo wns', the decent-sized crowd
were raucous in their appreciation
of the band's lively and distinctive
style. The drummer played o n
seemingly oblivious of the bassist's manic stagger , usually ending in a surprisingly unimpaired
bass-line fro m under a table , on
top o f which was the gui ta rist,
tangled in cord , unable to see
straight , but persisting with every
song.
The band mixed very respectable covers of perhaps un original,
but nevertheless ever-popular
materia l, fom such as the Sex Pisto ls and the Damned, with their
own songs including the tasteful
Spastic Song. Shakier iiems, such
as a rather patchy version of No
More Heroes were carried along
by the band's uninhib.ited and
extremely infectious high spirits.
It was mo re of a party than a gig:
'Ever kno wn the feeling when you
realfy want to do something an<i
then you got pissed?' gurgled the
guitarist through his pint before
fa ll ing over . 'Give us some Level
42' shouted some wag . The tam-

Thoroughly pissed

Graphic: Eduardo

"Fucking Hell! What a
noise? one punter wa heard
to gasp as he curried to the
refuge of the toilets. Quite. As
you can probably imagine
Stump's support acts, The
Nyah! Fearties and Edward ,
Barton, don' t reauy mern
further comment, other than Decidedly rlSby.
to notify Carstairs prison for tainment but 1 would imagine
the violently insane of the that , as it tands , Stump must be
escape of several inmates.
among the best of the bunch. Cer'' Fucking Hell! Stump are completely brilliant. " o-one at all
was overheard saying this. I
dearly wish I could say it my elf.
without kidding on, but Stump are
after ~II essen tially a novelty act
and , like all the c things, the
novelty wears off before too long.
Very swiftly even , amongst a
heaving sweaty mob.
" Edinbcrger, this is a song
we've never done loive, befpre,
Sally Horrible!" There is undoubtedly some thing endearing abou t
this leering Irishman, stripped to
the wai t, shrieking inane lines
such as " How much is the fish?
Does the fish have chips?" " He 's a
very shoy boy, " he said of his
drummer when he wouldn 't stand
up and show us his plonker. He
was no fun at all. But hold on a
moment, under this preposterous
exterior, arc Stump trying to tell
us omcthing deep? I hope not.
Eager Bereavers is dedicated to
the arms dealers in the north and
Tlze 0ood Ship Chaos describes
the state of the Irish nation in general, Make of this what you will.
but i'd contend that if tump have
anything to merit them it's their
failure to be profound : surrender
this and all is surely lost. I'm not
well versed in this brand of enter-

PALS FROM THE PAST
Blaise Drummond remembers Friends Again, Glasgow
jingly-janglers who spawned Love and Money and The
.'Bathers;but were really quite good ...
Friends Again , the Glasgow 5-piece were what was termed a postPostcard band. Way back in 1983 the NME said of their first single
Honey at the Core " that they promised to be everything Orange Juice
had failed to be." Yes. The song was fierce with a driving drumbeat
and a ridiculously catchy riff provided by James Grant. It wasn't a
hit. "You' re simply a peach ... rest and be thankful that you have
Honey at the Core." It was quickly followed by the bright and breezy
Sunkissed and the sultry Dealing in Silver - inretrospect two of the
best summer songs I ever heard. " Let's just cruise along now baby,
miles and miles of melting in your sun." Corny, yes, but blissful.
Their golden age, freewheeling downhill from here. State of Art was
pompous and a rehashed Honey at the Core dreadful - just as if it
wasn't a peach already. A rather wee five-track EP was followed by
an even slighter LP Trapped and Unwrapped. What went wrong?
Even Skip the Gold Rush became irrelevant upon it. "Don't get ruffled, let them pan the Clyde." The.y played their final offerine Soutp
ofLove in Razzmattazz. The end of a dream. Grant wanted out, more
influenced by Run DMC than Van Morrison, and took most of the
band with hi.ri to form those Gargantuon Cheeseburgers Love and

James Grant in pre-hair gel days.

Photo:j)onald Pollock

Money -soon to be seen dancing to·tbeir own records upon all Glasgow's trendiest dance floor . "Take a ride on the Sugar Train." The
sensitive singer/songwriter Chris Thomson went into hiding only to
reappear now, three years on, as The Bathers. His first single Fancy
Dress/Juju Peach is described in this months Cut as " the most
breathtaking song,s this year. "

tainly more fun than piped K-Tel
covers of Hey Jude at the
launderette
Blaise' Drummond

PAUL BRADY
Queen's Hall

Going into tonight my
knowledge of Paul Brady was
limited to the fact that he
comes from the same part of
the world a me (Ulster) and
that he played on Mark
Knopfler's superb Cal album
I for one was disappointed at
the very limited use of Brady 's tin
whistle playing which when used
on 1/1e A wake11i11g and /lame to
Donegal provided an emotive
background to the lyrics and
added to the feeling of the songs .
Without it , many of the songs
were rather similar and towards
the end of the evening\ proceedings became just a touch tediou .
It 's rather difficult to _give hi_ghlights because announceme nt of
song titles was sparse. Brady obviously thinking that all pre cnt
would know his material. Back To
The Ce111re and encore number
Think Its Gonna Work Out fine (l
think) were the best of the quicker
songs, while the magnificently
moody epic The lsla11d (about the
troubles in Ireland) held centre
stage among the slower tracks ,
although it did drag on a bit.
Ted Linehan

CURJOSITY KILLED THE
CAT
Coasters

If your idea of a goodnight
out i'i to be half CJlNled, have a
bucket of water thrown over
you, scream a lot, get trampled on then 1faint and miss
half the set, then this is the
band for you.
The worst thing about them is
Ben Volpeliere Pierrot (it means
something like fl ying biscuit
clown) who cannot ing or dance ,
is extremely unattractive and says
things Hke " You guys live in a
. beautiful city." Thankfully it is
much easier to ignore hi dreary
vocals live and actually enjoy the
On stage Friends Again stood out from the dreamy post·Post Card
landscape, with the perpetually drunk Grant's absurd guitar posturconcert.
ing still in its formative stages and the furious-backing vocals of the
The set was far too sho rt with a
drummer, now wasted in Love and Money. The best night out I ever
soul/pop sound which is smooth
without being slick. The rest of
bad.
In a way it's sad they' re no more, Grant a cheeseburger and Thomthe band Midi , ick and Julian
son a wimp, but on the other band they were never that important and
manage succe fully to out hine
would only have become less so had they not thrown in their towel
Ben in every respect. Certainly
not lacking in charisma they play
when they did.
well , but not too well.
But will people write retrospectives for the breed of Glaswegian
But there still seems no explafunkstem that have replaced them?
nation for the glazed adoring
DISCOGRAPHY
and hysterics of
expre ion
almost every girl in the place ,
7"& 12"
maybe there was something in the
lemonade? Strangely enough for
Honey at the Core/Lucky Star (Moonboot - Moon 1)
the extent of Curiosity's appeal1
Sunkissed/Dealing in Silver (Phonogram - Moon (2) 12)
and success there is nothing parState of Art/Winked at (Phonogram - Moon (3) 12)
ticularly remarkable about them ,
Honey at the Core/Snow White (Phonogram - Merx 156)
each song is different but all are
The friends Again EP (Phonogram F AEP 112)
instantly forgetable. The last
South of Lave/Bird of Paradise (Phonogram - Merx 177)
encore wa an extra long version
of Ordinary Day giving Ben time
LP
to introduce everybody, him elf
last of course.
Claitt Hildttth
Trapped And Unwrapped (Phonogram - Merl 43)
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FILMHOUSE FILM
Lothian Road
2282688
LOOT
14-15 May; 2.30
Mal and Oenis rob a bank next
door to the undertakers where
Denis works, however, Inspector
Truscott senses all is not as it
seems and begins to investigate.
WORKING GIRLS
14-16 May; 6.45, 8.45 •
An everyday story of sex and
money - this film is an honest,
humorous look at the inner workings of a brothel
..
LA TRACE
14 May; 2.45
A seller goes off to roam the North
of Italy and discovers an accordion which he tries to smuggle back
home! Subtitles.
MAN WITH A MOVIE CAMERA
· 14-15 May; 2.45 (Fri only), 6.30,
8.30
Brilliant attack on traditional
bourgeois forms of cinema
FROG DREAMING
16 May; 2.00
Action-packed kiddies' film which
discovers the reality of aboriginal
.,,aoic.
MACARONI
16-18 May; 2.30 (Sat only),
5.45, 8.15
Touching comedy about the
importance of imagination - Traven returns to Naples 40 years
after World War II and meets
Jasiello who has been writing to
his sister pretending to be Traven
FAREWELL
17-20 May; 2.15 (Wed only),
5.15 (Sun and Wed only), 8.00
Outstanding film about an ancient
village in Siberia due to be submerged in a hydro-electric project

1984
18-19 May; 2.30, 5.45
Radford's distortion of 1948-the
time of the book's writing. Based
on Orwell's classic.

LE PONT DU NORD
19 May; 5.30,8.15
A game o~ love and chance between three people lost in Paris
ART IN CINEMA 4
20 May; 6.15, 8.30
Six short films exploring Maya
Daren's interests in dance and
ritual.

SOCB ED LA ML Y CE UM

H.YPOTHESIS OF THE STOLEN
PAINTING
HOME AND THE WORLD
The Pleasance
Fri 15 May; 6.45, 8.00
A strange and compelling examination of art forgery and missing
masterpieces ... The second a
sensitive and touching film from
India's
best
known
and
acclaimed film-maker.

Forrest Rd.
229 9873
DRACULA
Till Sun 17; 10.30 pm ·
£1 .50-£2 .50
Not to be missed. A modern
adaptation of the traditional
story which reveals the evils
which lurk under the polite
behaviour
of
society
and
examines the close link between
sex and violence. The show is
unique in that the script has been
worked through improvisation to
produce a powerful and thrilling
version of the horror story whose
themes are still applicable today.

PERFORMANCE
BAD TIMING
George Square Theatre
Sun 17 May; 6.45, 8.40
A gangster on the run hides out
in the home of a reclusive
rock star (Mick Jagger). Follow-.
THE SONG OF DEATH
ing, a woman is taken to hospital
Wed May 20; 1.30 pm
suffering from an overdose
£1.50 (£1). Incl. lunch.
AGNES OF GOLD
BLACK NARCISSUS
· George Square Theatre
43 High St.
Wed 20 May; 6.45, 8.35
556 9579
Film Soc goes religious ... A
HUDDEN AND DUDDEN AND
young novice nun gives birth to a
DONALD O'LEARY
child later found dead
Next a group of nuns find over- Wed; 10.30am, 1.30 pm, 7.30 pm
powering eroticism .has devast- · Thur-Fri; 4 pm, 7.30 pm Sat;
10.30 am, 2.30 pm
ing effects!
£2.50
An Irish folk tale for children
that's guaranteed to be full of
screaming brats and school kids
Newbattle Terrace
rustling sweet papers, talking,
447 2660
crying . It's a nice story about a
CROCODILE DUNDEE
poor crofter and the battles bet2.15, 5.15, 8.1 5
ween his rich and greedy
How a legendary "croc" hunter neighbours but choose your time
adjusts to modern day Manhattan well, the matinees could resembl~ .a creche !
ROOM WITH A VIEW
2.00, 5.00, 8.00
Winner of three Oscars and Edinburgh's longest-showing film at
2 Leven St.
the moment.
2291201
SUPER GRAN
CHILDREN OF A LESSER GOD
Till Sat; 9 pm , Fri ; 10.30 am, Sat
2.30, 5.30, 8.30
11 .30 am, 2.30 pm
Featuring Hurt as a brilliant but. £3-£4.50
unconventional teacher who is
All good clean fun, this all-star
enamoured of Oscar winner Miss
video show, complete with lasMatlin.
ers ; Grannys must be getting hip
these days.

NETHERBOW
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Grindlay St.
229 9697
THE GLASS MENAGERIE
Till Sat; 7.45 pm
"Seems to go nowhere" dent'.

'Stu-

THE YEOMEN OF THE GUARD
Mon-Sat 18-23 May; 7.45 pm
£3-£5; Mon; All seats £3; Tues,
Charity Gala : £14 Ticket includes
bubbet and dancing in the
Assembly Rooms.
Musically one of Gilbert and Sullivans best, maybe even the best
and also one of the most moving
storylines. Edinburgh University
Savoy Opera Group have an •
excellent reputation fortheir professional performance and high
standards
of singing
and
musicianship. The show, produced by Alan Fairful and musical director Christopher Bell is
witty, dramatic, tragic and
euphoric. Not to be missed. Tickets on sale in Teviot 12-2.

T H E A T R E
WORKSHOP
34 Hamilton Place
225 5425
GOOD
PERSON
OF
THE
SZECHWAN
Fri-Sat May 15-16; 8 pm . £2,£3
The I Gelati Theatre Company
present Brecht's story of a prostitute's attempt to mend her ways
after a visit from three gods. But
is goodness impossible in this
world? Orig inal music is used to
enhance the thoroughly enjoyable performance.

TRAVERSE

West Bow, Grasmarket
226 2633
ABEL BAREBONE AND THE
HUMBLE COMPANY AGAINST
THE GREAT MORTALITY
-----------Till Sun 31 ; 7.30 pm
ANNIE
Home St., Tollcross
Mon May 18-30; 7.30 pm
From £2
RAIDERS OF THE LOST ARK
What is happening at the Kings? A gang of misfits, led by the irrepINDIANA JONES AND THE TEM- .
Has pantomime fever struck for a ressible Abel Barebone seek to
PLEOFDOOM
second time this year? More put the world to rights and thus
Fri 15 May; 11.15
sickly-sweet schoolgirls? Give achieve immortality by living on
Not to be missed, two brilliant
me 'The Yeomen of the Guard' in memory. The play is a combifilms starring Harrison .Ford. Be
any day?
nation of folk tale and politics:
there.
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WITNESS
CHINATOWN
Sat 16 May; 11.15
The first deals with the Umish tribe
and stars Harrison Ford and Rachel
Ward. The 2nd a Polanski special
Lothian Road
with Jack Nicholson and Fayne
2293030
Dunaway.
BLOOD WEDDING
Old College
PERSONAL SERVICES
Sun 17 May; 3.30
Mon-Sat; 10-5. closed 18 & 19
2.40, 5.40, 8.40
Based on Lorca's play and rich with
From May 16
The focus is on one woman and symbolism. Spanish 1A this is just
CONRAD ATKINSON & HENRI .
her position within the hypocrisies forvou!
GOETZ
of the British establishment who
Can't tell you much about Henri
are her clients one moment and SHE'S GOTTA HAVE IT
2.15, 4.00, 5.45, 7 .30, 9.45
I'm afraid, but he's bound to be
her judge and jury the next.
Hilarious and touching - Nola
more aesthetically pleasing that
STAR TREK FOUR
Darling. is pursued by three men.
a Teviot pizza for a boring lun2.25, 5.25, 8.25
chtime. Atkinson probes into the
Kirk and Co. travel back to 1986
absurdity of life when faced with
San Francisco to pick up a couple
.the superficial 'reality' presented
Clerk
Street
of whales which will save 23rd
through the mass-media.
667 7331
century Earth!
PLATOON
2.00 (not sun). 5.25, 8.10
NO MERCY
Realistic departure from Rambo's
2.35, 5.40, 8.35 (not Mon)
Richard Gere meets Kim Basinger · comic-strip heroics. Classic war
film set in Vietnam.
and forgets (almost) he is meant
to be tracking down his best . HOUSEi!
17-21 Blackfriars St.
buddy's murderer- who blames
2.30 (not sun), 4.30 (not Sun),
Mon-Sat; 11-6
him?
6.30, 8.25
WAS IS KUNST
who
enjoyed
films
such
For those
New Slovenian art is represented
as " Freddy's Revenge", "Weird
LITTLE SHOP OF HORRORS
as taking a new perspective on
etc.
this
is
for
you
....
Science"
18May; 8.00
traditional art forms, encouragNAME OF THE ROSE
Steve MartirT makes another
ing the integration of expression
wacky film, mad dentists, man- 2.35 (not Sun), 5.15, 8.00
and the revaluation of history
Sean Connery in the Middle aoes and conventions.
eating plants etc.. etc. '
An atmospheric film of intri ue
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105 High St.
Tue-Sat; 12-6
NEW LIGHT - THE SCOTTISH
OPEN SHOW
From May 16
A selection of the entries for the
'Spring Fling' competition, entitled 'Free Time', chosen for their
imaginative style.

FRUITMARKET
Market St.
Tues-Sat; 10-5.30,Sun; 1.30-5.30
NANCY SPERO
The works of this American artist
approach controversial subjects
as the war in Vietnam to the
plight of women in contemporary society with mythical and
timeless imagery.

c
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ART
T R E

Market St.
Mon-Sat; 10-5
GEORGE DRUMMOND 16871766
A exhibition to commemorate
the tricentenary of the birth ofthe
. Lord Provost

C>D EC> N

On production of matriculation
formance up to 6 pm for£1 .50 a
are non-smoking.

DC> IVl lNI

Students pay tl .50 for all perfo
The only exception is the late ev
only non-smoking part ofthe bu
shut on Sundays.
Matinees cost 75p; early eveni
£1 .50. These tickets are only avai
mance starts. No concessions gi
you can book these in advance
cinemas.
·
Members get in free to all perf
can be pu rchased in advance
week and from the Postgrad
Place, at the weekend. Membe

BE DLAM

All tickets for lunchtime produ
your consu mption. Membershi
allows reductions on all tickets
are held every Monday at 6.
interested in any aspect of Bedl

TRA VER
Exclusive offer this year for
wh ich allows many benefits.
Sunday performance; £2 fora s
before performa nce; free entry
theatre clubs in Britain.

LVCE UIVI

They offer a plastic card cosll r
two tickets at concessionary
mance). Check at box office tor

ES C A

Edinburg h Student Charitie.sA
(225 4061 ). Pop into our office:
1 to 2 pm on Tuesday for an in

SNC>

d " an
Students are welcom e rnU h
Orchestra conce rts at thef .~
available from 7 pm each "

CAME'?oe

Afternoon shows cost fl. ·
pm) are £2 .70.

This insert is an offical advertisement ta ken out by the E.U.S.A. Executive. In no
way does it relate to the content of Student newspaper, the editorial comment
of which remains entirely independent.
-E.U.S.A. Executive
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STUDENT

ELECTION GUIDE
On the evidence of hustings and leaflets, we have
assessed every sabbatical candidate. We have tried not just
to report what they say, but also to assess how credible
their policies are and whether they have the right personal .
qualities for the job.

The reports were written early on in the campaign and
we recognise that candidates may have improved . We di cussed and amended all the reports as a committee. Consequently the guide is very much a collective achievement.

PRESIDENT
Mike
Cadger

NAME: Mike Cadger
AGE:
YEAR OF STUDY:
SUBJECT:
HOMETOWN:
POLITICS: Socialist Worker
Mike Cadger does not expect to win . He
is standing on the Socialist Worker ticket
(which is about as useful as a Shetland
Islands bus pass) and ad mits that his candidature is simply a propaganda ploy to try
and make more people read Socialist
Worker. If he really wants to do this, for a
start he should turn up to hustings more
often .
Mike has radical plans to make student
campaigns more effective. H e wants to
stage an indefinite occupation of the Universi ty administration offices and "cripple"
the University.
Whereas other candidates are modestly
only concerned to extend library opening
hours and defend the grant , Mike is determined to fight all forms of oppression. He
wants to oppose imperialism (he is proIRA) , sexism and racism. Above all, he ts
committed to the greatest struggle - making more people read Socialist Worker.

David Clark is standing as a Labou r student and this may work against him ; there
has never been a Labour President in
recent years .. But David is :,vorkin.11. hard to
prove that his party loyalty is not a weakness but a strength.
He believes it is impor.tant " not to run
away from your politics." People vote
according to party on the SRC, he claims,
and by admitting his Labour allegiance he
appears more honest than some of the "independant" candidates. Equally, because
there has never been a Labour president
recently , nobody can say that Labour
policies have failed and David can claim to
offer a genuine alternative.
David thinks EUSA should project a
positive picture of the type of education ,
that students want. The Labour vision of
education emphasises the importance of a
decent grant and the maintenance of student services. David also wants to see a
democratically-elected Scottish Assembly.
Each candidate is concerned to make the
sabbaticals more accessible. David does
not think you can do this just by holding
sabbatical surgeries, or publishing a President's diary. As President, he intends to be
very visible, making lecture announcements himself, meeting and talki ng to students in coffee bars. By mixing wit h students, he thinks sabbaticals cou ld create an
"atmosphere of activity.''
This shows considerable faith in the
strength of his own personality , but this
faith is to a large extent justified. At hustings, David handles questions very well ,
using facts and examples better than the
ot her ca ndid ates , and he shows a lively
interest in political debate. If any of them
could create an "atmosphere of activity ,"
he could.

NAME: JANE ROGERSON
AGE: 21
YEAR OF STUDY: 4th
SUBJECT: Law with German
HOME TOWN: Airdrie
POLITICS: ALLIANCE

NAME: PAUL DAVIES
AGE: 20
YEAR OF STUDY: 3rd
SUBJECT: Maths
HOME TOWN: Dunblane
POLITICS: ALLIANCE
Speaking at this week's hustings, . Paul
Davies declared: "We need a President
who can break down the barriers between
the Students' Association and the students". The Association , he feels, has
become too irrelevant and distanced from
the needs and ideas of the bu lk of Edinburgh University students .
.
Pau~has offered a wide r~nge of ideas
during his hustings, to improve the
relationship of the President and students.

interests of students m a wider context.
Speaking at the hustings last Monday , she
said: " I believe we must have a President
who can put across those views to the
people that matter and not just know what
students want." In this context she has
talked energetica lly about the importance
of e tablishing and maintaining links with
MPs, and of drawing academics and
parents in to Union campaigns. She
believes her experience in organi ing Scottish Qeustion Time , on the nmpaign
Committee Against Education Cuts, give
her the experience she needs .
Jane has come across as a strong candidate in the hustings . Her insistence on the
need for a strong President ("sometimes",
she declares , "i t just needs someone to be
pu hy") has been a more boisterous side to
her nature on occasion, but the energy is
certainly there . Right!, she declares;
"we've heard all the cliches" .

Martin "Yossi"
Ross

Jane Rogerson

Paul
Davies

David
Clark

NAME: DAVID CLARK
AGE: 20
YEAR OF STUDY: 3rd
SUBJECT: Politics
HOME TOWN: Jedburgh
POLITICS: LABOUR

He wants to establish Sabbatical Question
Times , hold meetings in Student Houses ,
KB and faculty councils. Under pressure
from one questioner he even proposed that
the President carry a R adio Pager, by
which he co uld be cont acted during office
hours. He would also like to see a President's Diary introduced in Midweek,
informing students of the availability and
·actions of the President.
Paul is an ex-President of the SOP, but
has, surprisingly, not chosen to make this a
part of his election campaign. He points
out that this year will prod uce a new government, a new Universi ty Rector and a
new District Council , and that Union campaigns should take these changes into
account. Paul has stressed the need for
.imag,ination to 'be used in publicising the
interests of students, involving 'publicity
stunts', the nature of which he has not
divulged . Paul also feels that any campaign
should be conducted alongside the NUS
Paul is sincere, and the ideas he has put
across in hustings have been imaginativ!!
.and interesting , even ifhe lacks some of the
presentational techniques of Jane Rogerson . He would make a competent administrator and represent students efficiently on
University bodies but is unlikely to provide
charismatic leadership for the student body
as a whole.

NAME: MARTIN YOSSI ROSS
AGE: 20
YEAR OF STUDY: 3rd
SUBJECT: Bsc Social Sciences general degree
HOME TOWN: Manchester
POLITICS: NO PARTY
AFFILIATIONS

"The Students" Association has failed . .,
All the candidates have blamed EUSA for
failing to involve students but Yossi has
" It's not enough merely to say that the
criticised the Association more often than
President must maintain contact with stuanyone el e. He claims that the people rundents.'" Jane Rogerson declares in her cam- _ning the Association run ~t fo~ themselves,
paign literature . Like other candidates,
or for the sake of indulging m party pohJane has focused much of her attention onr tics. They are not visible enough t? o~di
the relations between the Students' Associnary students and the whole const1tut1on
ation and the students themselves. Jane
has become "too frightening" . As a re ult.
believes that the President should have a
the ordinary student i ignored. .
.
higher profile amongst student than at
Yossi wants to hatter the cosy m ulatmg
present , and would make herself more
of EUSA and create a Student ' A sociaaccessible ·to students around the Univertion to which all tudents feel they belong.
sity.
His main policy i to make the AssociaHer performance at the husimgs h'as
tion "le s formal" . He argue that the Cambeen impressive, as might be expected
paign Committee was effective because it
from the Debates Convener. Janes speak . was unbureaucratic, everyone got a chance
nuently and enthusiastically of the chalto peak and decisions made then were
lenges facing the President and Associaquickly acted upon . But he has no~ c~>n
tion next year. She has argued that the
vincly shown that the whole Assoc1at1on
idea and opinions of student should play
can be run thi way .
a greater role in formulating Union
The President must lead , Yo i says, but
policies.
has hown little evidence of leadership at
Jane support the SOP but has not made
hustings. As a speaker. "he is wooden and
this a part of her election campaign. believhis " the customer has been forgotten"
ing that as Pre ident she must not entangle
indignation is unconvin in~. On specific
herself in party politics. Jane has also stresissues he is weak.
sed the importance of rcpre cnting the

DEPUTY PRESIDENT
President, but throughout his campaign
sionally lacks confidence in speaking, has
has stressed the importance of his work on . shown himself to be a worthy candidate.
the SRC. He would like to see it doing "less
talking and more working" for students,
getting back to the "grassroots problems"
that they face. He feels that his committee
and SRC experience will stand him in good
stead when it comes to acting as chairperson at meetings: "I'm not bewildered by
the myriad of committees," he says.
Although not as experienced in the
Unions as his rival, Mike has been a Teviot
House committee member and is aware of
the need to "spice up" the Unions and to
prevent them from being "first ye<tr ghettos". His proposals include take-away food
services developed within the Unions and
possibly within the Union shops. He would
also like to see the public benefitting from
the use of the Unions during the holidays,
citing groups such as OAPs who, he says,
could take advantage of the cheap food.
As far as entertainments are concerned,
he feels that bands in the "big band" policy
"simply haven 't been big enough." If more
popular bands are featured, he claims,
more people will come to see them. However, both Mike and Alison seemed to
NAME: ALISON ROYLANCE
have little idea as to how such events could
be financed and did not seem to take into AGE: 21
account the current venue problem that YEAR OF STUDY: 3rd
NAME: MIKE LYTTLE
bands playing at this university face. Mike
AGE: 21
also stresses the need for detailed organisa- SUBJECT: Business Studies
YEAR OF STUDY: 3rd
tion in big entertainments like the Presi- HOME TOWN: Edinburgh
SUBJECT: History/Politics
dents' Ball : " More people go to the Presi- POLITICS: DO NOT FOLLOW
dents' Ball than to GMs," he says, it is ONE PARTICULAR PARTY
HOME TOWN: Glengormley,
therefore essential to get it right.
Northern Ireland
Mike has stressed that experience and
Like Mike, Alison has had the relevant
imagination are the two qualities needed to experience to be able to cope with the job
tackle the job, and throughout his cam- as Deputy President. As present House
paign has shown himself to have both. He Secretary of Potterrow, she has stood
Mike has had the relevant experience to
has come across as friendly and approacha- largely on the "Union experience" ticket.
deal with all sides of the job of Deputy ble on the hustings , and although he occa- She feels that there is "obvious under-utili-

Mike
Lyttle

Alison
Roylance

sation" of the. unions and would like to see
students mak1~g more use of facilities like
washing machines and games machine
She also sees the opening of the unions ts.
0
the public as a good idea but stresses th
fact that "the unions are primarily for the
students." However when asked as to ho~
s.he would address the problem of the fal.
hng numbers of students using Potterrow
she seemed to have little idea as to how th"'
problem could be rectified , merely poin:~
mg out, somewhat inaccurately, that this
was true of all the unions.
As regards entertainments, Alison feels
that more variet is needed even if this
only means substituting a cabaret for a
band once a year. She agrees that big bands
are "a good concep~ " but, like Mike, feels
they need to be bigger. She also confidently claims that she has already started
planning for the Presidents' Ball.
Alison has not had Mike's SRC experience although she is a me.rnber of the committee of Management, and as such claims
this has given her an overall view of the
unions and the SRC. She feels that there is
a "lack of awareness" of the SRC among
s.tudents and would like to see the organsiatton made more accessible. She sees her
time as publicity officer of Potterrow as
important experience in communicating,
and stresses the fact that the job of DP is
split into two halves which must work
together as a whole: "The DP must be able
to communicate and officiate ," she says.
Alison maintains that she has the "willingness and determination" to do the job.
Her sense of humour has been evident
throughout the hustings and despite her
initial nervousness, her experience and
enthusiasm prove that she is a capable
candidate.

TREASURER
Tor
Farquhar

NAME: TOR FARQUHAR
AGE:21
YEAR OF STUDY: 4th and Final
SUBJECT: Philosophy
HOME TOWN: Edinburgh
POLITICS: LABOUR
Tom Farquar is one of two candidates
for Treasurer, both of whom come across
well. Tor has made finding commercial
income for the Association one of the main
planks of his campaign, and has suggested
such innovations as selling Teviot produced food to local pubs and clubs, and
marketing EUSA's printing services to the
public.
Next year, due to government cuts and
essential work on Teviot Row , the Association will indeed face some financial difficulties, and it could be a year in which the
Treasurer's role will be crucial. Tor Farquar appears to have given some thought

to producing original proposals to relieve
the problems EUSA will face. Interestingly, he is also one of the few members of
the EUSA Finance committee this year
who backed the controversial proposal for
EUSA to invest in the floatation of British
Gas. Tor has argued at hustings that this
would have been a a way of getting back
some of the money the Government has
cut from the student unions.
On the issue of Big Bands - which have
lost money this year Tor was
unequivocal that this was "very hard to do"
and that EUSA did not have the ~oney to
take risks with staging such events.
Tor also has a large amount of experience in the Association. Although this has
primarily been on the Union side as a
member of the Union Committee of Management and Teviot Row Secretary, has
also been a member of Finance Committee
this year - which is obviously useful for
any potential Treasurer.
Politically he says he is a Labour supporter, though his statements on British Gas
and other issues would appear to put him
on the right of Labour student politics. He
claims, with apparent justification, a
extensive track record of support for anticuts and anti-loans campaigns such as Festival Against Fowler and this year's Day of
action.
At hustings , Tor comes across as a confident , and if he has one advantage over his
opponent it is in presentation. This is not ,
however, a crucial part of the Treasurer's
role in the Association.
Tor Farquar is an articulate and well
informed candidate for Treasurer who has
made an attempt to produce some original
responses to the Association's problems.
He appeals to be capable and would almost
certainly be an effective financial manager
for the Association . His principal advantage is in presentation, and the principal
criticism of his approach is that he appears
to have neglected the Treasurer's wider
role as part of the Association Executive
team .

Cheow-Lay
Wee

NAME: CHEOW-LAY WEE
AGE: 21
YEAR OF STUDY: 3rd
SUBJECT: History
HOME TOWN: Kuala Lumpur,
Malaysia
POLITICS: LIBERAL
Cheow-Lay Wee 's background is principally on the representation (SRC) side of
the Association where he has considerable
experience, having been editor of the
Alternative Prospectus and SRC Education Convener. Like his opponent, he has
also been a member of this year's Association Finance Committee.
Cheow's approach to the campaign has
been rather different from Tor's, concentrating less on the role of the Treasurer as a
financial officer, and emphasising the need
for the Treasurer to be part of the "sabbatical team".
He also sees it as important to make the
Treasurer more accessible and approacha-

ble , and Cheow undoubtedly has the personality to do this-he appears to be more
informal than his opponent.
His ideas on facing the Association's
financial problems next year are less con·
crete than Tor's, though he has made it
clear that he supports the continued
development of the Association's travel
company, EUSACO . This will break even
this year, and produce a small profit next
year, though both candidates appear W
overestimate the financi al value of this
income to the Association in the shofl
term. Cheow has also emphasised the need
to maintain and strengthen EUSA's wel·
fare services
Cheow-Lay Wee voted again~t the
purchase of British Gas shares this year
which he saw as "politically sensitive" and
was "totally against". On the questwn. of
Big Bands, which lost the Assoc1at1on
money this year, he says that we should~
able to host such events but don't have th
venue. Nevertheless, he argued at hustings
for their continuance.
.
"b·
Politically Cheow is a committed .L1
'
h
univer·
era!, having been President oft e
d 11
sity Liberal Club, and he has supporte ~
of EUSA's anti-loans and antt-cuts ca
paigns in recent years. His track record on
this is clear and credible.
h t
Cheow's principal shortcoming o~ h~s ;
ings has been in his presentauon, whic
been rather hesitant and unsure. He e
not been helped in this by the disadvantag.
. a shght
.
of havmg
stammer. p rese ntatton 'sis
not , however, a key part of the Treasurer

h:s

· · n~
Cheow-Lay Wee has a broader v1s.10 s
· ton a
the Treasurer's role in the Associa. 1.d 35
part of a team than his opponent. Hts 1 ~a
on the financial activities of the As~OCn 3
tion are less concrete, but he has ta ~of
clear line on the bread and butter iss~fare
protecting services - in parttcular' we cord
services. He has an impressive track re
in student representation .
mpe·
Like Tor, he would probably do a c:nd he
tent job of financial managementhable to
might be more open and approac
students than his opponent.
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SECRETARY
Mark '"Ape''
Ches worth

NAME: MARK "APE"
CHES WORTH
AGE: 20
YEAR OF STUDY: 3rd
SUBJECT: BSc Monkey Business
Studies
HOME TOWN: Northwich
Cheshire
POLITICS: LIBERAL
GORILLA
There has never been an 'ape ' Secretary
of EUSA before. Despite this "Ape" Cheswo rth is perfectly frank about his homonon-erectus status .
This may well work agai nst him in the
campaign and does not lend credibility to
his 'normal student ' claim. As o ne member
of a hustings audience put it " if you're so
no rmal why are you wearing a bloody monkey mask. "
The answer is simple, 'ape' is goi ng for
the plonker vote. His campaign is ai med
directly at those who cover toilets with cellophane , boast about their ability to set fire
to their farts and enjoy Teviot on a Friday
night.
This is a poetntially vast constituency. It
is what Mark feels will swi ng the election in
his favo ur. This may well be a mistake as
sta tistical ana lysis has shown that the average plonker wi ll either spoil his ballot
paper o r vote for "a screw". Gorillas, gene rally do not fit this description .
To cater for his e lectorate 'ape' gave a
campaign speech that consisted simply of
"Mark 'Ape' Chesworth the best , in fact
the only ape for the job. "
When answering seriously he came out
with some radical and potentially popular
policies. He convincingly pointed out that
" most science students hate arts stu dents,and arts students despite scientists."
He argues that "while other candidates talk
about forging more links what we want is
less; in fact I propose no links at all ."
Mark makes an excellent plonker but
this is not what we need as secretary. With
a thi rd conservative government look ing
likely and the grant being reduced to
peanuts we cannot afford to monkey
around .

NAME: ANDREW GRAY
AGE: 19
YEAR OF STUDY: 2nd
SUBJECT: Medicine
HOME TOWN: Aberdeen
POLITICS: REVOLUTIONARY
COMMUNIST
Andrew Gray is standing as a member of
the RCP and has no desire to play down the
fa ct. On the contrary, his ent ire campaign
see ms ba ed around it.
Certainly he must be commended for hi.
honesty. neglecting any pretence at votewinnin ~ ploys , and concentrating on one
central issue: that of politicising generally
apathetic students.
Andrew sou nd ~ most reasonable when
he points out that for student campaigns to
succeed there must be a more politically
aware student body. He arta ks the politica l blandness of his rivals and tries to tress
his RCP background as a vita l asset in rai ing po litical consciousnes . Potentially
interesting stuff, all this, but Andrew
seems too mild-ma nnered, too inflexible.
and most of all too incapable of inspi ring
confidence, to be able to achieve any of it.
Andrew asserts tha t per o nality is of no
importance in electi ng a ecretary. This
seems a wise move as he himself is o mewhat hort on charisma and communication . Andrew 's "controversia l" statemen ts·
about renaming Potterrow the Bobby
Sands Centre and burning down the cottish Office, provided occasional bright
moments in his hustings pe rform ance, but
too o ft en he ploughed on ad nauseam with
his central theme o f politicising students;
and fairly incoherently at th at.
Admittedly Andrew is the only ca ndidate to take a firm political stance and to
stress issues outwith the University in his
campaign literature, but essentially he
lacks cred ibility. He remains too far
removed from ordi nary student concerns,
and too ineffective a communicator to be a
successfu l ecretary.
If you feel the need to politici e students.
Andrew Gray is the man to support, but on
the st rength of his campaign , there must be
severe doubts about his ability to get his
ideas across to stude nts in general.

Thi i typical of her punchy, combative
approach . ally is clearly trongl} oppo d
to current education policy and the cut
inflicted. he i fighting on a non-part)'
political ticket and tates: "My intere ts are
fighting for education and that i "'hat 1
important. "
With her experience a editor of Srudenr
and wide range of contact in the world of
student politi , Sally argues he is the person most able to create and co-ordinate
effective campaigns.
Like all EU A se rernrial candidaies,
he talks of improving Midweek. She i. al o
hoping for more feedback from students by
"going to tudent wi th lecture ann un ement~ . regular attendance of committee
and visi ts to Pollock and Mylne' Court"
This , he feels, will help identify problem
and get people motivated .
"We cannot afford to play afc," wa the
. logan that ally repeated throughout the
hustings. However, this is just what she,
and David Tripp, eem to h, vc done
either have created any rnd1cal poli y
ini tiatives. most notably on the vexed question of General Meetings attendance.
The ch ice between her and David Tripp
must therefore be made on grounds of prese ntation and competence.
ally is ertain ly overflowing with c nfiden c and there is little doubt, considering
her past record, that she would make a confiden t and capable ecrctary .
ally' pre cntation would ee m to be
her weake t p int. he is very much in the
strident campaigner mode and makes th
mistake of haranguing her audience rather
than encoruaging them to work with her.
Although she managed a ·ofter tone in
response to question , she did not have the
same air of approachabilit y of David
Tripp .

Dave
Tripp

Sally
Greig

NAME: DAVID TRIPP
AGE: 22
YEAR OF STUDY: 3rd
SUBJE T: Pol.iti
HOME TOWN: Colche ter
POLITI : WELL LEFT

Andrew
Gray
NAME: SALLY GREIG
AGE: 21
YEAR OF STUDY: 4th
SUBJECT: MA General Honours
HOME TOWN: Edinburgh
POLITICS: Labour, but not
standing on political ticket
peaking at Potterrow, ally Greig
haran!l,ued students with the fact that "your
tutor , your course, your department are at
stake".

As well a a tendency to tubbin
, Dave
Tripp hares present incumbent lam
Catto'
general "good bloke''
t le
populism. Indeed he develops th1 even
further than
tto ; and what tends to et
him apart fr m his rival is hi liability and
general air of being approachable - a very
u ful attribute in the publicit game.
It mu t be admitted however, that
Dave· campaign metimes tends toward
the lightweight . The i ue he highlight
( hared almo t one for one with all
Greig) arc nothing pectularl different or
original. Hi idea for expanding Midweek
to an A4 format, with articles b out 1de

contributors d 1gn d for ent rt mment a
well a information, doe not real!} take
into account how
ti) nd t1m -con urning thi would prove . Like all), Da,efa1l
to really e plain ho"' he "' uld make G 1
better attended
Po ibl contentiou 1 hi beli fthat the
R hould not be devoting so mu h ume
to causes like Pale tine, but should concentrate on i ue cl r to horn In th1~ field
h does how a form commitment, having
been a co-founder of the ampaign commitee , and tre ing the need to oppose
loans throughou1 hi~ camp ign
It is obviou that one of Dave' . mam
as ts is his somewh t Ben Elton1 h ..elfdeprecntmg sen'IC of humnour
ith no
real axe to gnnd and an hone>t opennes
about his lack of polit1 .11 party affih tion,
and his casual , voidan e of powbl ~'<ln 
troversial isue su h a
affiliation ,
Dave could perh ps be ccused of blandess, but his personaht tend to make up
for this problem. 111 ele t1on pubh uy
how an 1magina11on and humour that h1>
rival\ failed to equal, md he nvmd their
'>Om whnt po-f ccd nppro 1 h to cam·
pa1gning.
With background cxpencn c on Midweek and experience on R comm ittees,
Dave cannot be on 1dc rcd a n ·wcomcr,
but, inc ntrast to ully, he doe\ not ...ce m
at all di t need from the tudent body
Dave doc not ccm to want tochangc the
world , r even the , R that much, but
there seem~ nothing to ugge t he would
not make an effective, mnovauvc and
above II approa hable ecre tay .

Our man with 11 not book w nt to the Pollock hustings on Tuesday night . This is
what he found .
There arc four heavily backed Presidential candidates this year, a t least on paper.
Martin "Yossi" Ross' campaign has taken
a nosedive si nce husting began . His
speech ha n't changed and h1~ answer
have been perfunctory. never re ching
beyond the cliched
logans of hi
"populist" ticket. Yo i' onc-1 uc candidacy, however, ha forced the i>suc of
U A-student relations on to the progra mmes of the other candidate
f them, Jane R oge~on, c~ - Dcbatc
onvencr, has proved the mo t hck-t ngucd and appeared the moM 'mcerc in her
desire to follow through change .... The
...1rength of her campaign 1· her own pcro nality; her ability to communicate, a she
put... it herself. her tamina and power of
argu ment. It' ju t that someume she
seem m apable of h tening. Paul Davie~.
who has
had an appalling hu ting .
stammer , lose words and ufle the be l
of hi own idea .
David lark ha e tabli hed him elf during the hu tings .
H1 peeches
have improved throughout the campaign.
and he fields que tion with an attra tivc
mcerity and competence. He has h wn
all the ability to be a Pr~1dent, 1 more
approachable than Jane, but la k her
"pu hiness".
The re t of Tuesda wa devoid of
excitement , with one e~ception , a nd the
Pollock room began to empt rather
quickly. The onl
hred 6f e citement
camewhenTor Farquhar, tandmg for Treasurer. made a ha h on the 1 ue of the
nion buying Briti h Ga hares. which he
upport . For five blood minute he
roared , completely out of control . like the
Bnti h bulldog he i . and handed my vole
on a plate to the intr pecuve
cow-Lay
Wee
It was impo ibl to tell the d1fferen
betw.een the Deput Pr ident candidates
cretarial hustmgs got u ht up in the
i ue f f idwuk . There i little difference
between the ideas of David Tnpp and
Greiit' .
ally is fluent, inccre (a httle
arrogant}, and
red me good poin t
talking about foreign tudent and
late-night prowlers, ul he ten. to the
rious. David 1 will , m re ppr
h blc
and able to tackle the nou point
well, but he, oa the other hand. tend! to
the f11pp nt
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ASSOCIATION-WIDE
PRESIDENT
DAVID CLARK

MIKE CADGER

I am stand ing for the posit ion of President because I believe that the
Students' Association lacks the leadersh ip and direction to campaign
positively and effectively for ed ucatio n.
As a Labour student I believe in campa igning for education, but an
education with a difference; one that offers independence, choice and
the widest possible access.
For eight years the Government has been shaping education in line with
its own elitist and fundamentally undemocratic values. Our response
howeve r, has been largely defensive. W e must now campaig~
positively for an education system based on our own values-a system
where need and ability secure participation, not one where it is bought
by m oney.
To achieve this we must broaden the base of our campaigningby linking up with the 98% of Britain's students in NUS and their campaign against loans;

•

e

by working with the campus trade unions in their campaigns for fair pay and adequate resources;

e

and by securing the mutual support of the Edinburgh community.

I believe there is an alternative. Our liv es shouldn't be constantly faced with fina ncial insecurity or handouts
from our families. Nor should w e be ex pected to cope with badly stocked libraries and staff shortages. We
must campaign for our Alternative -

e
e
e

a statutory minimum grant;

an adequate level of university funding;
an education system under the control of a democratically elected Scottish Assembly.

We can reverse the cuts and establish o ur priorities, but to do so w e need to secure the widest possible
support and the maximum level of participation. W ith com mitted leadership and a new direction we can end
our self-imposed isolatio n from the student movem ent and the wider com munity. I believe I can provide that
leadership and direction.
Vote Labour- The Alternative That Works

VOTE DAVID CLARK 1

PAUL DAVIES
THE JOB
The President's role is as 1 figurehead for the Associotion, and as the main student
repr9Sent>live to the Uniwnity, media and the _ . i public.

THE ASSOOATION
ThisyurtheStudents' Associotionhasbeentooanonymousandkopt-diSllntfrom
tho majority ol stOOents. Many still reganl tho Association and the individua~ involved
with has imleYant to them. With your support. I will change this.
The l'nlsident must be a high profile figure who is _ . - a n d available to students. tt is not enough to sh in the offices and say
•come in and 511ma" as this yeor'ssal>bricals hive. -studentsneve<go nearthoAssociation offices-~theyevan know where
they are.

THE COMING YEAR
Asl'nlsidentlwillwortctob<eakdownthisu.._-lormality. lwil startbyvisitingPoffoekHouseandMytne'sCourtmeetings,
and F1a11ty Councils when! your eteded dlss reps should be available. A President's Diary wil be published in -...so you will
knowwhentl, ayourolec:ted President. will bewhonover~.
Sabbatical question times will be organised at Pollodc and KB to alow students the opportunhy to question whattheir eteded office.
belnnaredoing.
Above al, the President must take the load in breaking down the barriers between the Association and students- C111aiin9 a genuine
portnenhip that can work to help us aR.
A CAMPAIGNING PllESID£NT
Clmpeigning wil be vitaly important for the Association in the coming year as the threat of loans and further education and welfare
cuts continues to hang over us.
The Compoign must be Wiii organised and ongoing; tokan afforts wil not be acceptable. tt will be planned over the summer so that
we can elloctively lobby before tho orucial
are made, rather thin constontty moaning lftetwerds.
The Campaign must be more imaginltive, using stunts calcullted to attract national media intefMt and so make our message more
· - t o tho-- public.
Next - tho Association wil hive to Crtll1t Ind de¥elop an effective wortdng relationship, not only with Sir David Smith, the new
Principal. but ello with 1 new Racto< aloctod nut March, a new Dis1rid Council next May and whatever MPs survive tho election on

-ns

June 11111.
FOR AWORKING PARTNERSl9' B£TWEEN THE STUDENTS Of EDINBUllGH UMVERSITY AND THEii ELECTED SABBATICALS-

VOTE PAUL DAVIES-PRESIDENT
TOGETHER WE CAN WIN

JANE ROGERSON
THE SITUATION
We are entering a new and dramatic phase for higher education. With
a new government which may again be Thatcherite, things look bleak
but especially so in Scotland. Any form of loans system and the
imminent introduction of a community charge will have a more
detrimental effect on our education system with its longer degree
course. This year also brings a new Principal and a new Rector who
must be convinced of the value and relevance of students' views and
the need to represent them to effect at every possible opportunity.
THE ACTION
The President must not on ly know our views through , for example,
sabbatical surgeries, but must be able to put them across
effectively. It's not enough just to be able to communicate on a one-to-one basis, we must reach a wider
aud ience, taking the views to the politicians and bringing the politicians to the students throug h such means
as the Scottish Question Time which I organised last term. We must maintain this contact witli the people in
government and in the m edia. For too long we have simply reacted to government policy without setting out
ou r objectives for the future of higher education. As long as we neglect the long-term we will be vulnerable
as a ta rget for govenrment cuts.
THE PRESIDENT
- I wou ld begin by initiating the long-term process of lobbying using every available mean s to achieve these
objectives. We must maintain the services vital to students like MAC and Nightline as well as pressing for
future investment in ou r ed ucation.
- I wou ld build on the present links with other Scottish universities and colleges. The aim must be closer cooperation which w ill produce a coherent strategy for action o n the special needs of Scottish Higher
Education within the National Education structure.
- I would use my ski lls as .a debater, indeed as President of Debates, to argue our case conclusively at every
level.
- The Campaign Committee showed t he value of directing the attention of students in every area of the
University to the impo rtance of their involvement in the education campaign . I would use the knowledge
I gained as a part of t his co mmittee to ensure that such involvement is maintained.
- Vague statements and em pty promises are not enough. We ca nnot afford to make a mistake in the choice
of President.

YOUR VOTE - JANE ROGERSON - 1

MARTIN YOSSI ROSS
The Students' Association is a failure. Many people are igno rant of its
aims, unaware of the services it provides and uninterested in the w ay it
works. This is entirely the fault of the Association - students do not
have indifference built in.
EUSA has become self-absorbed; the emphasis is more on smooth
running than service. The customer, the indiv idual student, has been
sacrificed in the pursuit of scale and efficiency. The Treasurer proudly
reads out figures that we are the biggest and the most profitable, and
yet we haven't even scratched together a quorum for a single General
Meeting this year.
What is needed, and needed desperately, is an Executive who do not spring from the self-perpetuating clique
that breed in the committee rooms, who are not blinkered by obsession with the intricacies of the
organisation, who are aware of the needs and concerns of all students, not just those that haunt the EUSA
offices.
Such an Executive would tackle the problems that affect us all, service our needs and heed our concerns. Our
needs and concerns are hardty served by debate on the banning of Tennent's lager and the renaming of
Union buildings. Let's fight our own battles as well as those of oppressed people wo rldwide. Our battles
won't be fought by Parl iamentary parties or won with political dogma.
The President must lead the fight. A figurehead and a focus, he must do more than chair committees and
appear in Freshers' Week. A$ the public face of Edinburgh University students, the President should be
vocal and visible, promoting our image into the public eye.
The Grants Campaign of February and March was a huge success by Edinburgh standards. This was because
the Campaign was arranged informally. Instant communication was achieved throughout all levels,
untrapped by rigid committee structures. In this was participation was encouraged and momentum
maintained.

"

By extending this style of work into all sections of EUSA, students will at last realise that they have a voice
in the organisation and that they are its first concern . General meetings could, for the first time, feature
discussion of issues, rather than just rhetoric. The President is in a unique position to achieve all this; as
chairman of the various committees, he can encourage informality in their operation. By this change,
popular and realistic policies ~ill e~olve and be carried out.
Vote for me. Vote for what's needed. Vote for yourself.

VOTING METHOD
Transferable Vote
This means that voters are allowed to indicate t heir first,
second, third choice, and so on. This is very important in ~~e
elections where there are more than two candidates, an ~~
those elections where there are more than one seat. Ballo
will be redistributed according to second, third choice et~~
until all positions are filled. Thus, to ensure th~t V~UR vour
counts to maximum effectiveness, you should md1c~te yobe
preference for all candidates whom you do not desire ~o 0
elected. Expression of second, third, etc., preference in n
way weakens the strength of your first preference vote.
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POSITIONS
DEPUTY PRESIDENT
MIKE LVTILE

ALISON ROYLANCE

This year, next year ...

WHAT TliE J08 ENTAILS:
The Deputy Presiden(s job os split between the UnlOOI and the SAC. It
is the sabbatical po$ition with the best ovetafl view of the Association M
a whole. The OP must be abje to communiCate ro both sides of the
AssociatJOn structure, and be able to advise, 1mt.ate PJOteCIS and
represent thetr views to others.

This year has been an innovative year for the Association. It's
seen some of the most successful anti-loans protests yet some
of the biggest financial flops on the Entenainments side. The
next Deputy President must make Entenainments viable and
ensure the continued success of campaigns against cuts.

Why Me?
I've experience on both sides of the Association. I've been
i~vo lved in running the Unions, I've been on various University Committees, I'm on the SRC,
1.ve been active o_n the campaigning side. I would hke to have the opponunity to continue the
fig ht against cuts in grants and the University. I will fight for better services in Unions and better
cond1t1ons for students within the University.
The way forward
(1) "Big Bands" are needed to spice up the present Union entenainments. In order to be
successful, however, we must have better-known bands.
(2) The Deputy President must ensure the provision of the best food, drinks, entenainments
and services possible.
(3) You need someone to represent you on University Committees. This means standing up
for your rights in a variety of areas whether protesting against loans, fighting increases in
Pollock rents, or pushing for longer library opening hours. I intend to do this.
(4) I believe strongly in involving students in the running of the Association. Too often their
involvement is restricted to merely voting in elections. This year I helped found the
Campaign Committee which has shown that students are not apathetic but need
groupings through which they can channel their interest.
(5) SRC must become more effective. Representatives must concentrate on the major issues
affec1ing Edinburgh students and must not be distracted by trivia.

WHAT I ll'ITENO TO DO:
UNIONS

*
them
With
from betng
I
facilities
* Students are still notCommittee
going to the Unions on dance nights
trend must be changed Wrth my
of M.,,._. I
1dees change thos Including verying
free
* House Secretary, I know how
the
these cogs tum and thus hB"Ve the best kmd of adva gtYe
Most students are unaware of the facilities avail~e 10
Pottonow'1 pubffclty Np will change this, s o t -

knowledge from the
ents available.
The DP is there to advise

In Unions.
my k.nowtedge
will be used to the full .
This
to

have

House Commtttffs whilst they run the Union

the

Having been Ponerrow'1
to

SRC

*
*

Again, students are unaware of what the SRC has to offer them. and how they can get involved This must
change by more pubhc1ty and projects
The OP must be prepared 10 jom in SAC projects. I am more than Wtl!ing and wtlh to expand areat, such
as schools visits by Transition

JOINltY

*

The SAC and Unions at presen1 work separacely As OP I wtll ensure that one SJde 11 aw re of wh t the
other is doing so that the act1v1ues of the whole Association are apparent to all The ground work h11
been laid for this. sou is up to YOU to vote for someone who Wiii ensure that the Assoc1111on funcuont
in th1sway

ONLY I CAN DO THIS JOB PROPERLY

VOTE

ROYLANCE FOR DP

VOTE l YTTLE- DEPUTY PRESIDENT

SECRETARY
ANDREW
GRAV

MARK APE
CHESWORTH
1

II

'

H1ghe< eductuoo is under tttad< lrom Ill CUlbacl<s 1n iJlwt<'sity lund>ng, of!oc:t1ng
bolh teaching and .-rd!, havo been ICCOO\pan1ed bi propouis to introduce o loons
system IO replace grtntL
StudenlS at Edinburgh UnlVtnlty hive shown !hit thoy wt wilhng ID light bad< ID
delend their IM>g llJndlrdL WI IO<m, the •c:ampa;gn Commtttee", With wlltc:h I WM
closely inYo/Yed, b<ought logelher 1 lorge ll'OU!> of onlintiy - - 1- "'
butld'" ICtJYt Oj)pOlltion "'the GoYOrmlent'1 IWdent loons"'*"" Thll
was largely l!Sj)OO~blo for building tho very MC8SSful Edonburgh contingent oo the
"Mold! Agtinst Loans·.
But was the comm1nee all l t - 1 foJ on SRC me«ing shortlv belo<a the matt:h, the Sobbeticlls lllU!Od the _,,bled hlcU that
1he committee had ·no executive power•, and was no more thon • "tflking shop", whe!e peopowho . - wwe •given Po11111

'°"'""""

DON'T MONKEY ABOUT!
VOTE APE!
MARK "APE " CHESWORTH
THEBEST APEFORTHEJOB

to put up•.

Small """1de< then""" the first """'Ing of the COITWT11n.. 11111 te<m WMlltendtd byonly1 htndNI of~- '"'"'
1fewaspmngsabblliealsw!>ohadsudderlvdeYllOl>ed"'"'""'l-Thol1mlining11udoncs,Oflwn-'"""-1tnc1""1>~

the strength of the commotee rested, htd been ctemcnl1sed by the cynical exploitatJon of thllf ClfT1Pl9l by lluder< politJaano men
mterested in outdoing NUS Soo<lond lhon 0<g1nlsing effOCIJYt lighlbad<.
The sag1 of the anti-loons etmpaogn is only • smon ,_ of tho grNte< problom of the iloWloo of the ELISA mochtnt 1rom the
ortlm1iy studenlS of tho Unlvt111ty Tho low turnout II Generll meetmgs and tho~ lplthy- lluder< polrta "'
merely funher symptoms or 1he some mal11SO.
Whatis- ls1polilJcol loadenlupth1111no1111raid101iston10thostudellllofEdlnliurg/111nd."'°"""'· to"'*-thorn.'°
that thoy 1N11se It is they, noi the polltic:itm nor "publlc opomon", that have the power to dltngO things. Only then"" the natu!11
instinct thac l>Cllis 10 resist governmental 1nacks on 11udlnts be 1ransformed 1mo an tfftdNt ctmp1tgn to dtftnd the tducltK>n system
bolh for ou.-, tnd f0< gene<a11ons of 11uden11 in tho year to come.
WeCIMOl,however,confineounelvtclO INm>wst"'9Qle lgllnstthelj)oc:trtofloons.Studenllhlveindlt~plfY'd•lolding

role in brotder polaical lnOYtmef1ll. ond who<1 we hive gaonod the c:onfidenoa In our own thll 1rom .-ut
camp1.gn1ng."'
tble to unrte With •udenll llnd wmen., 5a>dllnd, Bnllon, llnd,.,,.,., ll>o- IDllkt • Sllnd oo the tlw1gs
lhll INlly """" - Ike raosm Ind sex11111, ~ke tho nghlS of ll"fl Ind lelluns, llnd ~k• the olloc:tt of 8ntJth imponaMm in Nnca,
Palestine, Cen1111AmerictInd1'911nd
As someone who his fought around thoM in bolh tho UnMnitv Ind the- beyond, I -that I hlvt bolh the proc:tlCll
lll1d tho pohtal expeneoce ID tronslonn thno ideas into rtllity Vote for Andrew Gray, • - • who 1-. !hit · we Hive The
Power -ond1Sn'ttfrltdtouse11.

"''be

0

DAVE
TRIPP

SALLY
GREIG

·---"""'
__.._ --"""" _..............

TheSbidllll~·--~··tfliNd.
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n..e is one person responsille fol 11 lhis-ll'o Secroy. Nexl'(<fl. lhal person must be men lhln • glon6od-dnigrle< n.. 5e<J*Y must be
a wekganised conroonicalor.
L!SS fonnal. more llexible. ..a publia"'1
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ASSOCIATION-WIDE
TREASURER
CHEOW-LAY WEE

TOR FARQUHAR

The~

-

The Students' Associalion is coming up for a diffic!Jlt year. Cuts are a real prospectthal we face. The Treasurers
personal challenge should be to help oppose these cuts and to make the facts from EUSA more accessible.

YOU

MONEY: Or lack of it is every student's problem. In four years, even
taking part-time jobs, I never had enough. I felt EUSA could have
provided food and entertainment more cheaply.

Sabbaticals can't be isolated from each other, with so many threats against student unionism looming against
us. They must form a united team, united in finding a vision for EUSA's future. 1 would use my relevant
experience, as Education Convener and Finance Committee member, to help find this vision for EUSA

ME: Sowhatcanldoforyou?

~

Provide services you need cheaper than anyone else can or has done in
recent years. " Election Promise" I hear you say. Yes, but it can and will
be done. How? Read on.

The Treasurer isn't only a finance officer within EUSA but is also your representative. I would, as Treasurer
maintain this vigorously and won: towards it. inmv passionate belief that education is for all. This principleh~
been eroded, and that must be stopped.

EUSA
The,.,_: T h e -' Asoociation is not the 11111n from Del Monte. It is short of money because it gets

The Playgroup must be maintained as aservice for students. It gives the opportunity for those with young children to come to unive!Sity- a right they have 'Mlich we
must fight to maintain.

less from the government and cannot rely on student spending power.
The Solution: Mrs Thatcher does not took like Robin Hood so we do our bit and take from the rich to give to
the poor. You are the poor, so almost everyone else is richer. Joe Public needs food, travel, printing and even
video gemes. We have skills in providing these for students and can provide services in these areas to the
pu~ic with little or in most cases no investment. We already do this in travel through EUSACO and this year
sold over £2,000,000 of holidays to the public.

ME
EXPERIENCED:

Dinc:tor of EUSACO
Rno,_Com_
Comm_ of Mllnagement

-

-·
-

Sodlties play an important part of our time at university. The Societies Centre at the Pleasance must also be maintained and upgraded to give it the prominence it

Thi NJlcltioi9I Bolrd must be strengthened. It is the only student publications board with its own label, Polygon, and has a growing national and intematiooa1
reputation. That can only augur well for its future.

EUSACb is good news for us. It is at least coming into the blad: on an annoal basis and the profit that it makes will be returned to our Association to repay its loan. That
was a reason for setting up EUSACO, four years ago, and at last our investment is paying off. Iwould ensure thai: EUSACOcontinues to grow.
Services are very importMrt to us-whether they be our wide and extensive bar seMces, our laundry facilities or our catering outlets. These mt!st be maintained and
Iwould wort hard to ensure that 'N8 get the best value for our moeny, especially with falling student grants.

Teviot Houoe S--ry 1985-86
NEW IDEAS: Saving you money n

~

Services also include welfare groups and projects, such as orv, SCAG and Ni!Jhtline. These are worthwhile and necessary groups. We have a responsibility to maintain
them and as Treasurer Iwould give r'rr'f fullest support to them.

priority in the ways outlined above.

DETERMINATION: n-.pron-. wil " - ; t h e y must. for you and EUSA to survive next year, and I will

The~

achieve them.

Wrth r'rr'{ strong beliefs in education, welfare and union projects, Ioffer commitment. enthusiasm and energy in fulfilling the Treasurer's job.

YOU ME ANO EUSA
AGHTING FOR A FUTURE
VOTE FOR TOR 1

Imme fresh. wilhwaopen mind. tothisjob, MdklokforwM'dtothechllleoge.

'

So remember, vote for WEE
QIEOW 1-mEASURER

SOCIETIES CONVENER

e
~

3.

JAMES
CLATWORTHV
The Job: Effectively representing societies throughout the University
and general administration of both the Societies Centre and Societies
Council.

Societies
1. Rumours persist that funding for societies is to be cut, for the good
of student life this cannot be allowed.
2. I would be available to help societies maximise their grant
applications using my experience as Societies Treasurer.
I would work towards a simplification of the procedure for forming a society and actively encourage
new societies.

Societies Centre
1.
2.

3.
4.

I would endeavour to maintain its reputation as "the friendliest of the union bars ".
Entertainment: I would seek to develop the success of the student jau bands and transform the
Pleasance into a mecca for all types of student bands.
To advertise more fully other superb facilities :
an extensive equipment pool;
rooms bookable for free by societies.
Send out a questionnaire to find out what YOU the student wants me as YOUR elected representative

.

~~

Me:
A year as Societies Council Treasurer has given me experience both of the Societies Centre and with dealing
with societies.

AMBER
DAWSON
The Societies Convenership is a position
which requires dedication, hard work and
a lively personality to do the job well, as
the Convener meets a wide range of
people in many different situations.
I am an energetic second year History student with, I believe,
the proven organisational skills necessary for such a post. At
present, I am involved in the editing of' Alternative Prospectus'.
I am getting a lot out of university and I see the Societies'
Convenership as a means of giving something back. I am openminded and, if elected, I would welcome constructive criticism
on how to use the position to benefit EUSA societies. I have no
political affiliations and, therefore, am amenable to all points of
view.

Vote for the candidate who believes in the paramount importance of societies, both those concerned with
welfare and those who contribute so much to the more general university environment.

SO GO FOR AMBER ON MAY 14TH.

Vote EXPERIENCE and COMMITMENT
CLATWORTHY

PUBLICATIONS CONVENER
LORETTA
BRESCIANI

(Returned
Unopposed)

I perceive the task of Publications Convener as an
overseeing of the operations adopted by the
Board, of following publications through from the
first manuscript to a final bound edition. The
Convener's job is carried out in accordance with
the permanent members of staff at the Publications Board and with other parts of the Association. The Convener is
therefore expected to have a full understanding of the stages of a
publication's life, to appreciate the workings of the Stu(ientnewspap!}r and
. }~tie~ ](nQwl~gE\withth1J<finaocia~ofsucttproj~ , .•
I feel I am qualified for this post, firstly because I am presently on the Board
of Directors of the Publications Board and thus have had some experience
of the decisions that the Convener must play a part in; and secondly
because I have the post of manager of Student and so can bring a closer
understanding of the mechanics of the paper to the Publications Board
while fully confirming Student's editorial autonomy. I have the enthusiasm
for this challenging yet rewarding post and the previous experience to allow
me to feel confident about my ability to be the Publications Convener.

POLLING STATIONS
Agricultural School
Appleton Tower
Bush Field Station Refectory
Chambers Street House
David Hume Tower Basement
Dental School
Dick Vet College
James Clerk Maxwell Building
KB Union
KB Centre (North Entrance)
KB Centre (South Entrance)
Law Faculty Office
Library Coffee Room
Mandela Centre
Medical u1;1rav
Minto Hoi:/Se: · '
Moray House
Mylne's Court
New College
Pollock Halls Refectory
Societies' Centre
T eviot Row House
William Robertson Building

10.00 am-5.00 pm
10.00 am-5.00 pm
12.30 pm-1.30 pm
10.00 am-7.00 pm
10.00 am-5.00 pm
10.00 am-5.00 pm
10.00 am-5.00 pm
10.00 am-5.00 pm
10.00 am-7.00 pm
10.00 am-3.00 pm
10.00 am-3.00 pm
10.00 am-5.00 pm
10.00 am-7.00 pm
10.00 am-7.00 pm
1Q.OQjJ .7,PO pm
HY..OOi!rn-2.00 pm
11.00 am-2.00 pm
5.30 pm-7.00 pm
10.00 am-3.00 pm
5.30 pm-7.00 pm
11 .00 am-3.00 pm
10.00 am-7.00 pm
10.00 am-5.00 pm

? . . . . .--~_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _. . . __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _~

POSITIONS
FINANCE COMMIITEE (Ordinary Member)-3 Seats
JAMES
BETHELL
As the government's cut-backs in
university funding become more
severe, the role of the Finance
Committee has become more
important. Government intervention has resulted in the officebearers becoming increasingly
polnicised and therefore spending less time on their financial
duties.

JOANNA
CHERRY

GARY
DUNCAN

I have the right qualifications in terms of mathematics and economics to
maintain a careful surveillance on the Union's expenses, and I have the
determination and patience to devote large amounts of timeand energy
pursuing my duties in a responsible manner.

Doe of the most consistent complaints levelled against EUSA has been the laclt
of information about EU SACO, the limned company which runs the Travel shops.
In my opinion n is essential that students. 10 whom the company belongs. am
kept informed ol its position and progress in mom detail and that such
information is seen as our right This should be linked with a mom satislllCIDfY
presentation of the overall budget at the AGM.

When resources are in short supply and economiffs need to be made,
there is no time to bring politics into the Finance Committee. If you want
to see your union maintained in an efficient, cost-effective way, with the
interests of the students placed first, then vote for James Bethell.

I would also like to keep achecl< on the money which EUSA has in Investment. As
alabour student I am opposed in principle to investment in S. Africa related
enterprises. and lnV9stment in short-sighted government privatisation share
flotations.

°'

NICK
GRANDE

THE FINANCE COMMlmE
Is possibly tho most lmpcrunt
commltt .. In EUSA. It hes flnol say
on au matters of finance, and as
such has the greatest responsibility

A year as Teviot Entertainments
Convener - in charge of booking all
bands/maintaining discos on limited
budgets.

10 you wna.. money

It 11 spending.

THE RESPONSIBILITY

President of (dare I say ill EU Meth soc.
I make a mean mug of cocoa.

New regulations from Edinburgh
District Council, demanding axtensivewofk on Teviot Row Union, era going

Finance Committee
£1 80,000 must be spent on general rebuilding in Teviot 10 satisfy new fire
regulations. This is the biggest blow to the Union budget in decades-and will
massively affect next year's EUSA budget.

10 cost around £180,000. While most or this can be covered by the deferred
repairs fund, meaning only that planned wortc on 1he unions will have to be
postponed, the rest will have to come from EUSA's accumulated funds. I
believe that serious cuts can be avoided if the financing of EUSA is

. Thus I have sent your lordship a dry discourse upon a fluent subject" James Howell (1634: lo the Lord Cliffe).

........ )<JIA'_Nm_,
ELISA - 1 £180,003 bl for TIMOl flow
Unlon-1iomal£l!),Ol)!al

administered carefully enough and the Finance Committee does
properly,

--and·-~

giallwibealif!ia*-

al-

'°"'
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PQlftNt a>nOibuflon ID our incomL

a.-

THE CANDllATE: ,,. Nows E<itor of 5Mi!nt an Sl!C and•
Stucleo
!ludent, I hM golned !he~ and t<pe<lence to . . thlt l1JtA' ll'C1l1l\' Is UIOd

5eNib1v and effldendv lor your benelil Hyou agree will> "fl priomes, VOTE DUNCAN
IJUNCAN -ANANCE - t

CHRISTOPHER
J.McEWAN

House Committee - one of the
longest-standing members of any
House Committee.

Nick Grande on Rnance Committee
The bottom line is that Finance needs an experienced ex-Teviot Committee
member next year- Nick Grande.

..__...i__ ,..,11"_1

ANDREW
HICKS

Two years a member of Teviot Row

EUSA's income relies more on Teviot's Free Entertainments than on any other
regular union event.

--dmdes-M SllUATIOll.

The priority of Association finance
must be tD maintain student ...vices
at an atC8plable level If e!eded, I
would ensure that cuts do not affect
such services seriously atx! that
expen<frtum on the redeooration of
Tevi<n is not used as an exru>e fol
cuts in ocher areas.

Its job

THE MAN FOR THE JOB
If elected, I will fight to ensure that EUSA's services are maintained, that
societies continue to get fair grants and that EUSA continues to put the
interests of students first and uses your money sensibly .

What Is my Job7 What have
my predecessors been
doing7 What wlll I be doing If
I'm elected? To be quite
honest I'm not totally In the
picture myself. However, I'll
do my job end I'll tell you.
the students, what and why
I'm doing whatever I'm doing : I feel 8 stronger link between
the Association and the University is necessary end
important.
What em 17 - politically unaffiliated, Independent, reasonable, unattached to (unbiased toward) any particular union
house, enthusiastic, Scottish, prudent, friendly, not a EUSA
hack, cha ritable end an ex-Cowan House treasurer. I'm also
a third year Scitmce student but don't let that stop you
beautiful Arts students voting for me.

von: HICKS 1

DAVIDSEN

EVELYN SIMPSON

Why is the position Important?

RNANCE COMMITTEE?

Other candi dates see it as student politics' most powerful and
important committee.
This is irrelevant
What is important is that the Students' Association spends vest
amounts of YOUR money, supposedly to provide services for YOU, end
it is Finance Committee's job to ensure this is well spent.

It is one of the most important committees in EUSA decides how to spend EUSA money.

which benefit YOU.

-Maintenance of low prices in the Unions.
-Continuation of the Free Entertainments Policy.
-Suppcrt for tho various Welfare Servlcet- MAC, Nightllnt etc.
-Adequate funding for the SAC to enable it to continue to represent
you , the atude,nts of Edinburgh University. effectively.

What would I do7
Openness: I am committed to a.more open approach, so students know
how THEIR money is being spent.
Services: Faced with falling grants and benefit cuts, union prices must be kept down and I will ensure money
is spent on services which benefit students.
Accountability: I will ensure that those involved in student politics are accountable for their spending.

As a member of Teviot Row House Committee for the past year and Its Welfare Representative sinceJenuaty
of this year, I have gained experience and knowledge of the Associa1ion. Let me use that knowledge and
experience for your benefit.
VOTE EVELYN SIMPSON

VOTE SEN

EUAN TENNANT

SIMON THOMPSON

The Finance Committee is one of the highest end the most powerful
committees in ELISA, dealing w ith the financial running and future
viability of the Association . The members are also directors of EU SACO,
which should be breaking even this year.

THIS YEAR, as Societies Convener, I have been on Finance
Committee es well as several other committees within the
Students' Association. I believe this has given me a clear end
balanced view of where the Association should be going
financially.
NEXT YEAR, the Association faces several cash problems due
to the renovations being carried out at Teviot Row Having
sustained a healthy overdraft throughout my time at
university, I believe I am now well qualified to pass iudgement
on an impending EUSA overdraftl

W ith the University grant to the Association being cut ag.ain, a.nd the
expenditure for improvements to Teviot House, money will be in ever
shorter suppl\'. As one of your three representatives I will ensure that :
1. SefVices provided by the Unions will not be cut and prices kept to a
minimum.
2. Welfare Setvices and Societies wHI be supported.
. .
.
.
3. SAC funding will be dealt with fairly.
4. You wlll be kept informed about the activities and the dec1s1ons of the Finance Committee.

VOTE THOMPSON!
FINANCE
14TH MAY

So give me YOUR vote and I will represent YOU. After all

TENNANT'S SPECIAL-WE THINK YOU'l l LIKE HIM

FINANCE CTTE. (Sen. Member)
RORY MacLEOD
Present Senior Member of Finance
Committee - extensive Association and
Union experience. I am committed to the
Association being run by students for
students and see the Senior Member's role
as being purely advisory but will always work
for the enhancement of services and
im provement of an;enities.

the on• which

PRIORmES
EUSA's money is YOUR money. It mus1 be used to finance the services

BALLOT COUNT
The Election Count will begin at 5.00 p.m . today
in the Teviot Row Debating Hall.
Results will be announced from 7.00 p .m . onwards.
All students are welcome.
-{;(

Late Bar until 2.00 a.m.

*
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UNION POSITIONS
CHAMBERS STREET CONVENER
.MARK APE"
CHESWORTH
II

Arguments about
"Big Bands",
"Free Ents" are
SECONDARY
What really matters
IS
Opening our doors to the underprivileged.
(They need more than our sympathy.)
Stopping inter-union squabbling to work
together to help the whole community.
VOTE APE!

VOTE COMPASSION!

JUDITH
HAMILTON

MICHAEL
KENT

What
should
the.
Chamber Street House
Convener do?

When was the last time you went
to Chambers Street? For many the

answer will be: "Ages ago" or
"Never".
The reason for this is the poor state

The answer to that I
Uiink should be to
implement the decisions of their committee and
make no decisions on their own. I'm.not standing
for House Convener in order to do all the things I
want.
All I can hope to do is help the committee to
represent all students, and try to ensure that its
decisions are carried out.

of affairs into which Chambers
Street has fallen. Now it serves as

a hippie resting place and a
Napier/Telford College Youth
Club.
When Chambers Street lost its late licence little action was taken by the
committee leaders to complain at the hearing or raise a petition. Now
only about 400 people turn up on a Saturday night, compared to close
to 1,000 "in the old days·.
'
Chambers Street needs a "new order". People who will give time to
make Chambers Street somewhere you will want to go. I will ca mpaign
to get soundproofing, which is needed to bring live music back to
Chambers Street.

This year this is more important than ever with no
live bands, which have been traditional

The Rock disco is impartant to the Union and a big money earner, so
must continue. But this cannot be the sole purpose of Chambers Street.
It has to run for the whole EUSA membership not a select few.

What I hope we can concentrate on is providing
the service everyone wants at a price we all can
afford.

I am at present a member of the House Committee, disillu sioned by the
sense of apathy. Give Chambers Street the kick up the arse it needs.
Vote for Change. Vote for a better Union. Vote for Michael Kent.

MANDELA CENTRE CONVENER
SHONA
EASONGIBSON
What it involves_
Green Banana Club-sounds
vaguely fam iliar; just one half
of
Potterrow's
regular
evening events run by a small
group of students. The
Convener is responsible for ensuring that everything runs
smoothly, whether it be doing a door duty or clearing away
glasses at the end of the night.

Aim&-l'm in the Potterrow most days so I would be able to listen to
any suggestions for improvements or ideas - new bands,
records? It is only by using YOUR suggestions that the house
can be run according to what YOU want.
I would like to increase the awareness of students to the
facilities available so that they use·the Potterrow on a regular
basis for meals, pool tables, parties, as well as the betterknown happy hour drinking.

Experienc&'
I have been the Publicity representative for the past year as
well as being a fully active committee member contributing to
regular house activities.

,

..

LYNN
McKENZIE

GILLIAN
RUSSELL

I am a third year Nursing Studies student
committed to making Potterrow a better union
for students. I was elected to Potterrow
Committee in the 1985 EUSA general
elections, and was then elected catering
convener for that year. Despite working full·
time shifts for my course, I have remained a
prominent committee member during Hl8687. I know that I have the experience to carry
out the job of house convener sua:essfuUy.

The major problem of running a student
union is trying to please al1 the people all
the time. But the Potterrow's size
encourag es student involvement in its
management. I will work with you to
ensure that Potterrow is used and
enjoyed by all.

My proposals:
ENTERTAINMENT: Potterrow needs to appeal to a wider variety of students while maintaining
its altematiV1! nature: sorry folks, still no •Five Star• in this union!
Wednesday nights: More funk nights and drinks promotions as well as the discontinuation of

signing·in fees.
Friday nights: Big bands as free ents once a month rather than •nobody·
thus leaving the Rowan Lounge free for pool and 1V on most Fridays.

bands every week;

Summer Holidays: Ihope to run the GBC on Friday nights during the summer break.

FOOD: Potterrow food is expensive and restricted in choice. Iwill ensure that suggestions for
more interesting menus are put forward and that more economy meals are made available.
DRINK: I hope to introduce at least 00e more happy hour a week and gain a wider variety of
beers, as well as push for more drinks promotions.,
I know that I can

worl well with the Potterrow Committee to ensure a smooth·running union,

better for all students.

Eat, Drink and Be MerTY
Entertainment
-Wednesday nights are for you to bring
your music along for us to ptay.
This policy has been neglected for a number of years. I will ensure this policy
returns to Wednesday nights.
-This year we have introduced funk nights and cabaret to our format. I will strive
to expand and improve alternative entertainment.
-Students should be able to bring their friends into Potterrow without being
penalised. Therefore, signing-in fees on Wednesday and Friday nights should
be dropped.
Catering
I will not make rash promises about reducing prices on food and drink. I will keep a
watchful eye on the quality and variety o! meals offered during the day and in the
evening.
What Else Can Potte1Tow Offer?
Potterrow has had a special interest in group activities such as Anti·Apartheid and
International Week. These links should be maintained as they promote a general
awareness of world issues.

Fight For Your Rights!
.
My most difficult problem as convener will be to ensure that Potterrow is not
pllshed aside in favour of the bigger unions. Potterrow is the smallest uni.on, but
many students still use it and I will work with the committee to fight for your nghts.

VOTE LYNN: for a better Potterrow

VOTE GILLIAN RUSSELL

a

TEVIOT ROW CONVENER
MARK APE"
CHESWORTH
II

Arguments about
"Big Bands",
"Free Ents" are
SECONDARY
What really matters
IS
Opening our doors to the underprivileged.
(They need more than our sympathy.)
Stopping inter-union squabbling to work
together to help the whole community.

LESLEY
HAY
WHY ME? After 11/2 terms of
being a regular bopper and
pizza fan, I joined the
committee to put forward
ordinary students' views. I've
been an elected member and
publicity rep for a year. As
such I've experienced the
pressures of deadlines and the need for forward planning.
Working with not only my own convener and committee but
also the other Union Houses and sabbaticals highlighted the
need for communication and teamwork.
·
WHAT CAN I DO FOR YOU? Whilst a fan of Teviot, I am also
aware of the need to maintain and improve services, for
instance extending the variety of food offered, particularly for
the growing numbers of vegetarian students, like myself.
Teviot's other most obvious function is providing
entertainment. I'd aim to broaden Teviot's entertainment
value, making more of our Saturday and weekday nights,
perhaps more opportunities for live bands, whilst not
forgetting the little touches- like continuous loo roll on Friday
nights!
Having seen three conveners come and go, I feel I've learnt
from their successes and mistakes.

VOTE APE!

VOTE COMPASSION!

VOTE HAY 1

PAUL
RYAN
ME: Age 25, studying History ~ith
Sociology. Experienced in Committee
Work, having been President of my
College SRC. A~ present I'm House
Secretary of Teviot, having been the
Committee's Welfare Rep previously.
INTERESTS :OJing at Teviot, ~~ar Tr~
Vegetarianism, Student Pollt1CS a
buying clothes from ' Next'.
EXPERIENCE: The House Convener represents students' views at Union Ex~uti~
and Union Committee of Management. As House Secretary I am fully expenenc
with past and present issues concerning Teviot and, having sat on both the abOve
committees, I have built up a good woric;ing relationship with Union staff.
AIMS :Like to see more events like lazer light shows, well-known bands, alternativ~
comedy/cabaret acts, weekday events, less restrictive signing-in rules and. m:,
importantly, the efficient management of Teviot for the benefit of students, d
8
'l'laintaining and improving its standards. For example, the policy of free ents ~s
economy meats should be strengthened and extended to ensure that low gran
can be spent on necessities like books and beer. The job of any good H~:
Convener is to sponsor a healthy and active House Committee, this reQUl~m
qualities of leadership and experience; my past work at Teviot and the fa~ that d
being nominated forth is post by the outgoing Convener suggest I am a suitable an
enthusiastic candidate.

SO, if you want more fun, value and entertainment, and a responsibie and tolerant
Convener, VOTE PAUL RYAN 1 Teviot Row House Convener.
What more could a student body ask for7
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UNION POSITIONS
COMMITTEE OF MANAGEMENT (Ord. Member)-3 Seats
KEN
BURSTALL
The next year will be of
crucial importance to the
Students' Association as a
whole and the Unions in
particular. The extensive
renovations of Teviot and
the loss of income due to
Chambers Street losing its late licence in second term
will reduce the amount of money available even further
than the cutting of the Student Association's grant has
done. So it is essential that the Committee of
Management tries to keep the quality of Union services
at their present level while trying to make them more
attractive to students. The ordinary members of the
committee need a knowledge of how tl\e Unions work
to do this and my time on Chambers Street House
Committee gives me this. So be daring and vote for a
Union hack- me.

Age20

The Commmee of Manage.
ment Is responsible for the
maior policy deciSK>nS of the

Why Vote for Me?
The Unions will have a
tough time next year. Vast refurbishment costs
will strongly affect what is laid on for students,
unless Union Management works as a team and makes the right decisions.
As an active member of Teviot Row House
Committee for the past two years, I hope I have
shown that I have both the commitment and the
ability to do this job properly.
Trust me. Vote Nick Grande 1

three unions These unions
need
an
efficient
management which should
strive to develop and improve
the facili11es that they offer

As student grants continue to diminish these seMCeS catering, bars, entertainments and w h1ng facilities are
fundamental to students and should be promoted
I am currently on Chambers Street House Committee nd f leef
that I could use my knowledge of the running of this union to
the benefit of all three unions

If I were elected I would work enthusiastically to ensure that
the unions were run effici ntly in the way that YOU want them
to be run

DON MacCORQUODALE

ANGUS
MARSHALL

8ASI(: NEEDS

Committee of Management is
responsible for the overall
control of the Unions. As
such, the Ordinary Members
should be totally impartial,
without a misplaced loyalty to
any one Union House.

I will work on Committee of management to represent you and
to make sure Unions provide what you want. My time in the
Association has already given me the experience and
knowledge to do just that. So vote for me on May 14th and put
yourself first. You know it makes sense I

JEFFREY
KUNZ

Currently: Teviot Row
Entertainments Rep.

ADRIAN
LEA

Like you, I use the Unions on a regular basis and believe that
many improvements can be made. Unions must provide the
facilities and the entertainments that you want. With grants
declining, the Unions must provide good, cheap food and
drink, and services.

NICK
GRANDE
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THIS CANDIDATE

4as been on Management and f1Mnee Committee and has run the Soaeuts C.nlrt.
-1s Teviot Commmee Member, Labour Student end Pert Room DJ
-knows what has to be done and how 10 do 11.
-believes he is WOfth your vote.

VOTELEA-1

i..allly, Mn 1f you """'I going to vota for me. pioew VOil. Kyou don\ lhln who knows
what '"'I ha_,?

ELECT A SHfT.STIRRER-ELECT MacCOROUOOALE

PHILIP SHEARER

DANIEL HARMEN WALKER

As the Grants Campaign gathers strength next year, we must broaden
our base of support. This means that we mutt involve the campus trade
unions. However, this support wilt not be forthcoming unles1s we take
up the demands of workers on campus. As a Labour student, I will be
campaigning for an end to low pay for union staff- most of whom are
women - trade union recognition, and decent working conditions.
Many of these workers are part time, and deserve full-time rights

Moreover, we must look towards reaffiliation to NUS, not only IS a
means of playing a more significant role in campaigning, but also for
the better servicing of our unions, than Is provided at present.
~

Committee of'Manag.ement implements union policy, thereby providing an oppcrtunity not only to ensure
that specific goals are met (e.g. maintaining a strict boycott of South African goods), but also to provide a
union structure which responds to the needs and wishes of the student body.

Vote Labour-for the alternative that works!

I em not standing for this position es e result of any
deep-seated convictions, political or otherwise (though
I do have some opinions on failings in Union
Management), but rather because I feel that holding
such a position would be e valuable personal
experience. My lack of experience and rigid conviction
might suggest that I am poorly qualified for the job. I
feel, however, that an open mind and flexible approach
would actually be a considerable asset in approaching
and evaluating problems encountered in Union Management. I am seeking this
position for personal rather than altruistic reasons, but that still gives me every
incentive to do the job well and make a contribution to maintaining and improving
the Unions.

DEBATES COMMIITEE-5 Seats
GERALD
CORISH

COLIN
EWEN
FERGUSON

In these forthcoming elections we need someone to make sure
the future of Edinburgh University is safe. Thal is why Ithink I
will be elected to Ordinary Membe< of Debates Committee. I
am a good, honest Catholic. but I like Protestants. as well as
othef racial and underprivileged minorities.

A vote for me is a vote against the liberal views of
Gerry Corish and the communist views of Jim Freel.
A vote for me is an apolitical vote. I intend only to
worlc for the good of the Debates Committee. Use
your vote wisely.

JANE
KELLY

As Social Secntllry of Edinburgh
Debates Committee forthe pell yeer, I
have been invotved not only 1n
urganising variout debatoa but also a
few dubious events m whteh every·
one enJOVed themaefves immensefyl
I hope 10 continue my dechcadon to

debit"; 10 travel W>dely, wallle freely
and drink merrily.

BERNICE

JAMES
ANTHONY

FREEL

FREEL

As a Committee Member for the plSI yeor, I haw
taken an acuve pan m all aspects of Debet.es organisabon, dnnking, debeting. drinking, pubhc
speaking. drinking
I em now gemng rnto the WI'( of 1tung1 (hie) ond
promise to show even more ~thuuasm ff elected
nextyeer. Ooda110<1-eh7

CHARLES
McGREGOR

ANGELA
NU ACK

I've been Treasurer of the
Debates Committee for the past
year end involved rn organising
two guest speaker debates. Next
year f'd like 10
more enter·
taming debates and more worlc·
shops to teach publtc spea mg
skrfls to ordinary students
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S.R.C. CONVENERS
ACCOMMODATION
PAUL BLANCHFLOWER

DOUGLAS ALEXANDER

Accom modation Convener - is it important? Who cares who th
Convener is7 Well, considering about 50% of our grant goes on payin e
for acc:ommodati~n. it's probably a good ide~ t? have a person who'~

WHAT IS ACCOMMODATION CONVENER?
Getting the best deal for students. Lobbying the autho rities a nd giving you advice
on legal and benefit problems.

~~r'::~'~~~oP~l~tf~sb_:~~m"f~a~';:~~~ who IS Just working their way

WHY ME?
---€xperience of working w ith organisations like Shelter and Edinburgh Council
for Single Homeless.
-Close involvement with International Year of Shetter for the Homeless.
-Experience this year on the Accommodatio n Committee.

Expedence
My involvem ent in Student Affairs has been concentrated on two issues
which I strongly believe in. The fight against student loans - through
~he ca m~aign . comm itte~ - and the right for students not to get
involved m Arnma l Expenm ents. Both of these have received Positive
~e~te_~~~~~. I shall continue to pursue them through my place on the

WHAT WILL I 007
I will take the work of the Accommodation Committee out of the offices, to students
at large. Freshers will each receive a mailing providing detailed advice on housing .

An increased number of Accommodation Desks during Freshers' Week and
throughout the year will improve EUSA's service to students
Throughout the year I'll be available to answer your housing queries and shall organise " Accommodation W orkshops"
providing the advice students need - on issues like repairs, evk:tion and Housing Benefit.

Policies
As Convener, I shall continue the campaign to allow more first years into University·Controlled
ACCOf1:1~0dati~n,. seek closer links ~ith JCRs .and be devoting .energy int~ the setting up of Residents
Assoc1at1ons w1thm student flats. Nationally I will be concerned with the possible abolition of Rent Controls
and the continuing cuts in Benefits and Grants.

While seMng on SRC E•ecutive I will maintain my invotvement in the wider wortc of the Association. As a Labour student, I
will continue my active invotvement in the Campaign Against Loans.
Vote Labour -

the Alternative That Works

All of these issues will take seco nd place when any of your persona l problems crop up. I am your
representative and therefore you com e fi rst.

VOTE ALEXANDER - ACCOMMODATION

ANGUS MclNTOSH

PAUL TURNER

THE ACCOMMOOA TION COMMITTEE HAS El:COME ATAl.XJNG SHOP. This is ooc good enough. rveWOlted
on the oommillee !his '1'911'. rve '8811 whar's gone wroog and what needs to be done.

The Accommodation Committee exists to co~rdinate, analyse and take action oo affairs
relating to accommodation of Edinburgh University students.

Priorlies for the coming ..,...,:
1. INFORMATION
Wemust providebenerilformationfotstudentsaboutac::convnodMion,1lsoabouttheM-\egllrights•leM'lts.

TURNER promises efficient co-ordination, objedive analysis and prompt action.
Accommodation is aproblem in Edinburgh. Iwill wort with the Student Accommodation
SeNice to improve the situation.

Al~EUSA chlrges-forlhisinformationilthebooklet'HowToRent'. The remeiniogcopiesmustbe

clOlribuled f!IEE ondase1ol_and.,.,,,..,,...,._produced.

I do not make wild promises. Rather, I say there are possible improvements which are
realistically achieved with work-work which Iam capable of and prepared to put in,

i PRESSURE
The Accommodlltion Convener sits on the University Accommodation Committee. That position must be used
to press forrT'l()((!\Jnivef"sity1:00trolledpllcesforfifstyears. TheUntv.sitysaylhey'recommiltedtoft,we've
gottomakesurelhei( arel

TURNER will be accessible, willing to listen and act. maintaining contact with you - I
promise to communicate and to be available at afixed time and place every week to deal
with individual and general problems- Real representation.

lCAMPAIGNING
The figtd lglit'ISI PolTn is l'IOC'1lfJI~ The Gowrrmerrt.SBVSstudentswil pay 20% oflhetaxbutthegrantwin not rise to cover this. Wemustdemandoomplete
~ forstudenls. the Acx:ommodl6on Cmvrinee should provide the campaign NiatiYes.

Iwill take wider SRC obligations seriously and commit myseW fully.

TURNER is the candidate who, with your vote, can and should be Accommodation Convener.

( OflGANISAT10N
Todo 11 lhis property, Iha amnilteemust expend is workload andthac muns better organisation. There 1r1 places on the committee for any students who want to
get irrtotwd, lhese musl be public:iled and filled. CormVnee memb«s rTMJSI be giverl spec:ilic jobs and better information. That ~ we wiD wot\: wel as 1 team.

If you have ever had to deal with accommodation (that's all of us) ...

Vote for Edinburgh University students, vote for aa:ommodation. vote lor YOURSELF- VOTE PAUL TURNER.

This is just• stll'l I know whats irNolved; rve got the commitment. the experience and the ideas to make ftworl

TURN TO TURNER

VOITMclNTOSH

COMMUNITY AFFAIRS
MARK ''APE" CHESWORTH

ADRIAN LEA

At 1oost in this -

Twelvf: months ago no one really knew 'Nhat Community Affairs was aboot. Now, however, the
Committee has hard objectives and defined possibilities.
1. Togetstudentswortinginthecommunity.
2. To liaise with community groups within and without the University.
3. To campaign on local issues, showing that students really do care.
4, To won: with local goverrvnent to try and improve services to students.

students CAN do something r..ity worth while, reolly useful.

-muchwemoonlbout.,..dectininggrants.weshouldllwaysremember
lhlrt thore ore m1ny not hlllso-oll as we ire {ind they don't moan haff so much
eitherI.

As con-rm going to open up Ill Unionlac:ilities to those who might have need
oltllem.{EnnHORROROFHORRORSthetrampswhoroamaboutBristoSquare.)

But-there szitl remains great potential for expansion and impr~nt; potential I know how to use!

The public have always had little sympathy with students. CommJnity Affairs is helping to put that right.
As students. we have a responsibility to use our talents to help the community in which we rwe. Only then
will that commJnity respect and respond 10 our needs and problems. By close contact with many local
groups, Community Affairs has done modi to improve students' image in Edinburgh.

th
etoo
_
_
_isgive
them. as the next person {except me) and
As the only Gori1a in this univenity, _
I kmw
only
well
lhlrt_
rteryOnO
as human
I end with 1 question.

Ahhoogh the smallest SRC Committee, Community Affairs has one of the highest and most active profiles, due to the hard wOO: of this year's committee. Their
good work in putting Community Affairs on the map must not be wasted. This is why Iwant your vote for a second year as Convener.

F WE AREN'T WIWNG TOHElP THE DISADVANTAGED WHY SHOULD WE EXPECT THE GOVERNMENT TO LOOK KINOL y
UPON OUR OEMAMlSl

Vote For Action-Again!

EXTERNAL
JAMES
BETHELL
As the primary link between
the Students Representative
Council (and, ultimately, the
University),
the
External
Convener has one of the most
responsible positions in the
University.
The organisation of International Week is a task that needs
high levels of organisation and dedication.
As a student of modern history and politics, I have a keen
awareness of the events and problems that are present in the
world. I am keen that Edinburgh University's voice can be
heard more loudly than it has done in the past when it shouts
for reform, change and justice.
In the past I have been involved in political and human rights
organisations. I have been a leader of an Amnesty
International cell and I am presently campaigning for the
release of prisoners of conscience behind the iron curtain. I
have also been involved in the political campaigns of
American politicians. For nearly a year I helped with the
organisation of a senator's election and I am therefore familiar
with the processes concerning the arrangement of functions
and conferences.
A vote for me is a vote for efficiency, determination and a
louder voice for Edinburgh throughout the world.

DON MacCORQUODALE

MARK "APE"
CHESWORTH

AS A CAMPAIGNER
The External Convener is responsible for
campaigning by the Association. Slhe

STUDENTS SHOULD
NEVER
SUBSTITUTE
TALK FOR ACTION!
If elected, my first
priority would be to
secure the release of Mr
NELSON MANDELA.
No more ineffectual meetings or halfhearted
protest actions for me though!
NO!

must:
-produce reasoned argument and
mass prolest against Tory cu1s
-put forward our own radical i~as
for change instead of being negative.

-make life for Tory MPs in Edinburgh
as hard as possible.

AS AN INFORMER

The Convener must:
-raise new issues for many students such as civil liberties, the plight of FE
students, all types of discrimination, and repressed students abroad.
--inform you aboul how you can change things which affect you. You are NOT

POWERLESS.

-use more imagination. Ideas such as repeating the Loans referendum on oth~

I'd train a small hand-picked band of students,
arm them to the teeth and fly them out to South
Africa. Together we'd break into his cell and
release him (just like Roger Moore in "The Wild
Geese").
If you care about apartheid, vote for me!
DON'T MONKEY ABOUT!

issues need to be tried. It is not enough to use GMs or Midweek articles to get yo
involved.
AS A LABOUR STUDENT

-I believe we need radical Socialist policies to save our country and our education

system.
-I see the need to work with other studen1s and to rejoin the NUS.
-I have the necessary experience, policies, imagination and commitment to do
the job.

VOTE LABOUR - THE AlTERNATIVE THAT WORKS
VOTE MacCORQUODALE 1

GET NELSON OUT!
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S.R.C. CONVENERS
TRANSITION
MARK APE"
CHESWORTH

FIONA E.
COOK

II

It seems hardly any
time since I first came
down from the trees to
attend Edinburgh
University.
Remembering how I felt then will help me to
help new students in. They'll need to learn to
walk on their own two feet and not swing from
tree to tree as I did when I first arrived and
knowing how hard this is (even now) I'll be able
to bring sympathy and understanding to bear
upon the situation.
One last thing : for many schoolchildren, the
Transition Convener will be the first University
face they see.

MARK
SIMPSON

Of all the SRC subcommittees
Transition is probably the
hardest working. Since being
elected onto SRC last October.
I have been active in the work
of the committee. Schools
tours,
the
Pr&visits,
University Conference and
Freshers' Week all help to make the transition to University
easier for new and future students.

As a 3rd year law student, the
next year for me will not be an
academically demanding one.
This should give me the time
necessary to take on an SRC
Convenership w ith the full
commitment
the
post
requires.
The Transition Committee has run very smoothly in the past
and I hope to be able to continue the good worlc if (and,
hopefully, when) I am elected. Transition, for me, seems an
obvious post to stand for, as much of the work Involves
schools visits and talking to school pupils. In the past year I
have had a lot of experience of this In my capacity as Convener
of the National Schools Oebating Championships. In this case
·too, much of the work consisted of communicating with a
large number of schools nationwide at both staff and pupil
level. The competition also gave me a great deal of experience
of organisation and prectical administration - a good basic
combination for heading any commlnee.

If elected as Transition Convener. I would ensure that these
services continue to be carried out as effectively as possible
and build on the past successes and achievements of the
committee. The transition from university is another aspect of
the committee's w ork which I would like to expand as well as
making sure our services cater for groups such as mature end
handicapped students.
As a Labour student, I believe it Is vital that the Association
Executive maintains a strong anti-loans commitmeni and
organises campaigns against the declining grant and cuts in
education. This Is particularly Important at a time when
students and education as a whole are under great attack. The
removal of benefits and the introduction of a community
charge will make life for student~ even more difficult In the
future. Next year the Students' Association must campaign,
and campaign effectively, on such important issues.

Make it mine.

In standing for this position I am aware of the commitment
necessary, so if you want a hard-working and effective
Transition Convener-

Waaaarrrrrruuuuuuggggh!!!

Vote Labour- The Alternative that works

I'm not going to go on at leng1h. I don't think the scope of this
position, or indeed the committee. can be developed much
further than it already has, except perhaps where graduation
and care rs are concerned. All I can say Is that this JOb f els
right for me and I feel very capable of doing it well.
I hope you'll vote for me.

Vote Cook on May 14th

WELFARE
ALISON DAVIE

NEIL PHIMISTER

As Welfare Convener l will be concerned wfth a great many problems facing
students; some general, and some concerned with more specific groups within the
student population, I intend to organise more occasion& similtlr to the Health Day
and Women's Day, to offer informa1ion concerned with problems such es drug
abuse and sexual harassment, both of which are becoming increaslngly
widespread and problematic.

WELFARE C0NVEN£R
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I hope to liaise frequently and fruitfuHy with organisations such as Nightlino and
MAC, as welt as the Acc::ommodatlon Convener and !he Associa1ion Welfare Officer,
who will all, I am sure, be useful sources of information and advice for dealing with
all sorts of student problems.
Due to the spread of AIDS, and the campaign for safer se1< generalty, I shall press for the lnscallation of Durex machines ln the
toilets of both sexes in all the Unions, and also publicise little·known facts such as the availabtlitv of DureM behind !he bar at
Teviot, along with the crisps, peanuts and pork scratchings.
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Vote DAVIE for WELFARE on MAY 14th.

PUT WELFARE ARST- PIJT PltMISll'R 111

DENTAL FACULTY
DAVID CROSS

GEORGE CAMPBELL
Why vote for me7

2.

I sometimes wonder that question too. Well, ttle first reason that comes to mind is
experience, i.e.
(11 Involved with dental committee for last IWO years es
(a) 3rd year representative
~bl At present, as British Dental Representatjve for Edinburgh with meetings
down in London once a 1erm to discuu current denlal topics.
Entertainments Convener in one of Pollock Houses in 2nd Vt18r li.e. Salisbury Green- contrary to popular op1mon, this is
not the patch of grass between Frazer and H<Mland.
So Ido have an insight into the wortt and organisation whk:h goes with this position.

Objectives
. . .
(1) To get events organised with a lean towards 1st and 2nd year partte1pat1on.
(2) To organise more dental events throughout the year.
(3) To ensure I do not feature in next year's Dental Gazette.
Just remember Thursday 14th George Best

EUANMACKJE

It is important that dental students
should be kept in touch with the
flow of general student affairs, we
seem to have drifted in recent
years. However, it is equally
important to ach ieve a t ighter and more harmonious
relationsh ip between all years to ensure the success
of you r society.

I

ALAN PEUTHERER
~qple often ask "What is the President'

ost important ~n~
hi
answer is the ability to down pints quicker
than anyone else. I feel I meet this
requirement
better
than
other
candidates.
I am also extraordinarily intelligent and have an amazing ability
to delegate responsibility.
Peuth fo r Pres
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S.R.C. POSITIONS
ARTS FACULTV CONVENER
JAMES BETHELL

MURRAV SIMPSON

As government cuts dig deeper and deeper into University budgets, it

rm Murray Simpson - a third year Politics and Modem His10fV student As Secretary to the Arts S!udents'
Council this year, 1l'llve been heaW,invotved both in the campaigning and management oftheCouncil ilfld
feel confident 10 extend my commitment to the position of Convener.

has become increasingty important for the Students' Representative
Council to be staffed by enthusiastic members who are aware of the
political environment of Britain and the needs of the students at
Edinburgh.

MCOUNCIL
Stiff in its infancy, the ASC mJSt consolidate its position in the coming year, and move fOfWllrd. The traditional
roleoftheAttsCouncilasa!'ep'esentativebodybetweenstudentsandthel.Xliversity, Faculryand~

- also the SRC must be retained. The Council is also, howMr, a~ body available to deal with

As a student of modern history and politics who is involved in a variety

issuesandproblemsconcemiogArtsstudents~, whilenotneglectingindividual students.

of the political, literary and debating societies of the university, I feel that
I am well qualified for the job of Arts Faculty Convener.

MCONVENBI
WOJking with the Executive, the Convener must establish beneftcial worl.ing relations with the faculty and
departmental staff, since the Council's liaison function is in many ways its most important.

The job of a faculty convener goes beyond attacking the government's
education policy. He or she must represent the opinions of the students in the faculty in such issues as the
allocation of scarce resources within the faculty, redressing the racial and political imbalances within certain
courses, improve the methods of assessment that are used by the departments and, of course, make the
views of artistic students known in a council dominated by the kids from down the road .

MISSUES
clefence of the Arts Degree is vital, particularly in view of the hostile nature of the present government Some Mt steps have been taken lhis year to defend
the relevance of Arts Degrees. The fight must go on to protect our faculty and our university in the face of crippling goyemment cutbacks.

Vigorous

Acommitted Council, with an active Convener, is the essential ingredi«it for this fight

These, then, would be my aims. A vote for me is a vote for sensitive representation beyond the narrow
confines of party politics and careful surveillance of the activities of the office-bearers.

GENfRAI.
In all areas relevant to Arts students, the f4SC, has a significant role to play. For CONTWOOY, COMMUNICATION, CAMPAIGNNG MAY 14th-VOTE SIWSON.

ARTS UNDERGRADUATE- 6 Seats
DOUGLAS
ALEXANDER

ABIGAIL
CLARK

With one year's experience
on SRC, I want to continue
working for Arts students. As
a Labour student, I will work
to increase EUSA's campaigning against education
cuts and the proposed loan
system.

We must work to defend our
threatened education system from
government cuts. Faculty issues must
be tackled too, such as lack of
communications
between
departments and students, or whether
continual assessment is better for
Arts. In the ASC and SAC I prom ise to
help enthusiastically to work towards
the possible solutions.

FIONA
GORDON

LORNA
HENDERSON

ANDREW
HICKS

I am a first year history student. As an
Arts Faculty representative I would
campaign against cuts in humanities
subjects and student grants. I would
also like to see greater university
involvement in the local community,
and a more open and responsive SRC
wh ich recognises the needs of all
students.

Sing the followil"!g harmoniously (for a
change!) to the soaring strains of that old
Beatles' classic, ~ let it be":

There are only two things I really
want to say and those are that I
will do my utmost, if elected, to
maintain and improve the
services that the SRC provides
and continue to present a

THOMASW.
MclNTOSH

I have been an Arts Rep on SRC since
October and during this time worked
on the anti-loa ns campaign, the Arts
Faculty Council and Transit ion Committee. As a Labour student, I believe it
is essential that th e SRC continues to
campaign against government cuts.

YOTE COOK ON MAY 14TH.

When you find yourself in t imes of trouble
Lorna Rep will comfort thee
Whispering words of wisdom

Vote fo r me.
Vote for me . , etc,

reasoned case against cuts in

Betterthan the other boring farts, huh?

e

Help fight education cuts in the Arts Faculty
and student loans.

•

Promote the Arts Council as working for
and representing Arts students.

I am very interested in student affairs and wish
to get involved So please give me this opportunity.

education and student grants.

JEFF

SIOBHAN
MULVANY

As an Arts Faculty representative I would -

I am a first year History student. I would like to
see the SRC more active in the wider
community. I am also concerned with the
profound and sweeping Government attacks
on the funding of Humanities. I would also
work within the SRC to make it more accessible
and responsive to all students.

FIONA E.
COOK

SINTON

SAY YES to someone who has taken an
interest in EUSA.
SAY NO to Loans.
SAY YES to an increase in students'
grants.
SAY NO to THATCHER.

MARK
WHEATLEY

I'm a third year History and Politics student
from Bolton in Lancashire. I've chaired the ASC
for two years and, although unable to continue
as convener, I would like to remain on the
council. If elected, I promise to do the job with
enthusiasm and determination; please support
me.
Thanks.

SAY YES to JEFF.

LAW-2Seats
JOANNA

CHERRY

Student
representation
is
important, we are threatened on
all sides with loans, cuts in our
benefits, the community charge
and cuts in education as a whole.
As a Labour student I have the
commitment as well as three
years' experience on the SRC to
d9 this job effectively.

JACKIE

CLARKE

Can't say I'm really into political
rhetoric - so what do I write for
an election address? There isn't
much to say except that obviously
I'm prepared to do this and to
work hard at it. Other than that
just remember: The man fro~
Delmonte
he say 'VOTE
JACKIE!'.

DAVID
MILNE

Only if you can see what your rep
is doing can you be sure that what
you want done is done. Only if you
can introduce a new face with new
ideas will you replace stuffy
dogma with common sense. For
change. For a breath of fresh air.
Vote MILNE!

JOHN
RITCHIE

As your representative I will work to:
--improve
communication
between
students and the SRC
--€nsure the views of the Law Faculty
are heard
-support EUSA campaigns for student
issues
Vote for someone who will work with
commitment and enthusiasm for YOUR
interests-on 14th May Vote RITCHIE .

S.R.C. POSITIONS
SCIENCE UNDERGRADUATE-8 Seats
PAUL
ABU RN

VICKI
CONNOR

IAN
COLLIAR

If I am elected I intend to
procure the best deal possible
for Science students.
I will concentrate my efforts on
improving the King's Buildings
Union's Services, continuing
the minibus service and
ensuring that King's Buildings receives a fairer treatment than
it currently gets from the rest of the University.

I am a third year Computer
Scientist I'm quite human
though and I'd rather
communicate with people
than
machines.
My
interests are intra-mural
football and Third World
First. I would like the chance to put Science Faculty First
also.

EMMAM.
DAWSON

EUSA must produce effective aellon ag inst
grant and university cutbacks, recognising
them es only one espect of the Tory
government'& overall strategy,
As SRC E><tern I Affairs Convener. I have
helped organise EUSA's Anti-Loans Campaign
this
year.
Re elect
an experienced,
campaigning, Labour student
VOTE FOR THE ALTERNATIVE THAT WORKS

HEATHER
MAC·
ARTHUR

If elected as a Science Faculty
Rep rese n t ative, I will endeavour t o
be as approachabl e as possible fo r
any student who feels they have
any queries or problems that they
feel t he SAC should help them w ith .

EILEEN
KINSMAN

MORAY
GRANT

RICHARDM.
ELLIOTT

DOES ANYON E READ THESE
ANYWAY?
VOTE FOR ME I
MORE LOVE AND KISSES
EILEEN

xxx

KEN
SUTHER·
LAND

SARAH
LOUISE
PARRY

ANGUS
MclNTOSH

•

I'd like to continue representing science
students on SRC - I've been involved with
organising the anti-loans campaign and I've
worked on the Accommodation Committee.

Fellow Students,
I am standing as a Science representative s
I am interested in the issues which affect this
Faculty and would like to take an ective part in
the decisions concerning our future.

I can use my experience to make YOUR voice
heard.

Respectfully I ask for your support.
Sarah Parry

VOTE MclNTOSH

As last year's Convener I have worked
hard for the Science Faculty Council. I
believe my experience will help me
represent YOU on the SAC for another
year.
VOTE KEN SUTHERLAND,
THE MAN FOR THE JOB.

SOCIAL SICENCE UNDERGRf\DUATE-4 Seats
JOHN
GLASSFORD

ANJALI
OHO LAKIA

GARY
DUNCAN

-working
on
Student has shown
me what can be
done.

For the pest two years, I have
represented you on SAC,
standing against loans and
education cuts. Today, I ask
you to re-elect someone with
experience and interest in the
issues that are relevant to you.
Vote for effective representa·
tion.

If you elect me I will do it.

VOTE DUNCAN - 1.

BRIDGET
JOHNSON

ALICK
BRYCE
McWHIRTER

As a Labour student, I will take part in
initiating campaigns of action on
student, local and national affairs. As
students,
we
shouldn't
isolate
ourselves from the outside world.

As an independent candidate I w ill
represent YOU - not a political party
or ideology. None of the m ai n
po lit ical
parties
have
idea l
educational policies and as your SRC
rep I will present YOUR ideas and
criticism s to try and help provid e a
better, fa i rer and more rewardi ng
un ivefsity environment !

I w ill also ensure that developments
made with the Women' s Comm ittee
are continued .

I am a first year politics
student. I would like to see
the SAC being more
accessible and responsive
to all students. At the
moment few students are
even aware of the SRC's
1n
student
role
life. I am an active Communist and a prospective
parliamentary candidate

EVELYN
SIMPSON

CHARLES
PRIDGEON

NO FANCY WORDS- NO IDEOLOGICAL BLA·
BLA.

IF YOU WANT YOUR VOTE TO COUNT IN OUR
COMMON GOAL OF HIGHER UNIVERSITY
FUNDING. IF YOU WANT YOUR REP TO
WORK HARD IN OUR STUDENTS' INTERESTS.
ON ALL ISSUES, THEN
DON'T JUST VOTE
VOTE PRIDGEON

**

GRANTCUTS
BENEAT CUTS
THEY AfffCT US ALLI
THE SRC MUST CONTINUE TO AGHT
AGAINST THEM.
I've been a dass reprewnt
and• Fec:olty
Council member for the last year . Most Importantly, I'm enthusiaslJCand I bel....,.I can repr.sent Soaal Science students effectJvely.
VOTE EVELYN SIMPSON
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LAW STUDENTS' COUNCIL TREASURER
BRUCEC.
BEVERIDGE

RODERICK
CAMERON

If you would like a really good ' Mummys and Daddys'
night this year, vote for me and I'll have the money to
spend on it. An astute financial organiser, well known by
my bank managers (!), I have good experience of
'Mummys and Daddys' nights and the Edinburgh
licensed trade -three essential qualifications.

It's time that LSC got out of the shade of Law Soc's
'Rag-bars' and improved its standing w ith the law
students it represents. The continued success of
'Mummies and Daddies' night is important, but
more can be done to interest a greater number of
students in activities of the LSC.

SOCIETIES COUNCIL SECRETARY
JAMES
CLATWORTHY

JEFF
SINTON

An experienced and dedicated Secretary is vitally necessary to

Vote for someone who wiH w ork
closely with all societies and ensu re
that all societies' elections are fair.

assist the Convener in all aspects of the running of the
Pleasance. I feel that my year on the Societies Council Executive
has proved my dedication and given me the experience so
necessary for th is post.
Vote EXPERIENCE
VOTE CLATWORTHY

RETURNED UNOPPOSED
UNION POSITIONS
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KRISTA
JOHNSON

RORY
MACLEOD

GRAHAM
HALL

MURRAY
SIMPSON

Debates
Convener

life Member
!Committee of
Management)

Mandela Centre
Secretary

TeviotRow
Secretary

EILEEN
KINSMAN

CAROLA.
NORQUAY

MARK
JARDINE

ADRIAN
LEA

Chambers St
Committee

Chambers St
Committee

Mandela Centre
Committee

TeviotRow
Committee

~

~
-

••

S.R.C. POSITIONS
MALCOLM
MACLEOD

JOHN D.
HEGARTY

RICHARD P.
MAPLETHORPE

Education Convener

Divinity Convener

Medicine Convener

DAVE
GORDON

ANGELA
NUACK

ROB
MACKENZIE

Science Convener

Vet. Medicine Convener

Divinity Representative

GRAHAM

PAULINE

LUCY

CLARK

McCONVIUE

DONALDSON

Medicine Rep

Medicine Rep

Dentistry Rep

~
'ii...

;

••••
FACULTY COUNCIL POSITIONS
Arts Secretary-Rona Snaddon
Arts Treasurer-Sarah Wallace
Law Vice-President-Fiona Drought
Law Secretary-Alex Marshall
Law 2nd Year-David Milne

Law 3rd Year-Jacqueline A. Rafferty
Ian A. H. Reilly
Medicine Publicity Secretary-Ewen Stewart
Medicine Phase Ill-Deborah Morley
Science Treasurer-Euan Tennant

AUCK BRYCE
McWHIRTER
Societies Counci
Treas.!not on sw;)

EDINBURGH UNIVERSITY

STUDENT
.ACCOMMODATION
SERVICE
We have a number of four-person flats available for let at BLACKET AVENUE for
a period of 12 months commencing early July 1987.
All the flats have one twin and two single bedrooms, a bathroom and a kitchen/livingroom. There is ample cupboard space and each flat has access to private launderette
and to the extensive communal gardens.
There are car parking and secure cycle storage facilities on the site. some flats are
equipped with phones.
The rent is £343 per calendar month (= £19.80 per person per week) plus
eJectricity bills.

Any group of Edinburgh University students interested in taking one of these flats
from July should contact: .
ELECTION GUIDE STAFF

Mr DRESSER, .

at SAS, 30 Buccleuch Place,
(Tel: 667 0151) without delay.

Compiled by: Andrew Sparrow, Prue Jefferies, Tom Lappin,
Gary Duncan, Ian Robertson, Ben Simms.
Layout by: lshbel Matheson and Prue Jefferies.

Graduating?
What better start
than a full Partnership?
As a Graduate customer you have much to offer.
As a Bank we have much to offer you.
We recognise achievement and ability and fully
understand that our decisions have an important
bearing on the direction and quality of your life.
So, at Clydesdale Bank Graduates enjoy special
status.
It's very much a partnership and includes:
PREFERENTIAL BANKING TERMS
SPECIAL GRADUATE BORROWING
FACILITIES
ACCESS CARD
3300 CASH DISPENSERS U.K. WIDE
COMMISSION
FREE TRAVEL FACILITIES
AND MUCH MORE
The information is in every Branch of
Clydesdale Bank.

M U S IC UNIVENTS
T H U R 1 4 M ·A V S ·A T 1 6 M A Y T H U R 1 4 MAY S A T 1 6 M A Y
AN EVENING OF
CHAMBER MUSIC
Reid Concert Hall, Teviot Row
Napier College music students
play Mozart, Prokofiev and Mendelssohn. Tickets at door.

COMEDY OF ERRORS
Preservation Hall, Victoria Street
9pm

AFTER EIGHT MINCE
Negociants, Bristo Square
Jazz-funk

ents can see any perfter 6 pm. All cinemas

THE GUANA BATZ
The Venue, Calton Road
7pm
Psychobilly

EUSA ELECTION DAY

MR RHYTHM
Preservation Hall
Entrance fee of £1 after 9.30 pm.

PLATFORM 1
Jazz lunchtime, 1 pm .

HUE AND CRY
Moray House College
9pm

51/L MISSION CONTROL
The Venue
Club, with two hip-hop dancers.

MEDUSA TOUCH
Clowns, High Street
Free

(Su nday -Friday) cost
inutes before perfor·
ain eveni ng films but
Non-smoki ng in both

BILLY JONES
Lord Darnley, West Port
9 pm; Free

CONCERT BY
PETER BLACKHOUSE
St Mary's Cathedral
8pm

COMEDY OF ERRORS
Preservation Hall
Strangely appropriate ...

THE PRETENDERS
The Playhouse
With support, The Silencers.

UNCLE RALPH
KB Lunchtime Concert
Innovative, talented new band,
coming back from a nationwide
tour of social security offices to
play in front of a capacity home
crowd. Donations welcome!

TAM WHITE AND THE DEXTERS
Preservation Hall

de soup and bread for
ledl am is £2 .00, which
Committee meetings
the theatre. Anyone
ays wel come.
ip: £4 for four years,
ode a fre e ticket to any
ndby ticket 10 minutes
e Bar and many other

ch allows you to claim
>ff cost of any perfor-

in 17/19 Guthrie Street
or co me down around
chtime gathering.

eall Scottish National

1ckets cost £2 and are

FRl15MAY
20TH CENTURY CLASSICS FOR
VIOLIN AND PIANO
Leonard Friedman and Allan
'
Schiller
ProgrammeZ
Queen's Hall, Clark Street
Playing works by Elgar, Ravel,
Prokofiev, Virgil Thompson, Villa
Lobos, David Dorward.
Tickets £2.00 (Concession)

SCOTTISH CHAMBER
ORCHESTRA
Assembly Rooms, 1 pm
Wagner, Siegfried Idyll
Mendelssohn, Violin Concerto in E
minor.

NEW SCOTLAND COUNTRY
DANCE SOCIETY
6.30-7.30: Beginners' Highland
(Chaplaincy Centre); Advanced
Highland (Sinclair Room) .
7.30-10: AGM followed by social
dancing.

EDINBURGH BISEXUAL GROUP
Lesbian and Gay Centre,
60 Broughton Street
7.30-9.30 pm
Why do straights hate homo/bisexuals?

KB LUNCHTIME TALK
6th Level Common Room
1.01 pm
" How to listen to Jazz·.

BAND OF HOLY JOY
The Venue
Movingly miserable.

LAPAZ
Preservation Hall
With support band
£1 after 9.30 pm .

BOONIE RATS
Potter row
With support

CHAMBERS ST
Now open till 1 am.
Free jukebox, cheap booze and a
high class clientele . . .well,
maybe that's a fraction OTT!

INTER-CHRISTIAN SOCIETY
Nicolson Sq church
Meet 11 am
Picnic on the Pentlands, all welcome.

SUN17MAV
METHSOC
Nicolson Sq Societies Room
6.30pm
· unusual Vacation.•

ENTERTAINALTERNATIVE
MENTS COMPANY
.
Sun 17, May. 18 May
" Bedsit : A Stereotyped Student
Force"
Wilkie House, Cowgate
8 pm ; £1 .50.(£1)
A stereotyped Arts student
shares a flat with an equally
stereotyped science student. The
comic situations that ensue will
be familiar to all who have ever
been in a similar position.
Genuine farcical fun!

MON18MAY
A dull day at Edinburgh University! don't forget it's a Bank Holiday so check up on train and bus
times before you part for the
beach, country ... or library; it's
still open as usual if you 're feel ing studious.

FRl15MAV
leading

LIXX
Preservation Hall
Rock Night - Loud, proud and
dirty.

TUE19MAY
GIL EVANS ORCHESTRA
Queen's Hall, Clerk Street
9.30 pm
Jazz composer Gil Evans, wh.o
composed the incidental music
for •Absolute Beginners·, with an
assortment of class musicians.
Tickets £6.00

NO MERCY

MON18MAY

BAHA'I SOCIETY
Basement Lounge,
St Leonard's Hall
7.30 pm
Talk on "The Promise of World
Peace".

TUE19MAY
CHAMBERS ST
Now open till 1 am.
Happy Hour 7.30-8.30 pm ; 2
bars ; disco; free jukebox

HEADLAMPS
Preservation Hall
Free

rformances (7 .00, 9.00

I-marks!•

SUN 17 MAY

ORCHESTRA JAZZ.IRA
The Venue
African music from
British-based band.

Don't forget to vote, the pullout
Election Guide gives all the
details. If you fancy watching a
hack squirm, come to the countup in Teviot Debating Hall at 7.30
pm

ANTI-APARTHEID SOCIETY
Chaplaincy Centre
5.30pm
A talk about EUSA's twin, the Solomon Mahalaufu Freedom College in Tanzania, which was set up
and is run by the ANC to educate
exiles from South Africa.

n Cinemas 1, 2 and 3.
ws in Cine ma 3-the
identally, this place is

, , Guest tickets (£1 .25)
ion Sh op during the
Union, 24 Buccleuch
sal e at all shows.

n

TOTO'S JAZZ. BAND
Preservation Hall
24pm
Afternoon jazz.

20th CENTURY CLASSICS FOR
VIOLIN AND PIANO
Leonard Friedman and Allan
Schiller.
Programme Z.
Queen's Hall, Clerk Street.
Playing works by Elgar, Ra~el ,
Prokofiev, Virgil Thompson, Villa
Lobos, David Dorward.
Tickets £2 (conce~ion) .
HEADLAMPS
Preservation Hall
Free

WED 20 MAY
CHARLIE McNAIR'S JAZZ. BAND
Preservation Hall

FRIDAY NIGHT ...
SATURDAY MORNING
Potterrow
Happy Hour 8.30-9.30 and excellent live music from the Boonie
Rats.

MASSON HALL MAY BALL
Chandos Room, The George Hotel
7.30pm
Tickets : £28 double, £14 single.
Contact Susanne 667 3125 or Mrs
Orr 607 1121 after 5.30 pm.

EU SINGERS
St. Stephens Church, St Vincent
Street
7.30pm
£2
Handels
stuff!

Messiah ;

powerful

LABOUR CLUB
Chaplaincy Centre
5.15pm
AGM

WED 20 MAY
LAGS
Cheviot Room

Bpm
A discussion about parents.

FUNK NIGHT
Potterrow
8-1 am
Complete with cabaret, get on
down to the funky rhythm (man).

MIDWEEK SERVICE
Chaplaincy Centre
1.10pm
" Pisidia: Unknown Territory.•

WHATS ON STAFF UST
ALM
lltEA1"£
EXHllS
MUSIC
UNIVENTS

Jo Lune
Fran Hughes
Fran Hughes
Linda Kerr
Rel h Hasselgren
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DRACULA
Bedlam Theatre;
13th-17th May 10.30 pm
ls it merely by chance, or is it an
ominous premonition, that Wednesday the 13th sees the first full
moon of the month, and also
heralds the reawakening of
Dracula, at the Bedlam.
However , what will be on stage
at Forrest Road this week
sligh t diversion from the original
Bram-stoker Classic; a Dracula
that retains the sinister menaces if
not the same farcical humour of
the original.
The somewhat 'out of date'
melodrama of the Victorian version presented an obstacle which
was overcome by creating a new
script through improvisation from
the actors. Naturally there are
dire moments where the humour
is rather borderline, but fortunately these are rare events in an
otherwise engaging script.
Both producer and director
stressed that the production has
been a co-operative effort, one
which has encouraged the actors
to work closely together from the
early staes of the play's development. In this way the cast has been
free to experiment with the various concepts of possibilities open
to them.
Undoubtedly the most rewarding element of this 'experiment' is
manifest in the relationships that
have build up between the actors.
Rarely have I seen an entire cast
so relaxed and absorbed within a
scene. This is perhaps wherein
lies the success of tht production

ABEL BAREBONE
Traverse Theatre; 7th-31st May
"I' m Abel , Abel Barebone.
The son of Adam , grandson of
God, slain by Cain and left for

as a whole.
Simon Conway cuts a very
dashing Count Dracula. Cool ,
classy and amusingly chilling in his
smooth interplay of vampire and
Count. His haughty disdain is the
perfect foil for Humphrey
Couchman's squirmingly subserviant ' Renfield ', whose childlike
naivete makes him easy prey to
the Count's corruption.

Between these two characters
we see evil as a hypnotic force, an
addiction. They become the
catalystic force for exploring the
'darker side' of huma n nature that
is so often masked by a veneer of
social politeness. This is , in
essence, the message underlying
an otherwise rather simplistic plot,
which aspires to transpose the
phenomenq_n of 'Dracula' from a
particular time and space into a
universal theme.
Other noteworthy
performances were given by Stephanie
Noblett , whose languid, ephemeral Lucy , gave way to a convincingly bewitched 'Lady Vamp';
and Stewart Belting in his 'Suitably absorbed' portrayal of the
ecdentric Danish professor.
The set , designed by Garrant
Wiggins , promises to be an orgy of
evil 'special effects' aboundin'g
with crucifixes ana coffins, but
don 't go expecting ' Psycho III',
the effect is atmospheric rather
than gory .
Nevertheless, as the tension
increased I certainly felt the
proverbial shiver down my spine,
and it wasn 't entirely due to the
cold ...
MonaArain

Theatre Workshop; 8-9th May
Political theatre is usually
extremely tedious to watch. If it is
preaching to the converted, then
the audience just laps it up with a
smug smile of self satisfaction ,
whilst anyone who disagrees
either walks out , or sits the re fuming , with a completely closed
mind . "The Day T he Sheep
Turned Pink" is very different and
represents political theatre a nd its
outstanding best.
In case you haven't guessed , the
play conce rns the dangers of nuclear power. What makes it a masterpiece is the unbiased balance
of th e presentation: not once was
the audience told what to believe
and how to believe it. Indeed , to
stress the point that it was not a
' right or wrong' issue, the actors
re-enact an argument they had
whi lst compiling the script, when
it appears that Dee is supporting
British Nuclear Fuels.
Even so , a dry , balanced lecture
on Nuclear Power doesn 't make
good theatre ; it has to be entertaining and that it most certainly

OI FOR ENGLAND
Bedlam; Wed 6th May

Abel Baredone is a 17th century 'heretic', who gathers his
' Humble Company' of hopeless
cases around him to wage wa r on
the 'Great Mortality' . David
G3nt p!ays Abel with a strong
stage presence. He is well backed

knight , and a strange merchant.
A love story , superstition , myth
and man Biblical allegories are
twists. Stage and props are used to
full effect.

Trevor Griffiths' Oi For England is a sensitive play of shifting
moods. It is aggressive, funny and
touching , but it has one simple
message: unemployment stinks.
The action centres around four
unemployed London skinheads
who have formed a band called
White Ammunition. Nationalism ,
anarchy and aggression are the
group's priorities, exemplified
throghout by songs like "Law and
order up your a rse .., The characters play as a group and the standard , thanks to Matt Barrell's
arrangement,
is
impressive
Dissension , however, breeds
within the group. Finn , sensitivity
portrayed by Fred Deakin , is burdened by his Irish nationality and
refuses to play a much needed gig .
on the grounds that its promoter ,
"The Man" , has , Nazi tendencies.
A confrontation between the two
demonstrates Griffiths' talent for
undercutting the dialogue . After a
disturbingly nationalistic speech,

· was. Some sketches were hilarious, others deeply moving, but all
were thought-provoking .
. On .the negative side, the pla 's
direction and the lighting pl~n
were not up to the same standard :
these two ladies are obviou 1
talented writers/actors, but v: y
few people can direct themselv7
and they are no exception. As ~
result , some of the movement
and general positioning wer!
undeniab ly clumsy from th
audience's point of view . Th~
lighting was about as subtle as a
brick travelling thrqugh a plate
glass window, it was along the
lines of "dim for the sad bits.:__
bright for the fun ny bits."
The penultimate scene of the
play was a monlologue about a
chi ld who had died from
leukemia: the family had lived
near Windscale. Suddenly , before
the audience had had a chance to
pretend .th at they weren't crying,
they switched into a fina l comic
scene concerning the conversation of two radioactive pink
sheep. Somehow it didn't seem
funny anymore .
Tom Leopold

"The Man " asks Finn what songs
he's got. Well, there's 'Hitler's
coming , he 's been before', or
'Adolf didn 't do it , it's a ll a lie,'
replies Finn , not giving an inch.
The leader of the group, Napper , and his mate , Swells , are the.
only two who remain loyal to the
cause, but yet fa il to see that their
aggression and criminality is not a
demonstration of any sort of political belief, but a direct result of
boredom. This is demonstrated by
Landry , played in convincingly
gormless style by Steve Meek,
who couldn't care less about politics. " I just want to get out of the
pighole. I'm sick of doin ' nuffin,"
is the plea reiterated throughout
the play.
Oliver Shelley and Matt Burrell
as Naper and Swells successfully
avoided the temptation to
stereotype their roles , and
although middle class accents
occasionally slipped through, and
the direction was at times awkward, it was on the whole a
smooth production.
Prue Jeffreys

Miiiiiiiiiiiiii~~~~;;;--m;;;:;a~st~e~r~,CG~e~o~fifr~e;y:-[D>iiutc~h~a;m~,~an~d

Though Act Two is perhaps
1slightly overlong, good dramatic EDINBURGH ROYAL
tension and comedy often com- CHORAL UNION/SCO
pensates for this . In one scene,
two brilliantly funny soldiers, Usher Hall; Sat. 9th May
played by Annabel Arden and Conductor: Bryde n Thomson
Kathryn Hunter, are used to indiIt is very interesting to compare
cate the futility of stockpiling the work of three roughly contemweapons and food. In another , porary composers who lived and
.Abel forcefully stands up tq_ a worked in the same city; if, as in
hellfire and damnation preacher this case , the three are Haydn
by refusing to become a martyr.
and , more relevantly in the light
But as Friar Meekly obsessively of the film and play , Amadeus ,
chroncicles events it becomes Salieri and Mozart. From a modclear that time is running out for em perspective, it is easy to see
many of the characters. Abel is an why Mozart has survived the test
illusion - "only a scarecrow on a of time , while Salieri is so often
stick flapping his rags at the sky. " relegated to the ranksof"contem·
up by Alan Baker as the argumen- He 'is unable to defeat the ' Great poraries of Mozart" .
dead. "
Mozart's c minor Mass has far
tative colin Blunt , Simon Donald Mortality' by any last great 'MiraThe character involved is the as the co~ardly Jack Sterkie, and cle' , and eventually becomes only fewer words than Salieri's Corofirst person to die in the Bible but
nation Te Deum , yet lasts nearly
Ro11,er Hyams as the lovesick a memory to Colin and Winnie.
the speaker appears to be a very Friar Meekly. Those four progfour times as long. Mozart was
much alive Irish tinker. Peter ress through numerous advenThe play succeeds by excitingly told he wrote " too many notes" Jukes' powerful play comes at us wres with a fair amount of both conveying one man's poignant perhaps it would be truer to say
at a furious pace, producing new humour and tragedy. They meet , struggle to be remembered in a that he had many more Ideas than
mysteries as quickly as it purports amc:ng others, a rather prissy world that has forgotten him.
his contemporaries. This was a
· '
to unfold others.
Rosie Cowan magnificent performance , with ·
,Shepher.d , a "freelance" rogue
the chorus a credit to their chorus-

the soloists suiting the work
admirably , especially the first soprano , Joan Rodger, whose nch
a nd silky tone was perfect for the
work . Her solo , "Et incarnat~s
est" was peaceful and pastora •
som~ passages distilling the
essense of pure beauty .
The Salieri was sung with an
open clear sound and is simple IO
char;cter possibly even
simplistic as it seems very shallow
to mode~n ears which expect
1
depth of feeling. The oboe s 010 . ~
the poco adagio shows a bne
glimpse of this .
111
However , the Ha~dn. s~~
phony no. 70 in D ma1or is ittle
light , pleasant and possibly a 1 the
·bare when compared to
d
Mozart. But it was delicate
elegant , played with a fr~~;;
almost crystalline tone. It s hat
equally-Jikely, listemn~ to ~hat
was admired at the time , ular,
Sahen was .comfortably pop d of
and Mozart drastically ahea 11
his time .
Katie AlcOC

3;'

Art, War and Women
:e:%t~!e:~~r~~~k ~dc~~i~~~n:~e ~th :m~n, .

sexuality and death .' Profoundly influential 00 8 whole out victim;' heads pewin.g
0
European show opened at th F .1 ~
_1&nored by th~ major institutions. This week her first major blood . " Female Bomb" (1966) 1s
e rui mar et. Ahson Brown reviews her work and listens to her view .
an image of female po" er - a
The publicity emphasised that
many-headed ,
man}-breasted
Nancy Spero was a 61-year-old
bomb which la he out \\Ith its
American who has been a congonesquely extended tongue : " I
t~oversiat figure as a feminist,
did m} tuff all ov~r it " i a ~ir~ct
po litical activist and champion of
~mment. from a pilot , descnbing
wo me n's art . Meeting her was an
h1 bo~~mgor. ai.g on a the ~asimmediate surprise. A tall , slenant VJCt!.m hid m .sewer pipe
de r, gaunt woman; dressed JM''
below. I thought 11 was really
obscc~e so I . made .. my "ork
e ntire ly in black in the same iii
casua l way as any art student of
shocking to VJewe.rs: But h~r
today, with short, cropped yet- ,,_
w?rk wa only exh1b1te d in anu·
d
Vietnam protest hows . pero
lowy hal·r and da r k- nmme
specd be h d " M
· ·
tactes. As she talked about h
wante to
ear :
y po ition
. .
er
was as a \\Oman an1 t. but nobody
work , gi.ving a tour of the gallery ,
was listening to what I wanted to
you realised she really cares about
"
h
d
h
· ·
·
h
·
.
say . o s e turne tot e wntings
h
t e 1ssu.es s e paints, most prom1of the Frenchman Atraud .
ne ntly in her desire to make the
"The Codex Artaud" series
fe m a le voice heard and not just to
(1970-72) are large scrolls of
wo me n , but men too.
work .
The
blank
paper
It therefore seems surprising
inter;persed with hieroglyphic
th at t his is her first major Eurofigures as extensions to the
pea n exhibition - it covers her
selected eroxed texts of Artaud
work from early oil painting of
1954 to the paper-collage work of "I was sticking out my tongue and trying to find a voice after feeling which she place; into " ambiguous
space". She feels the French is a
last year. Her early paintings are silence for so many years."
public statement . even 1f ou can't
dark a nd sombre, covering sub"That was a kind of rebellion
"The war was beyond the citi- read it. " In French , ' tongue ' is
jects o f child birth and maternity.
agai nst the establishment. " But zens' capabilities, I started think- 'lungue '. Tongue and language The
ca nvas
surfaces
were
she wanted to feel there was "a ing about the artist in society: to ! was sticking my tongue out and
rewo rked for months at a time,
continuity in my work even
image upon image, rubbed and tho ugh medium and format externalise it I used the wor~ of trying to find a voice after feeling
repainted until " I got the perfect changes" . Besides, in order to Artaud which made very unique 'ilence for so many years ."
The Artaud work led on to
kinds of ;tatcmcnts, the cry of the
line". She lived in Paris for five
broach new subject matter such as
yea rs and produced a series of the Vietnam war, she needed a artist in a bourcgeois society , of "Torture of Women " ( 1974-76) , a
mental and physical pain - the series of 14 panels. 20" x 12' long ,
wor k, 'The Paris Black Paintings',
new method of working and she
which broadened her subject mat- returned to America at the out- artist was overlooked and put into more regulated , but with more
elements than on "Arwud".
te r to cover prostitutes, monsters, break of the war. "I felt a respon - a position of non-participation in
Wood-type alphabets and bulletin
mo the rs and children. "Genetrix" sibil ity as an American ; Vietnam society. lie aid he had a voice,
but he couldn't speak ; he meant type tell the case histories : rape,
(1962) shows a four-breasted was the American problem ."
sexual abuse. mutiliation and 'di he couldn ' t be heard."
figure of a mother giving birth
Spero needed to comment and
th rough
her
mouth;
birth work on " war paintings" . The " I see the Bomb in terms of sex and power, little boys' games, masculine
becomes a language and hence a images are of total destruction .
power. To emphasise my feelings I started to exaggerate the genitals the me which dominates later
" I see the Bomb in terms of sex it goes beyond genre - power is phallic."
work .
and power, little boys' games ,
appearances' of women political
The images are powerful and
From
1966-70
her
work masculine power. In order to
pri oners. Predominating is the
ch a nges , abandoning the tradi- emphasise my feelings I sta rted to disturbing. collected from media
myth of Marduk and Tiamet. "It's
tio ns of oil on canvas for more exaggerate the genitals - it goes photos. he saw the helicopter as
not even a myth, but a truth about
unconventional methods, using beyond genre - power is phal- a symbol of the Vietnam war, and
aggression towards women and
depicts the machines as spitting
pape r , collage , cut-outs and text. lic. "

ml
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POETRY
POETRY LIVE
Q ueen 's Hall; 6th May
" We all scribbled away as adolescents and the chosen few continue writing when adults."
This was the theme of some
ra ther fatuous opening remarks
m ade by Sheena McDonald , TV
pre senter turned compere for last
W e dnesday night's Poetry Live
e vent. She also trotted out the old
favourite - " Poetry is infinitely
better when read aloud by the
poet." Ms McDonald may not
have experienced it any other way
but if this is true then the Queen's
Hall
audience
was
indeed
privileged to have four of these
" precious
people"
(Ms
McDonald's phrase, not mine).
What we got, however, was an
incongruous mix of the good , the
mundane, and the brilliant.
Carol Rumens' apparent nervousness was not helped by Ms.
Mcdonald 's demand that she
move to the other microphone
midway through her introduction.
Ms Rumens has recently published a novel Plato Park, and her
Selected Poems. She also writes a
column called 'Writers Detained '
io The Literary Review. Several of
her poems have an 'Iron Curtain '
theme, which made a fitting prelude to Irina Ratushinskaya 's
work. In 'The Fire fighter' a Chernobyl widow· recalls "That night
they burnt the air." Ms Rumens'
other themes included family,
school memories and a poem
about the odd experience of read-

ing her poetry at Waterloo Station
during rush hour. Ms Rumens'
reading had charming touche but
left no forceful impression.
Gavin Ewart chose to read
three lengthy poems which showwed none of his versatility as a
writer. The first. concerning a sectarian murder in Belfast, would
have been patronising and offensive if one had had the energy to
plough
through
its woolly
longwindedness. As it stood it
merely reeked of the dry secondhand authority which had 'in
spired' it. His poem about the
dreariness of committee meetings
unfortunately fell into the tedium
trap it was intended to ridicule.
And his last piece 'The Owl writes
a detective story'. with its increasingly irritating 'sound effect',
deteriorated completely into the
slough of schoolboy humour.

orman McCaig read entertainingly and fluently, wittily
injecting humour into many
poems without letting them fall
flat on th eir faces. In ' eighbour'
he pokes fun at a suburba n
character:
" His car sits outside
It never goes anywhere
ls it a pet?"
And in 'Seasonal Note in June'
he notices how " Men are sucked

into pubs''. Many of his poems
used his characteristically vivid
imagery to . ketch dramatic
themes like death and nature.
Finally , Irina Ratushinskaya
reci{ed her poems in Russian. preceded by Carol Rumens' reading
the English translation . Ms
Ratushinsaya spoke confidently
and clearly, betraying signs of the
illnesses which have dogged her
during her four year har h
imprisonment in a labour camp
near Moscow. Her poetry is still
banned in the USSR and he has
lived in the USA since her release
last autumn . She recited without
notes. as she wrote her poems on
bars of soap in prison and swiftly
memori ed them . We were constantly reminded of her govern- 1~~~·••111••·~
ment 's inhumanity:
"The mell of opened mail
Fills the post offices ."
Often she used the lyrical imagery of stars , sky, snow and wings
to invoke the powerful theme of
freedom . Her poetry ranged from
cynical wit to pure emotion . In a
poem where an extra tooth he
ha grown is treated with great
suspicion by prison taff, she comments wrily " Perhaps next time
}'II grow wings." And in the title
poem from her book • o, i'm not
Afraid' she simply tates:

"It isn't true, I am afraid of
dying."
Irina Ratushin kaya, cla ed as
a "state criminal" by the KGB,
showed her rather passive Edinburgh
audience
how
truly
courageous poetry can be.
Rosie Cowan

ARTS
putting them on a pede tal _.. The
words are interspersed with
image of ambiguou primitive
monsters . A .. k
Godd ..
appears all over the piece - a
combination of the Eg)'Ptlan godde
ut, and the mothering of
Romulus and Remus ; the "protective and vulnerable ." The
work i incredibly disturbing and
led on to more commentarie of
abuse to \\Omen to outh
Africa and Winnie 1andela , subjects she feel extremely -.trong
about. " kv Godde s" ( t 9 5} is
her thoughts upon " women in his
torical time , my work went from
th more psychotogi I con em ,
the ultimate vicumage of women ,
the negative in so iety. progm.sing towa rds women in control of
their own bodi . - there is fre edom. " Indeed thi lar e. colourful
roll of work .,hows image of
modern fe male athlete-. iuxtaposed next to prim111ves . African-. and reek,, " All acting as
1ct} . celebtreely ns male-. 1n
rating their own '>cxuality . their .
own bodies I wanted the woman
to be see n as a umvc t">al mbol
rather than the mole ." TI1e wor~ 1s
magnificent celcbrauon of
women . pero ha independently
fulfilled one promise of the
women · movement; that women
would "speak a ubjects of their
own discourse. in their own language , and in their own terms" .
Thi exhibition come at a time
when women are at last being recognised as artists in their own
right , with something to say to the
world . It is up to us to liMen .

one man , Irwin . Images of men
marching for ocialism , handtools. Lenin , Marx and many
other socialist symbol
arc
superimposed on ordinary 1llu;trative quality woodcuts depict mg
indu~trial landscapes or on top of
old 011 portra1b and landscapes .
Each piece i framed m what looks
like carved and wood smothered
in black tar though what thi sym
bolise I'm not sure . The painting'>
expound the ideal of socialism
using mostly old symbols or symbols ba ed on old ymbol . It i-.n·t
the fact that the symbol are old
that make the meanings and purposes of the works stagnant , 1t '
the fact that the artist ha n ' t done
it m a new wa . The works 1ust
like the maoi~ to have a politJcal
theme urging us to earch for the
socialist dream of equality of
opportunity for all members of
NEW LOVENIAN ART
the communit . 1n effect titling'
Richard Demarco Gallery ;
the individuality of the move~
until 30th May
ment' followers "'hich is what
seems to have happened in Irvin ·
The first question that entered case.
As far a it i pos ible to make
my mind on viewing thi exhibition was, is it new? The answer. out. there isn ' t an)1hmg new m
this exhibition. not even the manwas no.
ifesto that it attempts to gl nf . It
has all been done before. more
This " ew lovenian art" comes
than once.
read 'mad
for the
cotti h
Robbie Carswell
peopi.: with a sociali t-type manife to
tating
that
.. eve
lowemische Kunst" i based "on
the principle of a consciou abandoning of personal taste , judgements, convictions; substitutin11 free
depersonalisation, the willing
adoption of the role of ideology
in the unmasking and recapitulating
of the capitalist regime.
The works are all produced by
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In search of laughter
THE NAME OF THE ROSE
ODEON
Dir: Jean-Jacques Arnaud
Umberto Eco's novel immerses
itself in religion and philosophy. It
surprisingly became a bestseller.
Jean-Jacques Arnaud has even
more surprisingly turned it Into a
film. Question: how does one
attempt such a translation without
creating something very literary
and static? Answer: minimalise
the theorising, and concentrate on
plot. Turn it Into a full-blooded
thriller-cum-whodunnit.
Arnaud reaches this conclusion, and consequently it would
be foolish to judge the film against
its source. Unlike A Room With a
View though , this translation is
not entirely successful, for without the intellectual beef behind it ,
a necessary poignance of meaning
is Jost.
Let me explain: two Franciscan
monks , Brother William of Baskerville (Sean Connery) and his
16-year-old novice , arrive at a
huge isolated Benedictine monastery. They have travelled for
weeks to debate a crucial question: " Did Christ -or did he not
- own the clothes he wore?". An
element of the ridiculous creeps in
only because the real importance
of the issue isn't fully explained.
Substitute " wealth" for "clothes"
and one begins to understand it~
repercussions for the rich , corrupt
Papal delegates.
Then again, look at what the
film and charismatic Brother William are really concerned with the series of brutal and thinly disguised murders. Why should a lost
volume of Aristotle commending
laughter be interpreted as potentially lethal to the Church of the
dark ages, in fact lethal enough
for men of God to trade with the
· devil? I'm still not really sure
about that one.
What I am sure of though, is
that I nevertheless enjoyed The
Name of the Rose immensely.
Sean Connery affirms his talent,
playing a seasoned intellectual
Pierrot-type, fascinated by the
secrets of the vast , guarded library , and thriving on the suspense

WORKING GIRLS
FILMHOUSE
Dir: Lizzie Borden
Working Girls: an alternative
mm on the theme of sex-for-sale,
or an American Persona/ Services?
Well , instead of 'Where's the
nylon suspender belt?' it's more a
case of 'Where's the Filofax?' Discarding .the usual high-class
whorehouse or seedy hotel , it opts
for a sort of executive apartment
with designer lighting, artistic
porno mags and tasteful paintings
adorning the walls. Unfortunately , prostitution yuppie-style
not only spells predictability , but
also a film of slick unemption.
It all centres around Moly, a
prostitute apparently with a difference - a Yale graduate in fact.
Quite what this is supposed to
prove I don 't know . She's a lik_eable enough woman who protects
the younger girls from the neurotic money-obsessed manageress
of the 'business', and talks
philosophy with her more erudite
clients.We are taken through one day
of the superior brothel , with the
carnaradie, bitchery and backbiting.
The trouble is. Workin11 Girls
can't seem to decide whether it's a
documentarycr Knots Landtng. It
doesn't have the realistic grit of

OD EON
Dir:

"I just don't understand ..• I mean, who i~'fimotby Dalton?"
of the monkish murder mystery.
Measured and mature, but with a
wry humour, he acts as the perfect
foil to the striking environment
into which Jean-Jacques Arnaud
places him.
His last film was the excellent
and original Quest for Fire, set in.
pre-neanderthal times and using a
script based entirely on grunts,
and succeeding largely on visual
spectacle. His vision of humanity
in the dark ages is equally arresting: the monastery is enormous,
dominating everything with an
ominous brooding air. It is populated by grotesques, a fantastically ugly collection of bizarre
monks , questionably created in
God 's image. Everywhere darkness and a heavy impenetrable
the one or the glamorous emptiness of the other. Instead it
snatches at a halfway house with
odd strains of humour added.
On the one hand at work , there
are the strange concerns of such
clients as Bongo and Fantasy
Fred , while on the other hand at
home , there are attempts to
involve us in the domestic lives of
the prostitutes. But the fact is that
not enough time is spent on the
latter, giving this aspect of the film
the feel of an undeveloped afterthought.
Despite this, some of the acting
is quite convincing. Ellen McElduff is ideal as the sugary-voiced controller of the operation,
whispering her furious contempt
of the girls while parading them
proudly around in front of the
clients, and ushering the couples
upstairs with a sweet smile.
But Working Girls, for all its
possibilities of interesting and
sympathetic performances says
and does nothing.
Or must we assume that if the
feverish schoolboy antics of Personal Services appeal by-andlarge to a British apdience, th_en
the bland modernism of Working
Girls can only appeal to an American one?
Briony Sergeant
Working Girls and 84 Charing
Cross Road both finish over the
weekend .

atmosphere with a touch of the
supernatural pervades, only to be
stirred up by the arrival of a ruthless and psychotic inquisition,
straight out of Ken Russell's The
Devils. Gargoyles and secret passages, a surprisingly explicit coupling, talk of Apocalypse and a
few ancient Greek riddles keep
everything tingling. I could watch
this sort of thing for hours .

For those of us unfortuante
enough to miss a nondescript mm
called House last summer, we now
have the pleasure of House II The
Second Story; yet another case of
'uncreative money minded Hollywood producers making bad
sequels from mediocre originals.
combining the worst aspects of
Amityville Horror and Ghostbusters, House II tries to be a supernatural humorous mystery thriller, and fails everywhere.
Royal
Nano , a Dustin
Hoffman imitation only in looks,
part
of Jesse
plays the
McLaughlin , a young but famous
art historian who inherits a mansion in the American southwest.
Poking through old photo albums
and diaries he discovers his greatgreat grandfather siole an ancient
crystal skull whose magical powers
"will unlock the mysteries of the
universe and give everlasting life
to those who possess it." This is
only the first of many weak sci-fi
cliches which plague the film.
Jesse , with his very stupid and
very silly sidekick, decide to go
gravedigging andfind not only the
magic skull , but mumified
'Gramps' still alive and kicking
after 175 years underground. An
imaginative and stimulating plot

line for a childrens animated car.
toon, perhaps,but an msult to th
intelligence of a mature viewer. e
The movie progresses int
series of adventures as the ha ~ a
t · I
·
Pessin
, no ose .an d re t r!eve
the skull
alternative .universes' Which
appear and disappear in various
parts of the house. My favourite
~p1sode oc~urs when the bedroom
1s altered mto a vast prehistoric
world , complete with dinosaurs
and pterdactyls, and Jesse rn ·
battle a giant barbarian for ~st
skull. We are treated to rnan~
bizarre feaks of nature ( a half d l
half catapiller. creature that cra:i~
and barks) , on a set made from
processed day-glo plastic. Won.
derful stuff.
Thfi.. only briJ?ht spot of the
movie arrives with the appearance
of John Ratzenburger (better
known as Cliff the postman of
Cheers fame) who plays an electri·
cian-cum-adventurer, and helps
to kill aztec thugs from another
time warp where a virgin sacrifice
is underway. It is only at this poim
when the movi e laughs at itself
(the viewers have been laughing
at 11 smce the start) , but the satire
is lost when we are supposed to
take seriously the soppy melod·
ramatic and inane endi ng.
If you thought Big Trouble in
Little China was well written , and
Weird Science was hilarious
then House II is the movie for
you. If you have any taste what·
soever you will avoid this film.
Graham Benton

The winners of our She's Gotta Have It competition have , as
predicted, astounded us with their wit , daring and imagination . They are:
Scott Styles for: "With Lorna in a bubble bath. "
Anjali Dholakia for: "With Anthony Hopkins on a fishing trawler."
Kamal Murani for: "With Mona on the Yorkshire Moors. "
Miranda Chitty for: "With Matthew, any way he wants it."

Matthew Calling

_84_
CHARING CROSS ROAD
OD EON
Dir: Mel Brooks
This Read~r' s Digest-type tale
bas been a novel, West End play
and now sees its inevitable transition to the screen. Not wholly a
wise choice. It's very endearing,
yet not powerful enough to captivate its audience.
Anne Bancroft ("given" the film.
by her husband Mel Brooks) is the
American writer who , since
the I 940s, had a "love affair" with
"Marks & Co. ", a second-hand
bookshop in Charing Cross Road.
Unable to buy good English literature in New York , she corresponds with the shop's manager,

Anthony Hopkins
,
. . . a more
film. Not exactly box office stuff. ·gravy?''.. !'lancroft 1s b racier
eccentric,
mdependent
c ..a lite"
However, it does vividly portray the two countries in the post- who laughs at the Po b'ch
war decades - the boom time in English, yet yearns for t~atu~u~e.
the States, and the austere ration- makes them great-theirc . of
What emerges is a collecuo;ber
ing of the forties and fifties in Britain. They swap the best of their scenes of social history~ :~ive·
in ft is
cultures. Bancroft sends Hopkins than of deep character
·
Bancro
unter,
food crates, he sends her beauti- ment. . At one pomt,
·
f
Enco
8 r1e
watchmg
. . .1mid·
fully bound books.
Donald Lean's study of ilhCI with
We also learn something of the die-aged , middle-class Jove ceJia
middle-class contrast. Hopkins, at
Anne Baneroft
the start of each meal, says to his Trevor Howa~d and assioO
Johnson . Here 1s all the P this
Frank Doel (Anthony Hopkins). wife , "Very nice , very tasty" , only and fire that is missing from
This transatlantic correspondence· interrupting his munching to ask film . It is too cosy and snug.
between Bancroft and Hopkins his wife (Judi Dench) such excit- .
~arkwbite
provides the central story to the ing questions as "Can you pass the

~~R~ifk~ind's Reply

Malcolm Rifkind, Secretary of State for Scotland, talks
to Emma Simpson about student loans, university cutbacks and. his days as a student at Edinburgh.
A ll the Scottish universities will
survive under a Tory Governme nt. That was the assurance
given by Scottish Scretary Mr
Malcolm Rifkind to Studentin a
1recent interview
" We would not tolerate the possibi lity of any University closing.
It is not even an option we are
remotely contemplating."
The categoric statement was
made at the shi ning round table in
the centre of his private office at

"We would not tolerate the
possibility of any university
closing. It is not even an
option we are remotely
contemplating."

not guaranteed a job on graduating.
"If you have loans system, then ,
naturally, you would not anticipate that the stude nt would be
repayi ng the loan for any period
of time he wa unemployed or not
receiving an income, " he said.
All the countries that had loan
systems ensured repayment was
linked to the person being
employed and having a proper
income. If not , repayment could
be deferred.
" But the vast majority of
people
eventually
achi eve
employment - and a substantial
income -and repayment or loa ns
of any system would take that into
account. "
Mr Rifkind gave short hrift to
Labour' plans to abolish parental
means-tested contribut ions and
pay all fu ll-time students £35 a
week .

the Scottish Office in Edi nburgh.
It is an office this 41-year-old
Edinburgh Universi ty grad uate
has occupied for a year - and
which has seen him zoom up the
"I have noted with some
politica l ratings , with his fas t talk- amusement th at the Labour Party
ing and brilliant command of facts always believes in abolishing the
and fig ures, to be hailed as a parental contribution when in
potential future Prime Minister. Opposition , but never actually
His articul ate answers to my ques- implements it in Governmnent. ''
tions on student grants , university
He agreed there was a problem
finance , and voluntary student some parents not giving the
union membership , fired out like paren tal contribution required .
bullets.
But it was a question of what to do
He de nied there had been any with the resources available "change of tune" by the Govern- give every student exactly the
ment o n the proposed loans same , irrespective of background ,
scheme: "Given the British tradi- or, what he favoured, giving greation of student support I don 't ter help to those from poor
think there was ever any great backgrounds.
expectation on anyone's part that "The majority of parents do
we would wish to see the total contribute," he added . "There are
elimination of grants as one part some black sheep - that is very
of the student income ," he undesirable and it is right to constressed .
What fin ancial help students
should receive is being looked "It is essential that there
into by a special review body and are jobs available for those
Mr Rifkind suggested possible who graduate."
opt ions they might be considering: continuing the present system
of grants, but introducing loans by
aemn that. That is true of every
themselves, or loans as an
walk of life. "
opt ional supplement to those who
He himself got a grant while
wi shed to have an improved stanreading law a nd his parents obvidard of living during their student
ously gave him full paren tal
years. For those who preferred to
support .
rely on the grant alone there
"I was living at home because
my family lived in Ed inburgh .. .
wo uld be no necessity for a loan.
lt would be a matter of "free my parents said 'we are happy to
look after you if you are prepared
choice" .
He knew about Edinburgh Uni- to live at home'."
The grant he got was "very
versity's recent poll on grants, but
argued that people should sus- modest" so he worked in the holipend j udgement until the review days to supplement his income.
He recalled working on night
body's
proposals
were
shift at Waverley Station each
Christmas for about a couple of
''I don't think there was
and working in a couple of
ever any great expectation weeks
hospitals . He did a stint in the
on anyone's part that we
kitchens of Ashley Aislie Hospital
would wish to see the total two summers running.
" Did you feel your grant was
elimination of grants ... "
enough?" I asked him. With disannounced. The lawyer in him arming honesty he replied: "No,
surfaced when he said : " It is very not by itself - that's why I got
difficult to come to a final judge- summer and Christmas jobs of a
ment without knowing the answer manual kind ."
If Mr Rifkind continues as Scotto many of the detailed points.
"I certainly haven 't come to any tish Secretary after the General
conclusion there should be any
Election he - or his successor loans at all, because I think one's will have , for the first time, a role
views should depend on what
to play in the planning of the variactually is proposed - whether
ous tiers of the Scottish higher
education system under the new
loans by themselves or loans as an
University Funding Council propoptional supplement for those
osed to replace the University
who want them ."
Grants Committee. He will be a
He dismissed some student
fears that they could not consider
crucial link between the council
taking out a loan when they were
and the central institutions.

Some education pundits ee the
suggested new committee as a ··recipe for muddle and confusion" he doesn't - and also fear it
would mean gearing students
towards industry at the expense of
non-science tudies .
"It is essential to ensure that
there are jobs available for those
who graduate. This has to be
taken in to account when deciding
the distribution of courses within
the univer ities. We will try to
anticipa te in advance what the

seem to me one pend a lot of
one' adult life involved m the
minutiae and details of admini tI pointed out that our EUSA ration and, personally , I can think
President Cathy Pre land , has of better ways of spending several
forecast "the whole organisation years at University."
would collapse" if faced with voluntary membership .
His main activity was in the
He reolied : "That pre-suppose debates committee - he became
that students give n a choice pre ident - and he was also vicewould not want to join."
pre ident of the Law Society at
one stage and pre ident of the
But what about the majority of Conservative Club. He al o occaapathetic students who would.not ionally wrote articles for Studtnt.
But what ever the hot topic that
made him put pen to paper then , it
can bear no comparison with the
yourself whether you should
belong to an organisation or not. "

''lfyou have a loan system
... you would not
anticipate that the student
would be repaying the loan
for any period he was
unemployed .... "
financial cri is in cottil>h Univcrities today - with , for in,tnnce,
one of
tland's oldest universities , Aberdeen , claimin!( th y
are faced with bankruptcy and cloloure within two years and being
forced to mount a massive "save
us" campaign.
I he Scot ccretary is "keeping
a calm sough" about it all , as
north-east folk would say.
The current crisi had been
caused by the University Grants
Committee changing certain
criteria for funding , based on their
valuation of research work . etc.
he explained . So they are distributing their resources differently. Some univcrsitiel> are getting more , some less.
Aberdeen University's princ1oal put forward a revolutionary

"We are a free country and
if people don ' t want to join
organisations why should
they have to?"

Malcolm Rifkind: "hailed as a potential future Prime Minister."
likely demand will be - but it will
not be a rigid figure." What they
would try to do was come to a
"sensible general judgement."

Photo: Offrtr Um
join? " Weare a free coun try and if
people don't want to join organisations why should they have to?"

Mr Rifkind himself did not play
The new committee would be a "very significant role" on the
trying to influence the use of SRC here - he was o n tbe comresources. Meantime , about 48% mittee for "a very short period ."
of the University resources are in
"To be perfectly ho nest I found
the social sciences and 52% are in
e ngineering and the physical sci- the administration side of student
ences , he poin ted out . And he activities not to be my main
added: " I don't see any likelihood interest in going to University . It
of any dramatic change in that."
On the current burning question of voluntary membership of
student unions the Scots Secretary
was also blunt and again
emphasised the right to pesonal
freedom .
"This is primarily a matter for
the university student themselve
to decide . As a general principle I
am not in favour of closed shop ,
because it seems to me, as a gen70LD FISHMARK £'1'CLOSE
eral principle, whether you are a
ED INBURGH
student or any other adult , you
should have the right to decide for

scheme to cut co ts by extending
the student year - a majority of
staff and student have oppo ed it
- but Mr Rifkind made clear it
was " a matter to be resolved
wit hin the university ."
However , he added : "There i
not the slighest danger to the long
term future of aberdeen Unive rity. " There was no que tion that
Aberdeen - and all the other
cottish Universities - would
urvive.
Given his long link with thi
University in particular, hi pride
in Scotland and hi pride in the
fact that "under this wicked Government there are more scotti h
benelitting
from
youngsters
higher education than eve r
before."' Mr Rifkind mea ns what
he say .
He retorted : " We can 't be all
that bad ." I raised my eyebrow
and he laughed.
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Facing the Problem
The free exchange of needles
for drug abusers in Edinburgh got
off to a slow start when only four
people turned up to take advantage of the weekly Thursday afternoon sessions offered at a Lothian
Health Board clinic in Carlton
ferrace, Leith.
Dr George Bath, Community
Medicines Specialist and Lothian
AIDS Protection Co-ordinator, 1s

''It is not an offence to have
a clean syringe, but addicts
with drugs on them, if
caught, would have to pace
the penalties."
nevertheless very "optimistic"
about the new Government
experimental project.
Since then, numbers have
slowly been increasing as more
people make use of the facili ty.
Dr Bath believed the initial
small turnout was due to the large
amount of media interest shown
in the first week of the project. TV
cameras, photographers and
reporters were all on the scene to
cover the openi ng session of what
is to be the first scheme of its kind
in this country. Other similar
clinics will be opening soon in
Glasgow , Tayside and also nine
others south of the border.
The Government decided on
these experimental projects following the recommendations of
the McClelland Report , published some eight months ago ,
which was set up to look into the
prevention of the AIDS virus in
drug abusers. The report recommended that clean needles should
be given on an exchange basis.
This is what the new clinic in
Leith will do. Free from fear , drug
abusers
can
quite
openly
exchange their used needles for
up to three new ones at a time .
"Basically it works the same as
any other medical clinic. Details
of the patients concerning their
drug abuse and lifestyle are noted
in strict confidentiality. We then
tell them what we can offer them ,
we talk to them about the risk of
infection from sharing needles
and often we refer the clients to

The Lothian Health Board Cline in Leith is the first in the country to implement the
free exchange of needles for drug abusers, in an attempt to curb the spread of AIDS.
Caroline Merriman reports.
drug projects or the Scottish
AIDS Monitor scheme."
Edinburgh has about 2,000
drug abusers with an estimated
one-half to a third of these AIDS
infected. Dr Bath claims that:
"Edinburgh probably doesn't
have an invariably high number of
drug abusers in proportion to
· other major cities, but the number
of actual AIDS carriers is high .
This is possibly because of admin1sitrative reasons where there is
more injecting of drugs and possibly, more crucially, sharing of
needles.
With the clinic being situated in
Leith, up to two miles away from
the worst areas in the housing
estates of Muirhouse , Pilton ,
Wester Hailes and Craigmillar,
there could be a problem of accessibility to the clinic. Should the
new clinic have been placed in a
more accessible site?
" It has got to be understood
that this is an experimental project and it is obviously more
attractive to those who live near.
It is perhaps inconvenient for
those who live in the farthest away
housing estates; however , if we
can 't get people from Leith then it
is not working. We hope through
word of mouth that the numbers

will go up and hopefully we will
reach a large proportion of the
drug abusers in Edinburgh."
No area in the city of Edinburgh
is entirely free of the problem of
drug abuse. Dr Bath's aim is to be
able to attract as many addicts as
possible to the clinic and alter
their needle-sharing behaviour.
This in turn , he hopes , will bring
them in contact with a larger
number of drug abusers whom
they would otherwise not have
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"There is a gay community
but no drug community
because, of course, it's
illegal."

.:i tions
are ·slow; it takes a while to
realise there is a problem. Look at
~

and one aspect is whether there
will be an increase of needles left
lying around. We will be looking
for the net number of needles in
circulation not to go up ."
There is some uncertainty in
Scottish law about the legal aspect
of the clinic. The law is defined by
precedent, that is a case has to be
heard before it is clear whether an
offence has been committed or

Students are welcomed to
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ADVANTAGE
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031-226 2782

Professional typing
ser.vwt ati special
student rates

not. So far such a case has not
come to court. The Lord Advocates believe that there is enough
uncertainty in the law to grant the
clinic immunity from any possible
charges.
Nevertheless Dr Bath makes it
clear that there is no exemption
from the law, if the patients are in
possession of drugs on the premises. "It is not an offence to have
a clean syringe, but addicts with
drugs on them, if caught , would
have to face the penalties."
The three ways which AIDS
can be transmitted are through
homosexual contact , blood to
blood contact, and from an
infected mother having a baby .
The number of AIDS cases is getting higher. It takes up to five
years for the infected to produce
the full-blown disease with the
possibility of thousands getting
infected .
The Government have at last
recognised the seriousness of t he
problem and , in staging a natio nal
campaign , have been the subject
of much criticism.
_ Dr Bath , "sitting o n the fe nce"
perhaps as the leader of a project
set up at the Govern ment's
request , thinks it has been a good
start. " Most governments' reac-

"Edinburgh probably
doesn't have an invariably
high number of drug
abusers ... but the number
of actual AIDS carriers is
high."

Students Welcome to
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reached.
One of the possible consequences of the needle exchange
scheme is that it could result in
needles left lying in public places.
However, Dr Bath does not think
this is a" serious problem .
"Obviously we will be .looking
seriously_ at all aspects of the clinic
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Much cnt1c1sm has been
directed at the amount of money
put into the campaign - "It's
always to do with more money .
The majority of money is provided by Health Boards, not by ·

:a7
FRESHERS "

However , Dr Bath is critical in
that he believes the national cam-

''Drug abusers can quite
openly exchange their used
needles for up to three new
ones at a time."
paign is not directed at Scotland
The Governme nt's leaflets and
adverts are dtrected mainly to
homosexuals, and in England
AIDS is predominantly a problem
in the gay community. But in
Scotland , drug abusers are at the
highest risk from being infected.
Dr Bath feels not enough is being
done for Scotland and that ne~
initiatives are needed to help
Scotland in reducing the spread of
AIDS.
"You can't go for the same
approach as the national campaign. There is a gay community
but no drug community because,
of course, it's illegal. You can't
merely cross out gay men in the
campaign and put in drug abusers
instead. Scotland should have a
campaign of its own ."
But what about students? 11
there a problem of drug abuse in
the student community? Dr Bath
suspects there must be, but the
vast majority of people with drug
problems are not students , rather
it is the unemployed who have the
problems. Most students who
abuse drugs would usually not be
addicted . He stresses that "anybody must be absolutely crackers
risk ing death and disease by
injecting drugs" .
For those with a drug problem,
thery are in Edinburgh various
self-help groups , a drug support
group and a screening counselling
clinic at the City Hospital. Also
you can go to your own GP who
will try to counsel you.
The Leith Clinic and all the
others if proved successful will
hopefully remain open. For E<\in·
burgh drug addicts ii could prove
a lifeline in the so-called "AIDS
capital of Europe".

THE FIRST EVER
FRESHERS' WEEK
BOOK SALE

will take place on Friday 9 October·

CONTINENTAL SNACKS AND
FOOD ALL EVENING AT
REASONABLE PRICES
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America, they had a large problem with AIDS in the early '80s.
Their gove rnment is just starting
to do the things that we are doing

the Government , but I do feel that
more could perhaps be done in th
preventive side by the Govern:
ment. "

' I'
I

Have you got any books you don't need
any more?
Then, let us sell them for you.
All books gratefully accepted, especially for
first year courses .
Details of where and when, will be available
during Freshers' Week so look out for more
information then.
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031225 2293

DON'T FORGET WE NEED YOUR BOOKS.

It's Gonna be a "Blue" Evening
t the tail end of what h
of
proved to be two wee
busy activity encomp ing
ports Day and its AGM, the
ports nion tonight play
ho t at a reception and presentation of Blu and HalfBlues in Old College.
The award . for porting excellence in the pa t year. are highly
coveued and while the 108
a warded this year i a record
number, the Blue Committee
keep under close scrutiny the
standard'> required . Indeed , thl
)ear at the AGM the Blue. onsututlon wa'> changed <;0 that a
player has now to play for a club
for two year\ before being eligible
for a Blue.
Presentin)\ the awards thi-;

c•emng will be Dt:nk C ) of the
olli h port'
unc1l. fonner
pre 1dent of Gia gow
nheC\it~
thlcuc nion, now re poll! ible
for ports development . Pre-.ent
also will be the Pnn 1pal and the
Rector.
Among the recipient are members of the Rine lub, recent winners of the BU F champion hi!>'
and members of th
ub-Aqua
Club, who were awarded the
Heinke Trophy b} the Bnt1 h governing body of th 1r port for
overall club e. cellen e . Of course
all th award winner; are at tP.
top of their re.,pecuve 'port'> at
univer;it) level and the unprecedented number of award
allcst to the in re. ingl) high
\tandard of 'port at Edinburgh
Tom Maguir

Loss of Form

@ Useless EUSA @

What a curtain riser for this weekend's cup final! Sunday afternoon strollers were
treated to an electrifying game of competitive soccer at the Meadows, or at least they
would have been if they had bothered to stop, watch the match, and therefore sample all
the tension associated with an FA cup final. Who would dare decline the opportunity to
watch the graceful touches of music's very own Tom Lappin, the sight of Mr Sparrow
commanding the midfield with every part of his anatomy , and the courgeous do-or-die
diving exploits of Student's first choice goalkeeper, Miss Caroline Ednie? But believe it
or not, a few passing pedestrians actually seemed indifferent to the quality football which
we have come to associate with all Student versus EUSA sporting occasions.
The instructions were delivered
by Mr Sparrow to the EUSA
office on the weeks leading up to
this crucial ga me .... " turn up at
the Meadows with eleven players
at 3 pm on Sunday afternoon ."
Well , EUSA shrugged off its
rep utation for apathy and turned
out in force at 3 pm , if one can call
two representatives a " force''.
Fu rthermore, one of the two bore
a n uncanny resemblance to Mr
lain Catto.
Mr Catto did not e njoy the most
productive Sunday afternoon, as
is reflected in the final score of 14-4
against his EUSA team . A stalwart in defence , he lacked the
necessary thirst for scoring in
fro nt of goa l. Indeed, he has the
unfo rtunate knack of blasting his
shots in every directi on except
towards the goal. His shots sliced
to the left of target, hooked to the
right of target and looped rather
e mphatically over the imaginary
cross-bar. Still , Mr Catto can
claim two personal successes for
his afternoon's work: the first was
a sweetly-struck one yard sho t
t hat narrowed the m a rgin to less
tha n ten goals; and the second is a
credit to his memory, for it was he
who supplied t he ball .
The eventful first ten minutes

proved to be characteristic of the
ma tch asa whole , with theStudefll
brigade inching into a narrow 6-1
lead. A Glasgow Rangers hopefu l
- rose to the occasion , scoring
more goa ls in te n minutes than
Scotland have managed in several
years. Mea nwhile, a t the other
e nd Miss Ednie. was not really
tested, except for her ability to
retrieve the ball after yet another
"Catto cracker" whistled ju t
ya rds wide of the goal-cum-one
bag and two pairs of jeans.
The hero of the hour however
was Tom "any relatio11 ro Ian
Rush?" Lappin. Displaying si lky
first time fo uches, close ball control , (' tis a technical term
employed within foo1ba ll circle )
deceptive speed, a nd an uncanny
thirst fo r goals, he defied his
seemi ngly unc ne rgetic post as
music editor to treat the fas t-t hinning crowd to a live performance
of his natu ral skills. Perhaps there
is time yet fo r the name - Tom
Lappin - to grace the back pages
of o ur national newspaper ?
A casua l observer may have
been excused for believing that
Brya n Robson was playing in
Midfield for the Student team .
Actually, such a n observer must
have been either extremely shortsighted, or e lse hopelessly drunk,

for the supposed Brian Robson
look-a-like was no other than
Andrew "sell a dummy " Sparrow .
Perhaps more at home in the 111dent office or at the Bedlam
Theatre. Mr parrow neverthcless was an inspirational figure in
the middle of the park , coping
with the responsibilities of the
captaincy in his typically efficient
fashion. Indeed, Mr Sparrow
b locked more passes than Mr
Catto had shots off-target!
Inspired by the home crowd ,
which included such VIP' as Features star - Miss Pru Jeffreys (who seemed to be under ihc°;11lu sion that everyone was crap) the
1ude111 team were neve r in
danger or squandering their healthy lead . The game fittingly e nded
with a pitch invasion, illustrating
the crowd's excitement after such
an emphatic victory .
It is interesting to note that the
absence of such gifted players as
Mr Matthew Carling and such
ungifted players at Mr Gary duncan. did not hamper the performance of the team as a whole , and
despite Student 's obligation to
lend EUSA a player - Miss Emma
Simpson - the result wa never in
doubt. All in all , a very productive
season for the S11uun1 team ...
played one .... won one.
Carl Marston

Karate Takes Gold
Although St. Andrews won yet again cheered on to victory.
the team event, and HeriotKim Sanderson (5th kyu) took
Watt won the league, the the gold in the ladies intermediate
Edinburgh Shukokai Club kumite.
took a remarkable four golds
The gold in the junior (7th kyu
out of a possible twelve, as and below) mens individual
well as taking one silver. Had kumjte went to Gordon Campbell ,
bronze medals been awarded who is actua ll y ungraded in
out total would have been karate. The silver in the gents kata
was taken by Andrew Horne (7th
even higher.
kyu) , who was only just beaten by

Sandra Mcleish (2nd kyu) was
very much the heroine of the day
The crowd cheered her to victory
in the ladies senior kumite (figh ting) , an event she professes not to
like , agai nst her blac k bell oppone nt. Sandra went on to take a
second gold in the ladies individual kata section whe re she was

a b lack belt.
The Shukokai's ' A' team gained
third eq ual position in the mens
team event. The team was compcised of Iain Nicol (3rd Kyu)
Angus Ca meron (2nd Kyu) , o lin
Pearson (4th Kyu) , Neil tevcnson (.'.> th kyu), and Gordon

After their promising start
to the eason, Edinburgh niver ity ricket lub's recent
form ha been somewhat disappointing. Again t city
rivals Heriot-Watt the side
were completely outplayed in
every department.
Heriot-Watt ama sed 255·6,
largly due to some very wayward
bowling and slack fielding by the
University , and
the
muchimproved Wall attack then
reduced · dinburgh to I 14-9 wilh
Toby Tliompso11 and Benny C/11be
holding on valiantly for the draw .
Against t Andrews on an awkward bouncing pitch , dinburgh
could only manage 133-9 from
their allotment of overs. The t
Andrews bowlers bowled very
well, taking full advantage of the
conditions, and only opener
Simon Willey could come to terms
with a determined 60. The visitor'
were made to struggle all the way
by ome determined bowling and
fielding by the home ide, but got
home with just three balls to
spare .
In their next game the side
made their annual pilgrimage to
Durham, traditionally their hardest match, and acquitted themselves far better. In a 45 overs a
side march . Durham raced to94-0
off 14 overs and the University
boxed them elve in for a thrash ing again t a Durham ide containing several county contracted
players. However , Dal't! Co/grave, bowling hi!> best-ever pell
for the University and the ever
valuable Benny lube reduced
the home side to 166-8 off their 4
overs. Colgrave bowled right
through the Durham innings to
produce the remarkable figure of
4-54 off 22 overs. In reply , the
"top five" again let their bowlers
down , none of them reaching 20,
but a spiri ted knock b Toby

dinburgh
Thompson hrought
back into the game, ably ~up ·
ported b
harlc\ Ro'>'>· tewart ,
Oenny lube and Tom Pearfo11.
At 110-6 1111d 127-7 the side "·ere
1111 m with a chance h111 mded 11p
25 runs short with 1hree over)
to be bowled .

''ill

AgaiMt t1rling on a glorious
Wcdnc <la afternoon the University won the toss and put the
home side in to bat. The bowling
wa very slack and lacklustre and
tirling raced to 77-2 before good
pells from Mar Johnson and
Dave olgrave reduced them to
147 all out . In reply the Universi ty
los1 wickets steadily but Brem
Lockie finally pla ed a true captain' innings to steady thing and
there seemed to be no problem as
the University reached 121-6.
However, Lockie wa brillian tly
caught and bowled b
cott and
then Pearson was out to a freakish
dinburgh slid
dismis al and
tol43-9 when time ra,n ou t;
another draw .
The following aturday against
Aberdeen at Peffermill the fir t
five ba t men finally answered
their criti , e peciall one particularly cheeky bowler who
suggested they should travel to
away matchc on a cparalc bu\
and be excluded from the team
photograph . Willey and Lockie
put on 93 for the first w1 kct and
Willey's 70 wa a plend1d knock
full of gloriou pulls and drive .
After playing the upporting role.
Lockie then rJced quickly to his
half century and Garv Cook
scored one of the Caste t 50s een
at Peffermill to allow the home
side to declare at 197-3. Aberdeen
defended dogged! for the draw
and a cries of missed chances
allowed them to cling on at 66-9 ;
and yet another chance of victory
had gone .

Brent Lockie

Campbell
(ungraded) .
Alan
McCubbin , the team captain was
unable to take part in this event.
as he unfortunately had hi nose
broken in the individual kumite
after fighting well .

Eighteen crew came doWn to the canal on Wednesday afternoon to compete for the lri h up, the Boat Club' annual contribution to Intra-Mural port.

A memorable point from the
team event has to be the lppon
eil tevenson 1t3ined with .hi
Muwashigeri Jo-dan (a head lock
with control) . The rcs1 of the
fighters from Edinburgh , including the 'B ' team of the hukokai
lub who were beaten bv the cv
entua l team Kumite winners. perfonncd well . It wa , for the club . a
mo t successful day , marred only
by Allan's unfortunate injury.
hri topher amu I

The event , supported b virtually all section of the mversn , v.11h
the Agric contingent looming e~ceptionall large, wa rowed over a
500m course in four kh1ke in variou tatcs of aw rthm . The first
round took me time to complete, but m t pc pie "ere very happ t
lie about in the un . dd p1mm and cucumber ndWlch and we
could have been at Henle .
Man heats were very clo.,el fou,llhl with lachmc-.llun mith narrow! outgunncd by a upen r tonnage of gri , The intemat1 nal
final brought together Flower Pov.er and the ongolul . For crew
who had never rowed before 1t was a trong race with the on ululu
narrowly emerging victoriou . To enable everyone tor
at le t twice,
we also held a 'losers' plate for th
knocked out in the first round,
won b another very tr ng gric crew from the Ouelc crew .
K .L . Pie
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GROUND LING
The time has come. After three
years of serving the students ?f this
university, fearlessly delving,
investigatively reporting, donating sperm, abusing old folks and
pontificating endlessly, I have
turned my face toward higher
ground. I have to announce a late
candidature. Groundling for President.
Having decided to take the
plunge, the fi rst hurdle was the
nomination form . Fifty signatories. Gulp. ''Hallo, I' m standing for President. Could you sign
this form ?" By the second syllable
of ' 'standing'', there were no
humans in sight. There was no
traft"tc. The Potterrow was
deserted. No one would sign. I
tried the library. Same trick.
People were "jumping out of windows. Finally, by a combination of
wheedling, bribing, threatening
and occasionally forging , the form
was filled . I wonder why there are
so many people with the surname
·
Mouse at Edinburgh.
I took the form into the EUSA
offices, where the secretaries gave
me a hard stare. "You want to be
President? Christ, one born every
minute." They sent me to talk to a
man in charge of printing. He sent
me to talk to a computer.
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virginity in their bed a couple of
years earlier? I spent days trek·
king round. All the rooms look the
same. After a couple of corridors,
all the people look the same. To
whoever lives in Turner 109, I'm
sorry. Yes, I agree, being canvassed three times in two days by the
same candidate is too much. I'm
sorry. Here a curious phenomenon

takes place. In future years, if you Wholemeal smoked sausage p'
actually care who wins the elec- full in the face. I struggle on. "~:
tions (which is unlikely, I grant Students' Association is being
you), go to the Pollock Ref Bar at by a bunch ofchild-molesting c run
between ten and ten-thirty any mie pinko rapists. They cou1':1;
night in the ten days before the organise their own funerals n!,
election. There you will find all, Splat. Vegetarian chili con ~a~ ·
.
"T'h e t'1me has come for
ne
and I mean all, the candidates in and ch1ps.
friendly dispute, arguing each a change. Free beer. Free con.
other's points, playing pool (I will doms. Free membership of th
reveal a nickname that has grown Tufty Club. "Thunk. Red apple e
up here, but don'ttell you to whom the head. Quite a good shot act:~
it applies. •••• -···-- is Minnesota ally. The nightmare goes on.
Boring). I tried lacing all my oppoLate nights are spent ripping
nents' di;inks with the dripping down posters. I don't know who'
from one of those delightful using Count Me In for a slogans
sandwiches they sell, but to no but they've got a bloody gOOd cam'.
avail . I suppose I'll have to take paign team. The' last few days have
them on straight.
been hell. It's a constant fight to
It's amazing the things you find keep my posters visible. Leave
yourself doing when you stand in them unattended for more than
the elections. Rummaging through ten seconds and they're ten layers
waste bins looking for cardboard deep. Such pressure. I haven't
boxes with sides larger than A3, been to a lecture for weeks.
trying to work out ground plans of
Anyway, this morning dawned.
noors 7, 8 and 9 in Edward Salve- I still have paint between my toes
sen Hall, planning best routes to , from painting the banner that you
cover all student houses in as short now see noating down the Water of
a time as possible because your Leith. I'll have to get my natmate
mate with the car has to go and do another sheet. She'll be furious.
some revision from time to time. I've run out of energy. All I can do
How dare anyone not be obsessed is implore you vote for me.
with my becoming President?
Groundling. Probably the best
Hustings. "Friends. Students. lager in the world. You know it
Countrymen
"
Splat. makes sense.
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Listings with reference numhers can be followed up by
going to the Student Aecommodation Ser vice at 30
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monies. I settled for 200 puke
greens and a couple of thousand
leaflets, adorned with the results
of FOUR POUNDS plugged into
the EUSA photo booth! Scandalous!
I ventured towards Pollock, and
began knocking on doors. How do
you tell someone that you lost your
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The fourth floor of the Appleton
Tower was buzzing. For as far as
the eye could see, candidates. Sincerity filled the air. ' 'I promise to
represent . . . " , "I pledge • . . ",
" We must • .. " , "Students must
.. •" .No problem. I had a leaflet
cobbled together in no time. It's
good stuff. "Education is crucial.
That is why I have been working
on the Transition Debates Management for so long. We need lo be
represented. As a Liberal student
(lapsed) I promise to lead , serve,
think, shake 'n' vac, shake it up
baby now (twist and shout), and
stand and fall on my policies of
which I have none, because
policies are not what the Committee of Union is all about. So
remember, Groundling nips yer
heid. The alternative that is the
key." So far so good. Next I needed
a poster. Something visual, strik·
ing, sort of Mondrian out of Bartle
Bogle Hegarty via Toulouse-Lautrec and with a dash of ' The Price is
Right' stage set. After a few hours
on MacScribble I went for a pukegreen poster with the bold , 136point Univers legend , " Groundl·
ing President". Give it to them bet·
ween the eyes.
·s o, back to the printing man,
and lost of haggling about
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SCRJBBLEPAD

Single room available at 10 Ashley Place,
Bonnington. Vacant now. £120 per
month . Ref no 273.
Single room vacant at 92 Pleasance. Vac·
ant now till 30 June. £80.40 per month.
Ref no 212.
Females wanted for shared room at 48
East Claremont Street. Vacant now .
£150 per room. Ref no 271.
Two single rooms available at 5 Scotland
Street, New Town. Vacant 3nt87. £74
each per month. Ref no 270.

Vacancy fo r male in sha red room at 1917 Two single rooms available at 15 East
West Nicolson St. Vacant 1/7/87. £80.40 .Preston Street. Vacant 17/6/87 for a
per month. Ref no 279.
year. £80 per month. Ref no 262 .
Shared room available at 15/7 Cow- Three single rooms available at 29/5 Scigatehead. Vacant till 29/6/87 initially: ,ennes. Vacant 26/6/87. £80 per month .
, 1st year preferred. Ref no 261.
£146 per month. Ref no 266.
Single room available at 21 West Savite Shared r.;.,m vacant at I0/3Drumsheugh
Terrace. Vacant 117/87. £72.50 per. Place. Vacant now. £61.10 per month .
month. Ref no 28.
. Ref. no. 183.
Vacancy for single room at 16 Spottis- 2 single rooms availble at 84/2 the Pleawoode Road, Marchmont. Vacant l/6/87 sance. Vacant 28/6/87. £86 per month.
(date flexible). £116 per month. Ref no Ref. no'. 268.
280
·
Vacancy for single room at 18 Brandon
Single room vacant at 18a Dean Park
Ter race. Vacant l5/5/87.£80permo nth .'
Mews, Stockbridge. Vacant around l/6/
Ref. no. 264.
87.£100permonth . Refno278.
Summer in London. Rooms avai lable
Single room available a t 10 Learmonth
from 10th Jul y until the 18th September.
Crescent. Vacant now. £1 10 per month.
Mtmmum stay one month . For regisPost grad preferred. Ref no 276.
tered st udents only. ContaCt the AecomVacant single room at 43 Loth ian Street, . modation Office. Queen Mary College.
3F2. Vacant now. £64 per month. 3rd/
Mile End Road. London. Or contact 01
4th year preferred. Ref no 275.
980 4811 ext 310~. . ..
•.
Female wanted for single room at 1/15 Self-catering
flats
available
in
Bothwell House, Bothwell street (off EasEdinburgh during summ e r . Contact th e
ter Road). £140 per month. Vacant start
Student
Accommodation
Service.
of 87/88 year. First year preferred. Ref ·Vacation Bookings, 30 Buccleuch Place.
no 274.
Tel 0316670151.

ACROSS
5.
9.
10.
11.

12.
14.
19.
21.

24.
25.
26.
27.
28.

DOWN

Shoot down Arsenal (7)
I. Divine beings in the gallery (4)
Place your foot on the
Queen's head (5)
2. A little hole (5)
Hitler did this to his sec- 3. Robbers (7)
retary (7)
4. Stand up and give one (6)
This sword looked like 5. Reel (5)
6. Sale to the highest bidder
someone's uncle (5)
(7)
Where? (4)
Coal-miner (7)
7. Unravel Roy's Trap (8)
perrruss1on,
Someone born in 1967 (6) 13. Given
perhaps by the League of
Pull your male child
Nation (8)
along the ground (4,3)
15.
Climb
with hands and
Food from the Paddy
feet (7)
fields (4)
Oo bat - rearrange, but 17. 4 million aren't (4)
18. Needs to make bread (6)
don't talk about it (5)
20. Flashy and extrovert (5)
Shake Tia Gate (7)
22. Tally ho! (5)
Just married (3)
23. Put money on this one (4)
Like you mind or your
Answers?
clothes, maybe (5)
Baby swans (7)
See page 5

e

MISCELLANEOUS
Student Houses: There are vacancies for
students, mainly in shared rooms in
Halls of Residence and Student Houses.
Places in Halls generally full-board, Stu·
dent Houses are self-catering. If
interested, please contact, SAS,
For sale: Leather jacket again - suit
cold blooded Goth or pun k type or
leather fetishist even. only £30. Tom 447
9311.
For sale: 80 cc motorbike/moped. Good
condition; mechanically sound and rcli·
able. 9 months MOT and tax. Cheap to
run and ideal for summer. £ 120 ono. Tel
Pete on 667 7031.
Flat for sale 2 mins from George Square.
8 St Pat SL 667 9277.
Pre-exam tension? Relief for this and
many other problems is possible with
hypnosis. Cheap rates, phone 667 1158
and ask for John.
Wanted: Student flat fo r summer vacation in Edinburgh , for 5 people. Phone
Julie Stevens , 041-552 2806.

Student's classified section is a free
service to readers. We welcome
accommodation, ''for sale" and
other small adverts. Adverts
should be kept to a maximum of30
words and may be handed into the
Student office (first noor, 48 Plea·
sance) or placed in the red Stud~nt
collection boxes in the Teviot
foyer Mandela centre Union Shop
and i~ A&M Reid grocers in the
KB Centre.
BUY S.HARS.S 1'0DA'I JN

WE BuILT AN EMPIRE
ON JT .
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